섹션 Section - 1
HOW THE TRAFFICSCHOOL.COM INTERNET COURSE AFFECTS YOUR DRIVING RECORD
You were very fortunate to have been granted permission to take this course. Many people
think that the option to take a form of traﬃc violator school is always granted if you are eligible.
This is not the case. Not all courts allow the attendance of traﬃc violator school to those who
are eligible.
The California Vehicle Code (CVC 1808.7), states:
"The record of the department relating to the first proceeding and conviction under Section
1803.5 in any 18-month period for completion of a traﬃc violator school program is
confidential, shall not be disclosed to any person, except a court and as provided for in
subdivision (b), and shall be used only for statistical purposes by the department. No violation
point count shall be assessed pursuant to Section 12810 if the conviction is confidential."
The exceptions, as referenced to in subdivision (b) of CVC 1808.7, would be for commercial
driver license holders or if you tried to take traﬃc school for a violation that was more than 1point count, such as a DUI or reckless driving, which are 2-point count misdemeanors or
felonies.
NOTE: If the holder of a commercial driver license (Class A, Class B or commercial Class C)
receives a moving violation in a non-commercial vehicle, such as a passenger vehicle or
motorcycle, the court may not order the conviction to be kept confidential. However, the
conviction shall not be added as a violation point count for the purposes of determining
whether a driver is presumed to be a negligent operator. (CVC 42005)
One violation per 18-month period may be kept oﬀ your public driving record, or "masked" by
your attendance of a traﬃc violator education program (CVC 1803.5 refers to the requirement
of the court clerk's preparation of an abstract of your driving record for submission to the
Department of Motor Vehicles).
In other words, after successful completion of this course, this point will also be kept oﬀ your
driving record. If you were to choose not to take a traﬃc school course for a moving violation,
your automobile insurance rates could be adversely aﬀected.
SECTION ONE
Reasons for Traﬃc Laws & Careless Driving

RECENT LAW CHANGES AND THE REASONING BEHIND THEM

The driving environment is dynamic. While dealing with the complexities associated with
driving city streets and understanding traﬃc signals and road markings can be daunting within
itself, you still must stay informed on the new laws that have passed as well as the latest in
driving technology and defensive driving techniques to better equip yourself for the driving
task.
NEW LAWS RECENTLY PASSED
Each year, the California legislature passes hundreds of new laws. A few of these impact the
California Vehicle Code and California drivers, and these new laws are summarized below.
Cannabis Use in Vehicles
Although recreational cannabis sales and the use of marijuana for adults 21 years of age and
over is now legal in California with the passage of Proposition 64, driving while under its
influence remains illegal. As of January 1st, 2018, various vehicle codes have been updated to
clarify that the law prohibits the use of marijuana while driving or riding as a passenger in a
vehicle as well as transporting open containers of cannabis products.
Additionally, the DMV has been tasked with updating its website, the California Driver
Handbook and Motorcycle Handbook with information pertaining specifically to marijuana
violations.
Increased Registration Fees
Starting January 1, 2018, the DMV will require motorists, at the time of their vehicle's
registration or renewal, to pay an additional fee based on their vehicle's current value. This
"Transportation Improvement Fee" (TIF) will range from $25 - $175. The revenue will help fund
transportation improvement projects at state, county and local levels.
Pedestrian Crossing Signals (CVC 21456)
This law change clarifies that pedestrians can start crossing through an intersection when a
traﬃc signal displays a flashing "Don't Walk" or "Upraised Hand" symbol so long as the signal
shows a countdown timer and the pedestrian can finish crossing safely before the countdown
timer ends. This modification to the law simply aims to clarify when a pedestrian may safely
enter a crosswalk with pedestrian signals.
Seatbelts and Buses
Beginning July 1, 2018, drivers and passengers on a bus must be properly restrained with seat
belts if they are provided on the vehicle. Additionally, the driver has to ensure the safety
devices are working and must inform passengers of the legal requirement to wear their seat
belt. This new law is intended for tour and charter buses and excludes school and transit
buses.
DUI - Passenger for Hire
Beginning July 1, 2018, it will be unlawful for a person to operate a motor vehicle with a blood
alcohol concentration of 0.04 percent or more when a passenger for hire is in the vehicle at the
time of the oﬀense. This will mean Uber and Lyft drivers will be held to a higher standard of
safety while transporting people which will coincide with the current BAC limit of 0.04 percent
for commercial license holders. The DMV will suspend a person's driver license if a conviction
is added to their record.
With the emergence of new technology, the state legislature must constantly look at existing
laws and modify/add requirements to continue the promotion of safe driving.
CHANGES TO TECHNOLOGY
Just like other technological inventions, the car industry's use of technology continues to
change over time. Each year car manufactures continue to invent and implement new features
designed to enhance the safety, performance, and comfort levels of car owners. Here are some
innovations in auto technology that are newer to the marketplace:

Navigation Systems / GPS
GPS or navigation technology is already a quite common feature on several cars and allows
drivers to visually and audibly get directions, view maps, and find places of interest right from
their dashboard.
Event Recorders
Sometimes referred to as "Black Box Technology," event data recorders are used to record
details of a car's operation at a specific time. This equipment comes in handy for collision
investigations and can record driving speed, location, seat belt use, and more. There are also
video event recorders or dash cameras that can provide recorded video footage.
To ensure a driver's view is not obstructed, a video event recorder shall only be mounted "in a
seven-inch square in the lower corner of the windshield farthest removed from the driver, in a
five-inch square in the lower corner of the windshield nearest to the driver and outside of an
airbag deployment zone, or in a five-inch square mounted to the center uppermost portion of
the interior of the windshield." (CVC 26708)
Onboard Cameras
Onboard cameras allow the driver to see areas around their vehicle that might be hard to see
from the driver's seat. The most common type of onboard camera is the "back up camera" that
provides a view directly behind a vehicle while backing up. Other onboard cameras help drivers
better see blind spots.
Self Parking Technology
Not a fan of parallel parking? Then a car that parks itself may be just what you're looking for.
This advanced technology uses sensors to help park your car for you in tight spaces; all you
have to do is keep your foot on the brake!
Active Safety Systems
In cars, active safety systems are set oﬀ in response to a safety concern or an abnormal event.
Examples in cars include collision avoidance warnings, electronic stability control, anti-lock
brakes, and traction control.
Running-Flat Tires
Run flat tires are designed to combat the hazards of flat or punctured tires, allowing a vehicle
to travel for a considerable distance even after being punctured. For example, after puncturing
your tire with a nail, some run-flat tires allow you to travel at speeds of up to 55mph and for
distances of almost 100 miles.
Alternative Fuel Vehicles
Alternative fuel vehicles run on fuel derived from resources other than petroleum and usually
produce less pollution than gasoline or diesel powered vehicles. Some alternative fuels are
ethanol, biodiesel, natural gas, propane, and hydrogen.
Autonomous Vehicles

California allows autonomous vehicles (driverless cars) to be operated on public roads solely
for testing purposes, provided that each vehicle has a fully licensed and bonded operator in the
driver's seat monitoring the safe operation of the vehicle and who is able to take control of the
vehicle if necessary. Additionally, the state encourages the current and future development,
testing, and operation of autonomous vehicles on the public roads and that the testing and
operation of autonomous vehicles in the state are conducted in a safe manner.
CHANGES IN DRIVING TECHNIQUES
As laws and technology change, so must the way you drive. You should never stop improving
the skills necessary to safely operate your vehicle and become complacent behind the wheel.
This course will provide an overview of many essential defensive driving techniques later on,
but the following are some examples of things to be aware of when dealing with newer
technologies.
Preventing Pedestrian Collisions Involving Hybrid or Electric Cars
Hybrid and electric cars not only use less gas, but they also emit less noise. While this might
sound like a good thing, a recent study shows an increase in car collisions involving
pedestrians and these quiet cars. Why? Besides using sight, pedestrians also rely heavily on
their sense of sound to identify approaching vehicles. People with visual impairments or
children not fully aware of their surroundings are especially at risk of having a tragedy involving
a noiseless car.
In today's driving environment, pedestrians need to be more aware that there are silent cars on
the streets. Likewise, drivers of fuel-eﬃcient cars need to remember that they are driving "in
mute" and not assume that cyclists and foot-traﬃc can hear them. To help curb the issue, The
National Highway Traﬃc Safety Administration is planning to propose a new rule calling for
automakers to add pedestrian alerting, noisemaking equipment in their electric and hybrid
vehicles.
Dealing with Electronic Devices while Driving
Driving distractions involve any non-driving activity that impairs your visual, manual, or
cognitive ability to drive safely. The use of electronic devices while driving is extremely alarming
because it often involves more than one type of distraction. Not surprisingly, text-messaging
while driving is of primary concern because it creates all three diversions by requiring the use
of the driver's hands, eyes, and mind. Other problematic electronic devices include mp3
players, GPS systems, and traditional cell phones.
What can you do? Put down your hand-held devices while you drive and refuse to drive with
others who won't do the same. If your family and friends ask you why they should pull over
before sending that text message, share these compelling statistics with them:
• According to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, drivers who use hand-held
electronic devices are four times more likely to get into collisions serious enough to cause
injury.
• A University of Utah study shows that driving while using a cell phone, whether handsfree or not, can delay a driver's reaction time by as much as a driving with a blood alcohol
limit of .08 percent - the legal limit used for defining intoxicated drivers.

Air Bags and Hands-On-Wheel Positioning
The days of teaching the infamous 10 and 2 steering wheel hand position may be all but over.
While one's ability to control the car safely and comfortably helps determine the best hand
position, the fact that air bags are now standard features on all vehicles also needs to be
considered. Unfortunately, it doesn't seem like there is one single agreed upon hand position
strategy amongst the various driving schools, law enforcement agencies, NHTSA, and even the
DMV. However, everyone does agree on one thing: air bags need to be taken into account
when determining hand position.
An air bag deploys itself at speeds faster than 100mph, and if the driver's hands are in the way
of an exploding air bag, arms can go flying with extreme force, causing wrists to break and
hands being slammed into the driver's face. With that said, a wheel position of 9 and 3 might
be a safer alternative in preventing air bag injuries. Some driving schools even promote a lower
hand position of 8 and 4, allowing for less harmful air bag interaction, as well as minimizing
over-steering.
It's worth noting that the California DMV driver handbook now recommends that you place
your hands at "9 and 3 o’clock or slightly lower at 8 and 4 o’clock." The handbook goes on to
state "To reduce forearm and hand injuries, your hands should be placed on the lower half of
the steering wheel, with your knuckles on the outside of the wheel, and your thumbs stretched
along the rim of the steering wheel."

Anti-lock Brakes (ABS)
Anti-lock brakes are one of the most important active safety features you can have on your car.
They cost about as much as a premium stereo system but pay for themselves if you avoid even
one minor collision. The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration reported a
dramatic reduction in the number of multi-vehicle collisions on wet roads, and remarkable
overall decreases in multi-vehicle, pedestrian, and bicyclist fatalities. The key to proper ABS
eﬀectiveness is driver education.
ABS brakes will not repeal the laws of physics. You still need a certain distance to stop, which
is ultimately determined by tire grip, not brakes. Sudden swerving or running oﬀ the road can
still provoke a spin, whether your car has ABS brakes or not. In addition, ABS will not allow you
to take turns faster than you could without it.
To understand how ABS brakes work, we have to understand what happens during braking.
Brakes stop a car by rubbing brake pads or shoes against iron discs or drums. The keyword
here is rubbing. If a wheel is locked, then the brakes will not rub as they are supposed to. Many
people believe that a car will stop in the shortest possible distance if they lock all four wheels.
In most real-world driving situations this isn't true. A locked tire sliding on pavement has much

less grip than one that's just barely rolling; in fact, it's actually out of control. This is called 100
percent slip. In a survey of tire engineers, we were told that a 15-20-percent slip will provide
maximum grip under most road conditions.
ABS systems sense the rotation of your car's wheels and send that information to a computer.
If one wheel is turning more slowly than the others, thus causing more slip than the maximum
20 percent, the computer interrupts the brake pressure to that wheel, and only to that wheel,
up to 18 times per second as needed. This is much faster than you could pump the brake
pedal yourself. This action allows the wheel to keep turning. Many drivers never experience
ABS action until an emergency occurs, and they usually interpret the normal ABS sounds and
feelings as indications that the wheels are locked. The driver experiencing this strange feeling
then pumps the brake pedal from lack of education. This inexperience negates all of the
sophisticated logic designed into the ABS computer.
ABS is intended for emergencies as a last resort. Here are some pointers when driving an
automobile with ABS:
• Whenever you feel the brake pedal pulsing, press even harder. ABS may only be working
on one wheel, so pressing harder ensures that ABS engages all four wheels.
• Allow plenty of room between you and the car in front of you, anticipate, and brake early,
just as you normally would.
• Don't drive more aggressively just because you have ABS.
• Don't deliberately try to activate your anti-lock braking system for ordinary stops under
normal driving conditions.
• Don't turn every stop into an emergency.
Many insurance companies are now oﬀering premium discounts to their policyholders driving
ABS-equipped cars. Believe in your ABS computer. It will stop your car shorter and better
under almost all types of driving conditions. ABS brakes, used intelligently, may one day be the
diﬀerence between a close call and a crash.
ESC (Electronic Stability Control)
A newer technology that is increasingly becoming more available in both SUVs and passenger
cars is a system called Electronic Stability Control (ESC). A National Highway Traﬃc Safety
Administration study found that stability control systems helped reduce single-vehicle crashes
involving SUVs by 67 percent when compared to the same models sold in prior years without
the technology.
ESC systems help drivers stay on the road in emergency situations by automatically adjusting
steering and braking systems to keep your vehicle on course. It does this by comparing the
direction the driver is actually turning by reading the steering wheel position, the amount of
sideways force in play, and vehicle speed. ESC systems then automatically reduce the engine
torque and apply precise amounts of pressure to the brakes, to enhance control of the
vehicle's direction, helping it stay on course.
Preventing Rollovers and Other SUV Related Collisions

Over recent years, Sport Utility Vehicles have become one of the most popular types of
vehicles purchased by automobile buyers. SUVs now account for about 25% of all new vehicle
sales by automakers in the United States, making the total number of SUVs on America's
roads over 20 million strong. Rollovers are one of the most common types of collisions related
to SUVs. Due to an SUV's higher center of gravity, the risk of rollovers is greatly increased
when driving an SUV. Here are some tips to help prevent a rollover as well as other SUV related
collision situations:
Load your SUV properly.
The amount of cargo and the number of passengers your SUV can carry safely is determined
by the weight and distribution of the SUV. It is not determined by the number of items or
people you can pack into it, even if the space is available. Check your owner's manual to find
out the exact amount of passengers and cargo weight your SUV can carry safely.
Also, be sure to distribute the load of your SUV proportionately. Whether you are stowing the
cargo inside or on the overhead racks, an overloaded or poorly distributed load will increase
your chances of a rollover. Cargo, especially heavy objects, should be stowed low in the
vehicle so the center of gravity is not raised and should also be placed with equal distribution
on all sides of the vehicle when possible.
"Handling handling"
On average, SUVs are designed to ride approximately eight inches higher than a car. Due to
their higher center of gravity, SUVs cannot take corners or turns as fast or sharply as other
passenger cars. So a simple tip when making a turn with an SUV is to slow down. Abrupt
maneuvers, sharp turns and speeding will increase your risk of a rollover.
Be aware of your driving environment, especially when oﬀ-road. Oﬀ-road surfaces and
conditions can vary greatly and these factors can also increase your chances of getting into a
collision if not handled properly.
Tire pressure and more
Overloading your SUV can lead to under performance of your tires and increase your chances
of loss of control or rollover. Remember to check your tire pressure monthly and tread depth
regularly, and keep them properly maintained by having them rotated and inspected in
accordance with your owner's manual. Also, only use tires that are recommended by your
manufacturer. Installing oversized tires will further increase your chances of a collision.
Rollovers are 27% more likely in an SUV than a passenger car. (Source: National

Highway Traﬃc Safety Administration)

Practicing defensive driving techniques and always wearing your seatbelt will further help
reduce your risk of serious injury or death in any type of collision.
REASONS FOR TRAFFIC LAWS
WHY ARE THERE LAWS?

The California State Legislature passed laws to guide drivers by making uniform rules so they
could better predict each other and help prevent collisions. The prevention of collisions is
essential for the saving of lives and property. The DMV is required to publish those laws, at
least every other year in a text called "Vehicle Code."
Additionally, the DMV has to publish a summary of laws relating to the safe operation of
vehicles that use the street or highway. This digest is called "California Driver's Handbook" and
is available for free at the DMV.
Anarchy! Mass chaos!
SAFETY, COMMON UNDERSTANDING AND KEEPING ORDER & MOVEMENT IN TRAFFIC
It would be very diﬃcult to drive without base assumptions regarding the actions of other
drivers. Without laws, how would one determine on what side of the road one should drive?
What if there were no stop signs or signals? How would we know if it were safe to proceed into
the intersection? What if there were no limits to how much alcohol people could drink before
they drove? The obvious answer is that it would be very dangerous even to live near a street,
let alone drive on one.
The examples above are very cut-and-dried, and most people agree with these very basic
laws. There are some laws, however, with which some people disagree. The thing to remember
is that all laws are in some way a compromise. Not everybody agrees with all of the laws, all of
the time. Laws are written for a number of reasons, but the general motivation behind them is
to protect the public.
LETTER OF THE LAW vs. SPIRIT OF THE LAW
When discussing the law, there is one dilemma people often have. This predicament is:
knowing the diﬀerence between the letter of the law and the spirit of the law. The Letter of the
Law is the literal meaning of the law (the actual wordingof the law in the original text). The
Spirit of the Law is the intent or purpose of the law (what the law-maker intendedthe law to
do).
In this course, when discussing the law, we will try to put the whole law, verbatim, as it appears
in the California Vehicle Code (the letter)--or as much of the law that applies--and then we will
try to paraphrase the law, or simplify it, so that we can attempt to get at the meaning behind
the law (the spirit).

CARELESS DRIVING AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
On any given day, you’ll witness many diﬀerent examples of your fellow drivers behaving in a
"careless" way behind the wheel. The list can go on for days: speeding, driving overly
aggressive, running red lights, making a lane change without signaling, dozing oﬀ at the wheel,
and the worst of all, talking on a cell phone while trying to eat lunch at the same time!
Many drivers who commute on a daily basis or who drive for a living may have come to accept
the problem of careless drivers on our roadways as just part of life, but the fact is that every
driver, at one time or another, has broken the law and done something that was careless or

unsafe. Everyone is prone to make mistakes and choose a course of action that may have not
been the "safest" thing to do, but if you are thinking about the consequences that can happen
if you don’t slow down a bit more or wait to make that phone call until you reach your
destination, it will definitely help lead to less traﬃc collisions and moving violations throughout
your driving career.

The consequences of a collision, moving violations and/or an arrest due to careless driving are
numerous. Below are a few examples:
• Damage to or loss of vehicle - AAA reported that collisions cost $164.2 billion each year,
or $1,051 annually per person.
• Injury or death to you, passengers, and/or others - According to the NHTSA Fatality
Analysis Reporting System (FARS), 35,092 people died in fatal traﬃc crashes across the
US in 2015. While California had the 2nd highest number of fatalities with 3,176,
California actually had a lower fatality rate of 0.95 deaths per 100 million vehicle miles
traveled when compared to the national traﬃc fatality rate of 1.13 deaths per 100 million
vehicle miles traveled.
• Possible auto insurance increase - The nationwide average insurance premium increase
from getting just one traﬃc ticket is 18% annually.
• Impact on quality of life - Consider just a few of the impacts to your quality of life when
losing your vehicle, such as losing the freedom to get up and drive somewhere when you
want to and instead spending your time arranging rides, calling taxis, or organizing your
life around a bus schedule.
• Other financial impacts (legal costs and/or DMV actions against license) - The cost of a
major collision goes far beyond the mere cost of replacing/fixing your car and increased
car insurance rates. Most collisions also involve heavy traﬃc violation fines, traﬃc school
fees, court admin fees, license suspension reissue fees, lawyer fees, and doctor bills.

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS CAN CAUSE COLLISIONS

The majority of collisions can largely be credited to one or more of four factors: equipment
failure, design of the roadway, road conditions, and driver conduct. While most drivers tend to
blame the first three aforementioned factors for causing motor vehicle collisions, the truth is
that improper driving behavior is the main fender-bender culprit. In fact, over 90% of motor
vehicle crashes can be attributed chiefly to driver error.

Equipment Failure
Automobiles, though increasingly safer and easier to operate, are still complex technological
machines with hundreds of moving parts and intricate computerized systems. On average,
equipment malfunction accounts for less than 5% of all annual motor vehicle collisions, with
the majority of breakdowns coming from flawed brakes, bad tires, and steering or suspension
failures. Brake failure is more and more unlikely as most brakes have backup systems in place.
To prevent tire failures such as blowouts, correct air pressure and tread depth need to be
carefully maintained. Steering and suspension should be checked every 10,000 miles or so, as
such malfunctions can lead to the inability to control your vehicle, which could be extremely
disastrous, especially at high speeds.
Roadway Design
Though sometimes contributing to the cause, it is uncommon for roadway design to be the
sole factor leading to a collision. Today's modern roads are thoroughly regulated and have
been meticulously planned out by civil engineers, law enforcement, and both state and local
governments. Roadway design not only includes the obvious like traﬃc lights, traﬃc signs,
street signs, and street layout. Other considerations going into safe road design involve traﬃc
flow (one-way streets and multilane highways), diﬀerent road surfaces, hazard visibility, and
behavioral control devices (speed bumps, guard rails, curbs, etc.).
Road Conditions and Maintenance
Like road design, road conditions can also play a part in bringing about collisions. However,
road conditions are seldom solely responsible for a car crash, as there is usually some amount
of driver error involved. With that said, all prudent drivers should be aware of poorly maintained
roads that may have potholes, be covered in debris, or under construction. Also, beware of
street and traﬃc signs that may be missing, facing the wrong way, faded, or defaced. Of
course, Mother Nature is also responsible for a plethora of other poor road conditions that
need to be accounted for, such as rain, snow, ice, fog and wind. Reduced speed and the use
of headlights are often the best medicine for combating these road concerns.
Driver Behavior
When talking collision factors, 95% of the conversation should be devoted to driver behavior,
because 95% of collisions are at least partially due to driver error. When talking driver error,
speeding is usually the first word oﬀ of everyone's tongue. Even though speeding is widely
regarded as a dangerous driving behavior, 75% of drivers readily admit to speeding regularly.

Unfortunately, speeding motorists put themselves at great risk because they have less reaction
time to respond to other collision factors, like other motorist's driving errors, equipment failure,
and poor roads.
Aggressive driving is another poor driving habit that also leads to frequent collisions. Practices
like tailgating, making frequent lane changes, disregarding traﬃc controls, and failure to use
turn signals are all examples of destructive driving behavior.
Ignorance and inexperience can also play a part in drivers getting themselves into sticky
situations. Motorists who do not know the rules of the road, are uncomfortable driving in traﬃc,
or lack confidence in decision making are also problematic when behind the wheel.
In almost every case of a traﬃc collision, some sort of preventative measure could have saved
the day, like having your tires checked regularly to help avoid blowouts, checking your mirrors
and blind spots regularly, or maintaining safe speeds and space cushions with other vehicles to
avoid crashes.

THE N.O.T.S. SYSTEM

As a means to getting the careless and reckless drivers oﬀ the road, the DMV has established a
system called the Negligent Operator Treatment System, or N.O.T.S. for short. Every violation
for which you are convicted counts as a point against your driving record, which is called a
Motor Vehicle Record.
The N.O.T.S. system is kind of like a game of golf--the fewer points you have, the better you
are doing. CVC 12810 dictates that all safety-related violations will count as either one or two
points against you on your driving record. One-point violations stay on your record for 36
months. Most two-point violations will stay on your record for seven years, except any drunk
driving violation will remain on your driving record for 10 years.
Some examples of a one-point violation include:
• Normal moving violations, i.e.: unsafe lane change, failure to stop at a stop sign, simple
speeding, etc.
• Any collision which the Department of Motor Vehicles has determined that you are at
fault.
• Failure to properly restrain a child (under 8 years of age and less than 4 feet and 9 inches
in height) in a child passenger restraint system or children between the ages of 8 and 16
years of age in an approved seat belt system.
Some examples of a two-point violation include:

• Failure to stop in the event of a collision
• Driving under the influence (DUI)
• Conviction of reckless driving
• Evading peace oﬃcer while recklessly driving
• Driving on the wrong side of a roadway with a concrete divider
• Driving in excess of 100 mph
• Speed contest
• Transporting explosives without the proper license
• Vehicular manslaughter
• Exhibition of speed
NOTE: If the holder of a commercial driver license receives a moving violation in a noncommercial vehicle and attends traﬃc violator school, the point will not count towards the
negligent operator treatment system.
Furthermore, besides receiving 2 points on your driving record, these traﬃc oﬀenses can carry
heavy fines and possible jail time. In fact, the state of California passes new legislation almost
every year enhancing the penalties for many of these major traﬃc oﬀenses.
The next obvious question is: How many points does it take to lose your license?
Just remember it this way:
• 4 POINTS IN 12 MONTHS
• 6 POINTS IN 24 MONTHS
• 8 POINTS IN 36 MONTHS
Computer-Generated Letter

The DMV will notify you if your driving privilege is in jeopardy of being revoked. This notification
comes in the form of a Computer-Generated Letter. The DMV has a computer which
monitors your driving record. When your record has three points in twelve months, the
computer kicks out a "Notice of Intent to Suspend." This notice alerts the recipient that their
driver's license is in imminent danger of being suspended.
The intent behind sending this letter is not only to make you aware of the Negligent Operator
Treatment System, but more importantly, to alert you that you need to immediately change your
current driving habits. According to the DMV, the more traﬃc convictions you have, the more
likely you are to have a collision.
If you receive four points in twelve months, you will receive a computer-generated letter from
the DMV which notifies you that you have a six-month suspension and a year of probation of
your driver's license. If you violate your probation (if you get another moving violation,
conviction, or a chargeable traﬃc collision) you may have your license suspended again.
Driver Safety Hearing Oﬃcer

If your privilege to drive has been suspended or revoked under N.O.T.S., you are entitled to a
hearing if you request it before the eﬀective date of the suspension or revocation. During the
hearing, a Driver Safety Hearing Oﬃcer at the DMV will give you the opportunity to show why
your license should not be suspended or revoked.
What's the Diﬀerence?
If you receive too many points on your record, the DMV may take administrative action. The
DMV may revoke or suspend your license and you may cancel it. Many people confuse these
three terms.
A cancellation is where you voluntarily give up your driver's license to get a license from
another state.
A revocation is where the DMV permanently takes your license from you. When your license
has been revoked, you must correct the problems for which you were responsible in order to
have your license reinstated. If you are later allowed to get your license back, you must take all
of the tests and pay all of the fees again.
A suspension is when the DMV takes away your privilege to drive for a given amount of
time. After the established suspension time has passed, the DMV grants the privilege to drive
again on the same license. Also, a judge or court may suspend your license for a variety of
misdemeanor or felony convictions, including habitual reckless driving, hit-and-run, driving
under the influence of alcohol or drugs or recklessly fleeing a law enforcement oﬃcer.
More than 1 in 5 California drivers involved in fatal crashes were driving with expired, revoked,
or suspended licenses or had never even had a license. (Source: AAA Foundation for

Traﬃc Safety)

CONSEQUENCES OF DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
(DUI)

This is one of those topics people like to tune out. We say to ourselves: "I don't drink...," or "I
don't drink and drive...." For some people these statements may be true, but the fact is, drunk
drivers aﬀect everyone. They don't just kill themselves and other drunk drivers, but usually it's
the innocent person who is seriously injured or killed. If you drive, then you must educate
yourself to the problem that drunk driving poses to you and the consequences associated with
a DUI.
When driving on any given night, one out of every ten drivers you encounter, on average, is
under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Emotional Loss
A DUI conviction aﬀects your home life, your spouse, your children, your work and just about
everything else in your life. If you were injured or killed, how would your family feel? Think
about this before you decide to drive after drinking.
Monetary Loss
There are, of course, considerable legal costs. If you choose to be represented by an attorney
(other than a public defender), the fees start from around $2,000.00 and up, plus you have to
deal with lost wages, not to mention the potential for civil lawsuits. To reinstate your driver's
license, you have to provide the court with proof of insurance. The most significant monetary
loss will be the substantial increase in your auto insurance rates. Also, keep in mind that a DUI
will remain on your driving record for 10 years.
License Restrictions
The impact on your driver's license is severe. For a DUI conviction (not causing injury or death),
the California Vehicle Code lists the following as suspension periods depending on how many
prior DUI oﬀenses were committed (within 10 years):
• First-oﬀense: up to six month's suspension of your driver's license
• Second-oﬀense: a two year suspension of your driver's license; after half of the
suspension is completed, the DMV shall advise the oﬀender of the possibility of applying
to the DMV for an ignition interlock restricted license
• Third-oﬀense: you must also participate in an alcohol treatment program and eﬀective
January 1st, 2012, the court-imposed revocation period will be 10 years, with possible
reinstatement after 5 years if specified conditions are met
Also, a DUI conviction will result in hefty court fines and imprisonment for up to one year
depending on the number of prior DUI convictions.

Victims and Victim's Family
The worst loss of all is the injury or death that can be caused by driving under the influence. To
live with the knowledge that you crippled or killed another person can be devastating. How
could you possibly apologize enough to make the victim's family feel better?
Impact on Society

It’s diﬃcult to know for sure the exact impact the problem of driving under the influence has on
society. From a financial aspect, an estimated 125 billion dollars is spent on handling DUI
collisions each year. This figure only calculates the measurable costs, such as police,
paramedic and hospital costs. Other factors such as lost work hours and the emotional
impacts of DUI collisions are virtually impossible to calculate.
About 30% of California's fatal traﬃc collisions involve intoxicated drivers.
The message is clear: driving under the influence is just not worth the risk. Unfortunately, many
drivers continue to take their chances and get behind the wheel after drinking. If you’re ever
faced with this choice after having a couple drinks, perhaps you might want to consider the
numerous consequences before putting that key in the ignition.

"What are some alternatives to driving under the influence?"
The two most obvious alternatives are not drinking or doing drugs at all or not driving. If you
can't manage to abstain from drinking or doing drugs, or you have to drive, then you must
decide on an intelligent alternative.
Designated Driver Program

Many groups can organize a designated driver program. A designated driver is one individual
who volunteers (or is elected and agrees to) not to drink any alcohol or do drugs, and to drive
the group home safely. Many restaurants, bars and other drinking establishments participate in
the Designated Driver Program by oﬀering incentives to the designated driver, such as
complimentary non-alcoholic beverages. If you decide to become your group's designated
driver, you must be prepared to not consume anyalcoholic beverages throughout the duration
of your outing. If you drink regularly with the same group of people, the designated driver
duties can rotate. Remember, designated drivers are responsible for their entire group.
The point behind the Designated Driver Program is to make a responsible decision before
anyone starts drinking, because once alcohol has entered your system, it becomes diﬃcult to
choose the right thing to do. So if you are planning on drinking with a group of people and no
one is a designated driver, find another alternative. In other words, call a taxi cab to pick you

up and drop you oﬀ at the end of the night. If you are going to a friend's house, ask ahead of
time if you can stay overnight.
If you don't think of an alternative, and go ahead and decide to drive while intoxicated, you are
putting yourself, your passengers, and anyone else on the roads at risk! Think of the dire
consequences, and please be responsible if you drink.
Click the button below to begin the Section 1 review test.
=====================
Test
- Review & Answer Setion #1
1. Only 1% of all collisions are caused by driver error.
A. True B. False
(95%)
2. An example of a two-point violation includes reckless driving.
A. True B.False
3. An first-oﬀense DUI conviction can result can in a six month suspension of your driver’s
license.
A. True B. False
4. Equipment failure, road design, and driving behavior can all be contributing factors in some
collisions.
A. True B. False
5. ESC (Electronic Stability Control) systems help drivers:
A. Stay on the road in emergency situations by automatically adjusting steering adn braking
system.
6. A good way to prevent rollovers when driving an SUV woluld be to:
A. Load your SUV properly
7. What does N.O.T.S stand for?
C. Negligent Operator Treatment System
8. The “Spirit of the Law” refers to the _______ of the law.
A. Intent or purpose of the law
=====================
세션 2 Section 2: Operator and Pedestrian Responsibilities (운전자 보행자의 책임)
SECTION TWO
Operator and Pedestrian Responsibilities
KNOWING WHEN NOT TO DRIVE
The attitudes that drivers have on the road have a lot to do with the attitudes they bring into the
car with them. Your emotional state will dictate your actions in the car. The fewer problems you
bring in, the fewer problems you will experience on the road. In this section we will discuss
some of the aspects of stress and emotions and how they aﬀect your ability to drive safely. A
person's mental and emotional state cannot be separated from the physical one. A healthy
person will react better to stress and other emotional problems that may arise than an
unhealthy person.

In addition to making sure you are physically and mentally ready for the road, you must take
into consideration the other exterior concerns that factor into driving, which may include road
conditions, the condition of your vehicle and making sure all of your driving related paperwork
(license, registration, and insurance) is valid and current.
PERSONAL CONCERNS

Sleep (Tiredness)
How dangerous is a sleepy driver? A sleepy driver is about as bad a driver as someone who's
driving while intoxicated. Sleepiness slows reaction time, decreases awareness and impairs
judgment, just like drugs or alcohol. And just like drugs or alcohol, sleepiness can contribute to
a collision. In fact in recent studies conducted by the National Highway Traﬃc Safety
Administration, they estimate that sleepy drivers may account for roughly 200,000 motor
vehicle crashes every year. The National Transportation Safety Board has said that probably
over 50% of all collision fatalities involve sleepy drivers. To not become a sleepy-driver
statistic, you should take care to get enough rest if you expect your body to perform at peak
levels.
Here are some common signs of a driver about to fall asleep:
• Constant yawning
• Trouble keeping your head raised
• Diﬃculty keeping your eyes focused
• Continuous drifting between lanes, almost oﬀ the road at times
• Daydreaming and/or wandering thoughts
Those most at-risk drivers are young people, shift workers, commercial drivers, and those with
undiagnosed sleep disorders. In fact, according to a National Transportation Safety Board
study, at least 30% of fatal-to-the-driver commercial truck collisions were caused by
drowsiness.
Many people believe that playing loud music, rolling down the window or having conversations
with a passenger are reliable ways to stay awake. The fact is, the best way not to fall asleep at
the wheel is to pull over in a well-lit, populated, safe area and get some rest. The amount of
sleep one should get varies from person to person, but it can be said that you should feel well
rested after a good nap. While traveling with another driver it would be wise to switch oﬀ
driving and not allow the other passengers to doze while you drive. Sleepiness can become
contagious.
==============================================
FEELING OVER EMOTIONAL
Anger and Frustration

The key to controlling the anger and frustration caused by such events is to remember that you
can't make other drivers more courteous, and that periodically there are going to be collisions
and traﬃc jams on our freeways. We are discourteous to other drivers because it is a way of
expressing frustration. Furthermore, you must identify these potential problematic situations
and compensate for them beforehand. If you don't allow another driver's actions to surprise
you, then the anger cycle will be stopped. The key here is to learn an appropriate means of
expressing our displeasure with the actions of those around us. Take a couple of deep breaths,
and remember that everybody makes mistakes.
Depression
Depression profoundly impairs the ability to function in everyday situations by aﬀecting moods,
thoughts, behaviors, and physical well-being. These strong feelings greatly influence our ability
to drive safely. The best advice for someone who is feeling these symptoms is not to drive until
you feel better.
Stress

When experiencing stress, you may be aﬀected totally, not only in your body but also in your
emotional reactions, your personal thoughts, and your relations with others. Additionally, stress
levels can be elevated simply by your driving environment. Many recent scientific studies have
shown that congested traﬃc conditions can heighten stress levels in drivers. The longer
distance one has to commute can cause a dramatic increase in the level of stress one
experiences. Some helpful tips for keeping your stress levels under control include deep
breathing techniques, attitude adjustment and especially planning ahead. Do you have to take
this route? Would another route with less traﬃc be an option? How about carpooling? You get
the picture.
INABILITY TO FOCUS ON DRIVING - PREOCCUPATION WITH PROBLEMS
Perhaps you have heard the terms ‘spaced out’ or ‘tuned out’ to describe someone who is not
really focused on his surroundings. When we are unduly preoccupied with problems, such as
with deadlines at school or personal problems, we tend to ‘look inward’ and decrease
awareness of the world around us. We can become so ‘tuned out’ that we can become
significantly impaired behind the wheel, which of course can be deadly. Sometimes a driver
can be so preoccupied with their problems, they may take risks such as speeding or cutting oﬀ
other drivers without even thinking about it.
Safe driving requires you to be focused at all times. When you get behind the wheel, try to
‘shelve’ your problem temporarily so that you can concentrate on the driving tasks at hand.
The best strategy is to not drive at all when you feel upset, frustrated, depressed or angry—ask
a friend or family member to drive, if possible.
==============================================

POOR VISION

Good vision is critical for anyone operating a motor vehicle. Simply put: If you can’t see the
road in front of you, you shouldn’t be driving on it! The potential of a collision is present any
time you drive, but it increases if your vision is impaired or restricted, or if you have diﬃculty
with visual acuity, depth perception, distance perception, peripheral vision or color blindness.
Understanding that and finding ways to compensate for it can ensure your safety, as well as
the safety of your fellow drivers. Use these tips to compensate for reduced vision:
Depth perception
This is your ability to judge distance, not only ahead of you, but all around your vehicle. Keep
your distance from other vehicles, and watch the speed of approaching vehicles. The best
strategy is to avoid left hand turns whenever possible if you have poor depth perception.
Color blindness
Learn the shapes of traﬃc signs to understand their purpose and intention.
Night blindness
Our visual lead time, or the distance that we can see in our headlights at night, has to be at
least as great as our stopping distance, which = Thinking Time (Time to Perceive & Decide) +
Reaction Time (Time required to physically move your foot from the accelerator to the brake) +
Braking Distance (Time required to completely stop once your foot makes initial contact with
the brake).
An example of Thinking Time would be the time required to perceive a potential hazard up
ahead and decide on a course of action, such as braking. Reaction Time is the time that it
takes for your foot to go from the accelerator to the brake (3/4 second on the average). Finally,
Braking Distance is the time that it takes to come to a complete stop once your foot makes
contact with the brake.

If you identify a potential hazard in your headlights, you can avoid it by stopping in time.
Compensate for poor night vision by slowing down, giving yourself time to identify and react to
potential hazards on the road. Under ideal conditions, the average total stopping distance is
four to five seconds at faster highway speeds.
Also, never look directly into the headlights of an approaching vehicle. If another driver does
not dim their lights, look towards the right edge of your lane.
Note: Always make sure your windshield and mirrors are clean and free of debris.
IMPAIRMENT - MEDICATED / ALCOHOL LEVEL
It should be obvious that when you take drugs (whether prescription or otherwise) or alcohol, it
greatly influences how you feel and how you behave. Hunger, thirst, or even having to "go to
the bathroom" will aﬀect your driving ability. Being "clean" when we drive is essential for the
safe operation of a car, as being under the influence of even a small amount of drugs or alcohol
can aﬀect depth perception, speed perception, coordination, reaction time and vision, all of
which are critical to driving.
Blood Alcohol Content (BAC)
In California, the legal BAC limit is .08% for adult drivers and .01% (Zero Tolerance) for drivers
under the age of 21. Drivers suspected of driving under the influence of alcohol have the option
of choosing a blood or breath chemical test. Drivers suspected of driving under the influence of
drugs are required to take a blood test, unless unavailable, then the person must submit to a
urine test.
==============================================
EXTERIOR CONCERNS
CONDITIONS ARE BEYOND DRIVING ABILITY (SELF-REGULATING)
Have you ever decided to take side streets rather than get on a major freeway? Do you ever
find yourself making multiple right turns to avoid having to make a tricky left turn at a hectic
intersection? Then you, like many other safe drivers, are practicing self-regulating techniques.
"Self-regulators" make smart driving decisions based on experience and limit certain driving
behaviors in order to keep themselves out of harm's way on the road.

Though most drivers practice some level of self-regulation, a recent study by The Hartford
Financial Services Group found that as drivers get older, so does the amount of self-regulation.
As drivers mature, so does their amount of experience behind the wheel. At the same time,
older drivers' desire to take road risks diminishes, as does their visual acuteness and reaction
times. This combination usually leads to more self-regulation - they choose not to drive in
conditions that they believe are diﬃcult or may present a dangerous situation.
More and more, today's driving schools and defensive driving institutions are teaching selfregulation to drivers of all ages. The theory is simple: the more self-regulating drivers on the
road, the safer the roads will be. For young, inexperienced drivers, self-regulation can indeed
be a life saver. Here are some common self-regulation practices:
• Limiting your night driving (this is the most widespread form of self-regulation)
• Limiting your driving during bad weather
• Choosing routes that avoid congestion, construction, and diﬃcult traﬃc scenarios
• Driving in the lane you are most comfortable with (i.e. driving in the slower lanes or not
driving in the lane directly adjacent to parked cars)
• Not making optional right turns at red traﬃc lights
• Limiting the volume on your radio so you can better hear traﬃc and emergency vehicles
• Parking towards the back of parking lots where it is less congested
CONDITION OF VEHICLE

Is your vehicle in proper working order and do you regularly maintain it? When a car breaks
down, it is not just inconvenient and expensive, it's downright dangerous. With all of the
possible dangers on our streets nowadays, no one wants to be stranded in the middle of
nowhere. If you want to depend on your car, then proper routine maintenance is critical. It's a
lot easier than you might think to keep your vehicle in excellent running condition for many
years.
Every car has a small, handy book that tells you most of what you need to do to keep your car
in top shape--the owner's manual. Your vehicle's owners manual comes with basic, helpful
instructions on maintaining and operating your vehicle, hints on any special features, and
specifics on any warranty coverage. Every car has its own specific maintenance schedule of
what and when to perform specific services; this is usually located in a chart form towards the
back of the manual. Most owner's manuals come with two types of maintenance schedules,
usually termed "normal service" and "severe service." The type of schedule you should follow
depends on the operating conditions you drive your car in. Most vehicle owners in California
should follow the "severe service" schedule because of the stop-and-go traﬃc, short distance
driving, and high summertime temperatures.
Vehicle Safety Check

If you were a pilot, you would never think of taking oﬀ without thoroughly checking your
airplane first. These same safety checks are equally important prior to driving an automobile.
The best time to find out about a problem or potential dangerous situation is before you drive.
A vehicle inspection and a survey of the area around your car should be performed before you
enter your car. Things to include in your pre-driving vehicle inspection:
• Surrounding area
• Wheels
• Car body
• Under the hood
DRIVING DOCUMENTATION IS IN ORDER

Stay on top of the expiration dates for your driver license, registration and insurance and don't
wait until the last minute to renew them. Remember it is illegal to drive in California with an
invalid driver's license, expired registration or expired auto insurance.
Here are some more quick tips and things to remember about your license, registration and
insurance:
• The DMV issues a regular driver license for a five-year term. Additionally, a driver license
renewal period is also for a five-year term. Each license expires on the date shown on the
license. It is against the law to drive after the license has expired.
• You must have your driver license with you when you drive. Show it to any police oﬃcer
who asks to see it. You must also show it to the other driver(s) involved if you are in a
collision.
• When you sell or transfer a vehicle, report it to DMV within 5 days.
• The minimum amount of liability insurance coverage of 15/30/5, which is: $15,000 for a
single death or injury, $30,000 for death or injury to more than one person, and $5,000 for
property damage caused by one collision
• If you are involved in a collision without the minimum amount of acceptable financial
responsibility, you may lose your driver's license for up to four years!
==============================================
COMMUNICATION

Communication with other drivers on the road is imperative, and no, using a cell phone is not
what we are getting at. Rather, we define communication on the road as "telegraphing" your
intentions to other drivers and pedestrians, while at the same time reading other people's
indicators so that you are all on the same page. Doing this helps provide cohesion and
camaraderie on the road, minimizes confusion, and can help everyone avoid costly collisions.
Obvious methods of communicating with drivers include using standard equipment on your
car. Using your turn signals, headlights, hazard lights, brake lights, and horn are all ways of
telling your fellow drivers what you intend to do. Failing to use your turn signals is not only
dangerous, it is extremely discourteous and can send other drivers into a road rage. You may
think it's no big deal, but letting other drivers know where you intend to go by signaling is very
necessary. Likewise, make sure to use your head lights when the sun is going down, when the
weather is foggy or overcast, or even during ideal conditions to make yourself visible to other
drivers. When it comes to your horn, it should only be used to help prevent a potential collision,
not to "yell at" or harass another driver. Using your horn when backing out of a blind parking
space or when coming around a blind turn is definitely appropriate.
An often overlooked communication tool, yet probably the most important, believe it or not, is
you. Making eye contact, sending body language, and using hand signals can facilitate
eﬀective communication much more than you may realize. Likewise, being able to read other
people's non-verbal cues will also help you predict their actions. Consider these common
scenarios where non-verbal driver interaction is used to help drivers convey intention:
• You see another driver looking over their shoulder over and over. Even if they don't have
their turn signal on, this is usually a sign that they want to make a lane change.
• You're at an intersection and a pedestrian is waiting to cross the road. Making eye
contact and exchanging a simple nod is often enough to let the pedestrian know they
may cross in front of your vehicle safely.
• You need to make a lane change during rush hour on the freeway. Making eye contact
with another driver and politely waving is a great way to gain permission to merge over.
Other drivers will definitely appreciate your courteous approach, much more than the
driver who aggressively forces their way into their lane.
• You see a bicyclist extending their hand straight out to the left, letting you know that they
are attempting to make a left turn.
Using your mirrors is also another skillful way of connecting with other drivers and pedestrians.
If you can't see someone else's eyes in your mirrors, then they probably can't see you either.
One way to steer clear of confusion is to avoid traveling in or changing lanes into another
vehicle's blind spot. Though large trucks and SUVs are notorious for having huge blind spots

that can literally hide an entire semi-truck, even smaller cars can lose another vehicle in their
blind spot.
COURTESY

It is imperative while driving to respect others sharing the road, giving them the same courtesy
as you would like to receive. You should be as courteous while driving as in all other social
interactions. If you see something wrong with someone's car, let him or her know. Just like you,
they will be very appreciative. It is always disheartening when other drivers don't allow cars to
merge into or change lanes. Make room for other drivers looking to do this, and they will
usually thank you.
The most important thing is to be patient, and keep your cool in traﬃc. Being patient and
courteous to other drivers can actually reduce some of the frustration you might feel behind the
wheel, as well as that of other drivers.
Here are other basic tips to help you maintain that level of courtesy necessary to drive safely
and not infuriate other drivers:
1. Stay oﬀ your cell phone unless it is an emergency. Nothing can cause instant anger to
those around you like driving 40 MPH in the fast lane of the freeway because you are
unaware of your speed, or lack there of, due to your cell phone conversation.
2. If you like to drive at a slow pace, move into the right lane or pull into a turn-out if
available. There are laws governing slow moving vehicles, but you should also think of the
frustration this causes other drivers. The maximum speed on a highway you're traveling
on may be 55 mph, but if there is more than one lane, just move to one of the right-most
lanes.
3. Try an alternate route. Driving the same mundane route to your place of work day-in and
day-out can be mentally taxing and other drivers will notice your frustration because it will
be displayed by your driving habits. Try something diﬀerent. A little variety can't hurt.
4. Keep the kids happy. If you transport your kids to school or carpool with other kids, make
sure you have plenty of items or toys to keep them occupied.
5. It's better to be late than unsafe. The consequences at work will definitely not outweigh
the consequences of a collision due to your speeding and weaving through lanes or
running a red light to get to work on time.
6. Avoid following other drivers too closely, or tailgating.
7. Don't weave in and out of traﬃc lanes.
8. Always use your turn signal when changing lanes or making turns.
Courtesy isn't just for when you're driving—it can also apply when you are parking your car.
You should never:
• Park in a space reserved for disabled drivers.

•
•
•

Take up two parking spaces.
Park in a fire lane.
Block a crosswalk, driveway, or emergency entrance.

A little courtesy goes a long way!
==============================================
KNOWING AND CORRECTLY APPLYING THE RULES OF THE ROAD
Many people make poor driving decisions because they either don’t know the law, or choose
to disregard it, with sometimes dire consequences. Being a responsible driver means not only
being fully aware of all traﬃc rules and regulations, but respecting them as well. Being able to
make sound split-second decisions may just save your life.
Poor Decisions as a Result of Disregarding Law

As a driver, you have to regularly judge speed, distance and potential actions of other drivers.
You also need to make decisions regarding traﬃc laws, and know what to do even at
uncontrolled intersections. Traﬃc laws help to prevent collisions by regulating the speed,
direction, and flow of traﬃc and pedestrians. If you deliberately disregard these laws, you
endanger the safety of yourself and others, and are guilty of breaking the law.
Examples of deliberately disregarding traﬃc laws include:
• Speeding and racing.
• Tailgating.
• Reckless driving/weaving in and out of lanes.
• Failure to yield to emergency vehicles or other vehicles.
• Running red lights and STOP signs.
• Failure to stop at controlled railroad crossing with flashing lights.
• Failure to stop for a school bus.
Poor Decisions as a Result of Not Knowing Law

Sometimes, drivers make mistakes unintentionally, simply because they don’t know the law.
Even if a driver is unaware of a particular traﬃc law, he can still be cited for disobeying one.
Anyone operating a motor vehicle is expected to know and follow all traﬃc laws and
regulations. Some laws, such as those regarding speed limits and running red lights are
obvious—but there are other traﬃc situations that may be confusing to some drivers, and may
be unsafe if you find yourself in them.
• Passing or changing lanes at intersections (Legal, but not recommended).
• Failure to yield the right of way at intersections, to merging traﬃc, or pedestrians.
• Making U-turns where a sign prohibits them.
• Intentionally increasing your speed when someone is trying to pass you.
• Driving the wrong way (misinterpreting regulation signs).
• Failure to come to a full, complete stop on a red light or STOP sign.
The rules of the road will be discussed more thoroughly later on in this course.
==============================================
IDENTIFYING AND RESPONDING TO HAZARDS

Identify Hazards Early
By looking ahead 10-15 seconds, you can detect any hazards that might aﬀect your driving.
For example, if you see vehicle brake lights or stalled vehicles ahead, then you can prepare to
stop. In addition, if you see emergency vehicles or emergency hazards, then it’s probably a
good sign that something is happening up ahead. In this case, you can prepare by slowing
down or changing lanes as necessary. Also, you should be aware of possible escape routes,
such as cross streets and exits.
CVC 21809 states: "A person driving a vehicle on a freeway approaching a stationary
authorized emergency vehicle that is displaying emergency lights, a stationary tow truck that is
displaying flashing amber warning lights, or a stationary marked Department of Transportation
vehicle that is displaying flashing amber warning lights, shall approach with due caution and,
before passing in a lane immediately adjacent to the authorized emergency vehicle, tow truck,
or Department of Transportation vehicle, absent other direction by a peace oﬃcer, proceed to
do one of the following:
(1) Make a lane change into an available lane not immediately adjacent to the authorized
emergency vehicle, tow truck, or Department of Transportation vehicle, with due regard for
safety and traﬃc conditions, if practicable and not prohibited by law.
(2) If the maneuver described in paragraph (1) would be unsafe or impracticable, slow to a
reasonable and prudent speed that is safe for existing weather, road, and vehicular or
pedestrian traﬃc conditions."

In other words, when approaching a stationary emergency vehicle on the freeway, if possible,
you should attempt to make a lane change into a lane that is not directly next to the emergency
vehicle. If you are unable to move over and you must pass in the lane right next to the stopped
emergency vehicle, you should slow down to a safe and reasonable speed.
Predict Potential Hazards
Sometimes you can ‘predict’ potential hazards, such as observing another vehicle weaving on
the roadway, which would tell you to keep your distance and avoid a collision. In this situation,
be ready to slow down, stop, or exit the roadway to avoid the hazard. It is better to arrive at
your destination safely and a little late, than risk not arriving there at all.
Adjust Speed and Position to Avoid Potential Hazards
You should continually adjust your speed in response to the traﬃc and road conditions around
you. If you encounter a collision, road closure or construction, use caution and prepare to stop
your vehicle.
Remember to put distance between your vehicle and the vehicle in front of you, and try to
move your car into a lane that allows you to move through a hazard smoothly or avoid it
altogether.
Anticipate and Plan Possible Escape Routes
Knowing the area you are driving is imperative, so you will not get lost if you have to exit or
take an alternate route to escape hazardous conditions on the roadway. Listen to traﬃc reports
on the radio. This will help prepare your route. You will then be able to make adjustments in
your route easily and safely.
==============================================
CHILD ENDANGERMENT: SAFETY IN AND AROUND CARS
The safety of children is always a primary concern when it comes to driving and many laws are
in place to ensure that young children are correctly restrained in car seats while the car is
moving. Unfortunately, often overlooked by even the most vigilant of parents is the safety of
toddlers in and around vehicles that are stationary. Tragedies like "backovers," "frontovers,"
and heat stroke deaths are on the rise and sadly account for 80% of all non-traﬃc fatalities for
children under age 15.
Leaving Children unattended in cars
In August of 2000, 6-month-old Kaitlyn Russell died of hyperthermia after being left in a van by
her baby-sitter. The temperature in the van reached 130 degrees. This event, as well as the
many other unnecessary deaths of young children who were left in unattended motor vehicles,
has spurred our legislature to pass Kaitlyn's Law. This law states that you may not leave a child
that is 6 years of age or under unattended in a motor vehicle if there are conditions that present
a risk, if the engine is running, or if the keys are left in the ignition. A child under the age of 6
years old may be left in a vehicle if a person 12 years of age or older is supervising that child. A
fine of $100 will be levied for a violation of this law as well as other fines and penalties
authorized by existing laws related to child endangerment.
Doctors warn that if the outside temperature is 90 degrees, it could be 110 degrees inside a
car. Within minutes the temperature can climb to 150 degrees or more. In a short time, a child
can become dehydrated with the body's internal temperature climbing above 107.
The following is a list of just a few of the many dangers that can occur if a child is left
unattended in a vehicle:
• Hyperthermia (overheating) or Hypothermia (freezing)
• Car theft with child inside
• Injuries caused by power windows or sunroof
• Carbon monoxide poisoning if the vehicle is still running
• Injuries to bystanders or car occupants if car is shifted into gear
Parents, caregivers, and drivers can help minimize potential in-car tragedies by taking the
following precautions:
• NEVER leave the keys in the ignition when you are not in the car, even for a few seconds.
• At home, keep your car keys in a safe place where children cannot reach them.

Always set the parking/emergency brake when parking.
Unattended car doors should always be locked.
If you drive a vehicle with manual transmission, never leave it in neutral.
Warn your kids that they should never get into the trunk of a car
ALWAYS make sure that your child is restrained in a DOT approved child seat until they
are 8 years old or they are at least 4 feet 9 inches tall
• Make sure you do not place heavy items you may be transporting anywhere near your
child as they may tip over
Educate your family, baby-sitters and friends about the dangers involved with leaving a young
child alone in a car.
Child safety around cars
Another area of tragedy involving children comes from the risk of "backover" and "frontover"
incidents. According to Kidsandcars.org, at least 100 children suﬀer backover or frontover
injuries and 3-4 of those result in death... EACH WEEK. Most of these heartbreaking tragedies
are preventable and occur in driveways and parking lots where unaware children are playing or
walking near vehicles. Also to blame, drivers often forget to check their "blind zone." The blind
zone is the area around their car not visible from the driver's seat, before moving their vehicle.
There are many common traits found in most backover and frontover incidents:
• The majority of victims are younger children, with one-year-olds the most likely to be
involved
• Larger sized vehicles like trucks, vans, and SUVs are responsible for most occurrences
• In 70% of the incidents, the person behind the wheel is a parent or close relative
There are several safety measures parents and other drivers can take to help save lives in
driveways and parking lots:
• Perform a quick walk around of your vehicle before moving it.
• Know where your children are before moving your car, and if they are outside, have them
stand away from the car in full view so you can easily see them.
• Teach your children that parked cars might move at any moment and that drivers may not
be able to see them. Make it clear that playing near a parked car is not okay.
• Use supplemental rearview mirrors, convex mirrors, and/or backup cameras to help
eliminate blind spots and reduce your blind zone.
• When exiting your vehicle, hold your child's hand right away.
• Keep toys, bikes, and sports equipment out of the driveway.
• Keep your keys out of reach of children, and lock your car at all times; even when in the
garage.
•
•
•
•
•

==============================================
POOR DRIVING CONDITIONS
Low light

One of the most common hazardous conditions is driving at night. We usually don't think of
darkness as a hazardous driving condition, but statistics have shown that over half of all traﬃc
collisions happen during times of darkness, even though fewer miles are driven. Due to the
limited visibility darkness causes, it is imperative to drive with a heightened level of
concentration and awareness regarding your surroundings. Proper use of your lighting
equipment will also decrease your chances of a collision.
If you drive too quickly at night, your headlights will not light up the road far enough ahead. You
will not have enough time to react to the problems that your headlights would normally
illuminate. You want to be able to avoid a collision that is within the range of your lights.
On very dark highways or streets, use your high-beams to see farther ahead. Just remember to
shut them oﬀ when you can see the headlights or taillights of other cars on the road ahead of
you.

Bright sunlight or reflection

Driving in bright sunlight can be a real hazard, especially if you have a dirty windshield.
Cleaning your windshield (both inside and out) should be done at least once a week. A dirty
windshield is not only hard to see out of in normal light, but in direct sunlight or with headlights
coming towards you, the dirt makes the windshield opaque (meaning that you can't see
through it at all).
Even with a clean windshield, you are still going to experience glare from the sun. Intense glare
usually occurs in the early morning or late afternoon when the sun is low on the horizon. Just
as when driving at night, leave yourself ample space between yourself and other vehicles and
increase your alertness towards your surroundings. Remember that if you're having problems
seeing, so are the other drivers and pedestrians around you.
Heavy rain (wet roads)
Rain not only causes you to have a problem with visibility, it also will aﬀect your ability to
control your car. Under normal driving conditions (i.e., a dry road), your tires' traction
capabilities usually exceed the actual demands needed by the driver. On a wet road, drivers'
expectations of traction and control are usually not met by their vehicles equipment.
It takes the average car twice as long to stop on a wet road as on a dry road!

You should be extremely careful after the first rain of the season (or the first rain in a long time),
since this poses even more of a danger because all of the accumulated oil on the road will be
loosened and mixed with the water, making it even slicker than a "normal" wet road.
Fog
If you must drive in the fog, drive at a speed which allows you to react to the things that you
can see with your limited visibility. Reduce your speed, but keep moving when entering a fog
bank, and watch for slow-moving vehicles ahead. Check your rearview mirrors for vehicles
approaching from the rear. There are times when the safe speed might be 15 mph on the
freeway because of limited visibility. If the conditions are so extreme that you have to pull oﬀ
the freeway, then do so.
Snow
When it is snowing, the flakes in the air can greatly reduce your ability to see. If it is snowing
heavily enough, it can cause a "white out," which is like driving in a very dense fog. Treat it as
such. Again, here you need to slow down, use low beams, and also chains if allowed. If you
regularly drive in the snow, you should consider getting snow tires for the winter.
Ice
Icy roads are even slicker than wet roads, thus traction is poorest at or about freezing. Use
chains (where allowed) or snow tires, and drive at a slow speed. Give yourself four times the
normal amount of following distance when you are driving on the ice. When a thin layer of
translucent ice forms on a roadway, it is called "black ice," and it is extremely slick-- so look
out for the dark ice. On a day with clear skies, ice on the road is very reflective, and can

temporarily blind the driver, so be mindful of this condition as well. On cold, wet days, shade
from trees or buildings can hide spots of ice. These areas freeze first and dry out last. Bridges
and overpasses can also hide spots of ice. They tend to freeze before the rest of the road
does.
==============================================
RIGHTS AND DUTIES
AS A PEDESTRIAN
As a pedestrian, you have responsibilities when you are on the road just as motorists do.
Sometimes, a pedestrian must yield the right of way to a driver. You must always be aware of
vehicles sharing the roadway with you, stay alert at all times, and cross only in designated
crosswalks or preferably, at a controlled intersection.
If you are between adjacent intersections controlled by traﬃc control signal devices or by
police oﬃcers, you shall not cross the roadway at any place except in a crosswalk, according
to CVC 21955–Crossing Between Controlled Intersections.
CVC 21956--Pedestrian on Roadway states that no pedestrian may walk upon any roadway
outside of a business or residence district otherwise than close to his or her left-hand edge of
the roadway.
AS A DRIVER
At all times when driving you need to be aware of pedestrians, bicyclists and motorcycles on
the road—Being on the alert for pedestrians on the roadway can help reduce the number of
injuries and fatalities each year.

CVC 21950 states: "(a) The driver of a vehicle shall yield right-of-way to a pedestrian crossing
the roadway within any marked crosswalk or within any unmarked crosswalk at an
intersection... (b) This section does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of using due care for
his or her safety. No pedestrian may suddenly leave a curb or other place of safety and walk or
run into the path of a vehicle that is so close as to constitute an immediate hazard. No
pedestrian may unnecessarily stop or delay traﬃc while in a marked or unmarked crosswalk.
(c) The driver of a vehicle approaching a pedestrian within any marked or unmarked crosswalk
shall exercise all due care and shall reduce the speed of the vehicle or take any other action
relating to the operation of the vehicle as necessary to safeguard the safety of the pedestrian.
(d) Subdivision (b) does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the duty of exercising due care for
the safety of any pedestrian within any marked crosswalk or within any unmarked crosswalk at
an intersection."
This means that while it is unlawful for a pedestrian to just "jump out" in front of a car or to
walk in the middle of the street, as the driver of a vehicle, you must still exercise due care for
the safety of pedestrians whenever present.
Remember, at crosswalks the driver shall always yield the right-of-way to the pedestrian. If the
driver of a motor vehicle has stopped at any crosswalk of an intersection to allow a pedestrian

to cross the roadway, the driver of an approaching vehicle from the rear must also yield the
right-of-way and not overtake or pass the stopped vehicle. If attempting to cross a roadway
would compromise a pedestrian's safety, the pedestrian may walk close to his or her righthand edge of the roadway if a crosswalk or other means of safely crossing the roadway is not
available.
Sharing the Road with Bicyclists
Bicyclists are subject to many of the same rules of the road as are motorists. As a driver, you
have to be very cautious when a bicyclist is near, so make sure to cover that brake pedal. Also,
be respectful of bicycle lanes. Think of these lanes as a safety zone for bicyclists and definitely
don't speed up to try and turn in front of a bicycle rider in a bike lane. Finally, watch those
doors when exiting your vehicle after you've parked near a curb. You should always do a mirror
check and a check over-your-shoulder to make sure there are no vehicles, cyclists or
pedestrian that are about to pass your vehicle.
Sharing the Road with Motorcycles
Part of being a responsible driver is increasing your awareness of other vehicles on the road,
especially hard-to-see ones like motorcycles. Motorcyclists have the same driving
responsibilities as drivers of other vehicles, and deserve the same consideration as any vehicle
on the roadway.
For their part, operators of motorcycles must have excellent handling ability when sharing the
roadway with other drivers. Motorcycles are more challenging to drive due to their small size
and handling requirements. They also have as much right to ride on the highways as any other
driver, and are subject to the majority of laws that all other drivers are required to follow.
Because of their smaller size and mobility, motorcycles can ride in-between lanes or ‘share’
lanes on the freeway, which is legal as long as it is done at a safe speed.
==============================================
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF A PEDESTRIAN

SAFETY AT INTERSECTIONS WITH TRAFFIC SIGNALS
Since pedestrians have the right of way at intersections and in marked crosswalks, drivers
must yield the right of way to them. When crossing at an intersection, obey all traﬃc signals
and only cross when the signal permits you to cross. According to CVC 21456–Walk, Wait, or
Don't Walk, pedestrian signals can either be in English, stating the words "WALK" or "DON'T
WALK," or in International form, showing a walking person symbol (meaning walk) or a raised
hand symbol (meaning don't walk). Pedestrians can start crossing through an intersection
when a traﬃc signal displays a flashing "Don't Walk" or "Upraised Hand" symbol so long as the

signal shows a countdown timer and the pedestrian can finish crossing safely before the
countdown timer ends.
If there are not pedestrian signals at the intersection you are attempting to cross as a
pedestrian, then you should obey the traﬃc control signals.
Check for Vehicles
Even though the signal says it is safe to cross, always look around before walking across an
intersection or entering the crosswalk. Look for oncoming vehicles, or for cars turning in your
path. Many times, motorists are rushing or distracted, or even intoxicated, and they may not be
aware that you are in the crosswalk.
Don’t Forcibly Claim the Right of Way
CVC 21950–Right-of-Way at Crosswalks states: "The driver of a vehicle shall yield the right-ofway to a pedestrian crossing the roadway within any marked crosswalk or within any unmarked
crosswalk at an intersection."
If you have the right of way and a vehicle blocks the crosswalk or intersection and impedes
your right of way, never try to forcibly claim it. Doing so is dangerous. The driver may have
simply made a mistake and cannot see you, in which case you could get run over. Let the
driver pass and quickly cross, or go back to the sidewalk and wait for the next signal, and
cross safely.
SAFETY AT INTERSECTIONS WITH STOP SIGNS
Make sure you are seen by drivers before crossing. Crossing at a STOP sign can be dangerous
because there are no pedestrian signals. The most important thing to do is to BE SEEN. If you
are trying to cross at the intersection with no pedestrian signals, you should obey the STOP
sign and cross only when it is safe to cross. You should also not suddenly leave the marked
crosswalk or run into the path of an oncoming vehicle—This obviously presents an immediate
hazard to the pedestrian, as well as the driver of the oncoming car. Cross when it is
appropriate, and quickly so you don’t unnecessarily stop or delay traﬃc.
Don’t Assume All Cars Will Stop
Although drivers are required to yield the right of way to pedestrians, some drivers may drive
right through a STOP sign because they don’t see it due to trees blocking the sign from view,
or they become confused as to which car has the right of way, or they are distracted and aren’t
looking out for pedestrians. Never assume all cars will stop for you at a STOP sign. Always
make sure it is safe to cross before crossing any intersection or roadway.
Cross Only at Intersections—Don’t Jaywalk
You should only cross or walk where intersections or crosswalks are marked. If you choose to
walk across a street between intersections, where no pedestrian crosswalks are provided, you
are jaywalking, which is dangerous and illegal.
Note: You are only crossing the road illegally if you walk across the street where it is unmarked
and you are between two intersections that have a traﬃc light.
CVC 21954–Pedestrians Outside Crosswalks states: "Every pedestrian upon a roadway at any
point other than within a marked crosswalk or within an unmarked crosswalk at an intersection
shall yield the right-of-way to all vehicles upon the roadway so near as to constitute an
immediate hazard."
OTHER PEDESTRIAN RESPONSIBILITIES AND ISSUES

Walk Facing Traﬃc
If there is no sidewalk, walk facing oncoming traﬃc. If you make eye contact with the driver it
may not mean that the driver sees you, or that he will yield the right of way. If attempting to
cross would compromise your safety, walk close to the right-hand edge of the roadway if a
crosswalk or other means of safely crossing the roadway is not available. Never walk or jog on
any freeway where signs tell you that pedestrians are not allowed.
Note: Pedestrians are not permitted on toll bridges or highway crossings unless there is a
sidewalk and signs showing that pedestrian traﬃc is permitted.
Wear Bright or Reflective Clothing
Wear bright or reflective clothing—especially at night. Wearing white or bright clothing or
reflective clothing increases your visibility to drivers.
Don’t Walk on Railroad Tracks
Pedestrians are prohibited from going around or under closed railroad crossing gates, and may
only cross when and if it is safe to do so.
Pedestrians with White Canes or Seeing Eye Dogs Always Have the Right of Way
When the driver of any vehicle approaches a totally or partially blind pedestrian who is carrying
a white cane or using a guide dog, and the driver fails to yield the right-of-way, or to take all
reasonably necessary precautions to avoid injury to the pedestrian, the driver is guilty of a
misdemeanor.
NOTE: You should, as a matter of practice, never go through a crosswalk when a child or an
animal is in it, as they are very unpredictable.
Click the button below to begin the Section 2 review test.
==============================================
SECTION THREE
Driving Maneuvers
In this section we will discuss some of the more critical maneuvers that you perform on a daily
basis as well as more advanced techniques that will help you recover from a hydroplane or a
"fishtail."
BASIC DRIVING MANEUVERS

Backing
CVC 22106 states: "No person shall start a vehicle stopped, standing, or parked on a highway,
nor shall any person back a vehicle on a highway until such movement can be made with
reasonable safety."
In general when backing, it is best to back up as little as necessary to get the job done. When
you are backing up, your visibility is limited. You can't see as well when you are backing as you
can when you are driving forward. It stands to reason that you are more likely to hit something
when you are backing up.
Check Behind the Vehicle Before Getting In
Watch out for children and pets, and small objects that may be behind your vehicle. Children
should never be left unattended around parked cars. Prior to entering your car, look for children
behind your vehicle. Inform them that you are going to back up, and to move away from the
area. Before you back up, check your mirrors and look over your shoulder as you back up.
Keep your rate of speed as slow and safe as possible by using the brake pedal.
Before getting into your vehicle, check behind it for any small objects, such as bicycles, toys,
lawn equipment, or any other object that may damage your vehicle. Small objects, if run over,
can also become lodged in the underside of your vehicle, causing damage or making it
inoperative. Get out of the vehicle and remove the objects from your path before proceeding.

Speed Control Using Brake and/or Clutch

You should keep your foot on the brake pedal continuously when backing up your vehicle.
Release the brake pedal slightly, only when you have determined that it is safe to back up.
When backing up, proceed at an extremely slow rate of speed. Once you have finished backing
up onto the roadway, you can increase your speed and proceed safely.
Backing Around Corners and Sharp Turns
Backing around a corner may not be worth the risk, since it is very dangerous. If you must do
so, make sure that you are seen by approaching vehicles, and that you can see them in plenty
of time. Back up very slowly, and use extreme caution.
Attempting sharp turns with the steering wheel while backing up may not be worth the risk,
since it is very dangerous. If you must do so, use your left hand to steer your vehicle, and look
in your side-view mirrors and windows before proceeding. Keep your head turned towards the
right rear, and use hand over hand movements when steering. Immediately straighten your
steering wheel to the intended area or to the angle of the roadway as soon as you complete the
sharp turn.
Use Mirrors and Passengers to Help Navigate
Adjust your mirrors so that you have the best view behind your vehicle and lean into your
mirrors to catch more possible angles. You can also get convex mirrors to see more of the rear
blind spot. If you have a passenger in your car, ask them to help you navigate, and to warn you
of any obstacles or pedestrians. In addition, you can have a passenger physically get out of the
car and spot you. If there isn’t a passenger to assist you, then you can sound your horn to
warn any potential approaching cars or pedestrians.
Whenever Possible Avoid Backing
From a safety standpoint, it’s best to avoid backing up, as often as possible. If you pass your
destination, rather than back up, drive a little farther and turn around.
Find Parking Spaces That Do Not Require Backing
If possible, try to park in areas that permit parallel parking, or park in spaces that don’t require
you to back out when leaving.
==============================================
LANE CHANGES
Depending on what is occurring within your driving environment as well as for preparation
before making many turns, you will have to perform a lane change. Remember, it only takes a
small turn of the wheel to make a lane change. Before making a lane change on a multi-lane
road you must first make sure that the maneuver can be completed safely.

S.M.O.G. TECHNIQUE
Many people have a problem with safe lane-changing. The SMOG technique is designed to
assist you in lane changing. SMOG simply means:
• Signal: Indicate your intentions. The law (CVC 22108) states that you must indicate a
change of direction at least 100 feet before you actually change directions.
• Mirror: Check your mirrors to make sure that there is no traﬃc approaching from the rear.
• Over-the-shoulder: Glance over your shoulder to make sure your blind spot is clear.
• Go: When you've determined the lane is clear, gradually change lanes remembering to
maintain your speed so that you don’t interfere with the traﬃc already in the intended
lane.
You should always ‘drive ahead’ to anticipate and avoid traﬃc hazards. Before changing lanes,
check the direction of travel and watch out for traﬃc coming from the opposite direction.
IMPROPER LANE CHANGES
Changing lanes is one of the most common actions you will take as a driver. Some examples of
improper lane changes include:
• Changing lanes without signaling: You must signal to warn other drivers of your intent
to change lanes.
• Over-steering: Steering too sharply can cause too great a weight transfer and ultimately
cause you to lose control of your vehicle at higher speeds. Therefore, it’s recommended
that you actually hold the steering wheel at the 8:00 and 4:00 positions when traveling
down the road. In this way, you can simply push and pull on the steering wheel when
changing lanes, which will greatly reduce the risk of over steering and loss of vehicle
control.
• Driving too slowly: You should keep pace with the traﬃc in the lane you are changing to,
to avoid cutting a car oﬀ and possibly causing a collision. Remember, when changing
lanes, you are yielding to the traﬃc already in the lane you are intending to merge into.
• Failure to check blind spot: Prior to changing lanes, you need to always look over your
shoulder after checking your mirrors to confirm that there are no vehicles hiding in your
blind spot. Depending on what is occurring within your driving environment as well as for
preparation before making many turns, you will have to perform a lane change. Almost all
modern cars come equipped with power steering, thus making your steering wheel very
sensitive to even the slightest of turns or adjustments. So remember that it only takes a
small turn of the wheel to make a lane change.

CVC 21658 –Laned Roadways states that "whenever any roadway has been divided into two
or more clearly marked lanes for traﬃc in one direction, a vehicle shall be driven as nearly as
practical entirely within a single lane and shall not be moved from the lane until such movement
can be made with reasonable safety."
Before making a lane change on a multi-lane road you must first make sure that the maneuver
can be completed safely. Check your mirrors to make sure that there is no traﬃc approaching
from the rear and glance over your shoulder to make sure your blind spot is clear. When you've
determined the lane is clear, use your signals to warn other drivers of your intention to make
the lane change. After the maneuver is complete, make sure to turn your signals oﬀ.
==============================================
PASSING

Whenever passing a bicyclist or vehicle that is traveling in the same direction as you are, pass
on the left. Passing on the right can be very dangerous and it is only legal if upon a clearly
marked highway with two or more lanes traveling in the same direction, or if the other driver is
making a left turn. (Be wary of drivers using the incorrect turn signal for the maneuver they are
attempting.) Also, never honk when you are passing to the right, because the other driver may
think you are on the left and pull over right into you.
Passing other cars on a two-lane road is generally an unsafe maneuver. The risk, if you think
about it, is really not worth the few minutes you may save. According to the California Driver
Handbook, you need a 10-second to 12-second gap in oncoming traﬃc to pass safely at
speeds of 50 to 55 mph. It is diﬃcult to judge the speed of on-coming vehicles, and if the
vehicle is far enough away it has the illusion of standing still. If an oncoming car is too close,
do not pass. You also have to be aware of an oncoming hill, curve, intersection or other road
obstruction. Never pass a vehicle that is stopped with the intention of going straight or making
a turn. Keep in mind that if you exceed the speed limit or maximum speed posted while trying
to pass another vehicle, you will receive a ticket. It is best just to avoid passing other cars on
two-lane highways. Keep alert for regulatory signs.

If you encounter a "No Passing Zone" sign, make sure you have enough space to complete a
passing maneuver safely before entering this zone.
If passing is necessary, then you should make sure to take the following steps. First, determine
if there is the potential for a dangerous passing situation, such as a long line of cars ahead.
Scan for hazards--such as oncoming cars, vehicles approaching from the rear, and merging
vehicles. Decide if the car ahead is at or near the speed limit, or if your vision is restricted
ahead. Next, determine if it is completely safe to pass by looking for a safe distance ahead,
identify an end-of-pass gap to pull back into, establish a safe response time for hazards, and
make sure the road conditions are good. Finally, scan for hazards again, check blind spots,
signal intent, increase speed, scan for hazards one more time, create a return space, signal,
and enter the lane safely. The California Driver Handbook recommends that before returning
into the driving lane while performing a passing maneuver, be sure you aren't dangerously
close to the car you have passed. One way to do this is to look for the car you are passing in
the rear view mirror. When you can see the front of the car (or both headlights), you have
enough room to return to the driving lane safely.
When any vehicle is being passed it is required that they yield the right-of-way.
CVC 21753 states: "…the driver of an overtaken vehicle shall give way to the right in favor of
the overtaking vehicle on audible signal or the momentary flash of headlights by the overtaking
vehicle, and shall not increase the speed of his vehicle until completely passed by the
overtaking vehicle."
Passing is prohibited by law in the following situations:
• Upon meeting or overtaking, from either direction, any schoolbus stopped for the purpose
of loading or unloading schoolchildren
• When approaching the crest of a grade or a curve where the driver's view is obstructed
with such distance as to create a hazard
• When your view is obstructed upon approaching within 100 feet of any bridge, viaduct, or
tunnel
• When approaching within 100 feet of or when crossing any intersection or
railroad crossing
• When passing any streetcar

==============================================
SPECIAL PASSING SITUATIONS
Failure to Keep to the Right
Typically, the left traﬃc lane is for passing and for faster-moving traﬃc. If you are going so slow
that you impede the flow of traﬃc, or prevent another vehicle from accessing that lane so they
can pass, you are ‘hogging’ the lane. If you can move to the right safely, you should.
What if you are driving at the posted speed limit? Even if you are driving the posted speed limit,
you may be driving substantially slower than the other cars—failing to yield and let other
vehicles by can create bottlenecks and delays, and possibly lead to collisions. Moving to the
right and yielding to faster-moving traﬃc is the right thing to do. Pay attention to traﬃc and to
your rear-view mirror, and move to the right if conditions warrant it.
Allowing for Other Vehicles to Pass
CVC 21656 states: "On a two-lane highway where passing is unsafe because of traﬃc in the
opposite direction or other conditions, any vehicle proceeding upon the highway at a speed
less than the normal speed of traﬃc moving in the same direction at that time, behind which
five or more vehicles are formed in line, shall turn oﬀ the roadway at the nearest place
designated as a turnout by signs erected by the authority having jurisdiction over the highway,
or wherever suﬃcient area for a safe turnout exists, in order to permit the vehicles following it
to proceed." Also, if you are driving and another driver begins passing you, keep to the right,
driving partly in the shoulder (if it is clear). This will create a safe space cushion for the passing
vehicle.
Larger Vehicles
Avoid passing on the right, where the truck or bus driver's blind spot encompasses the entire
back-end of their vehicle and expands to multiple lanes. Proceed in the left lane. Do so quickly,
moving through the blind spot and avoid being "trapped" next to the truck or bus. Merge to the
right once you see the front of the vehicle in your rear-view mirror.
Emergency Vehicles

Emergency vehicles exist to help their communities. The job of an emergency technician or
firefighter is very dangerous and stressful. One of the most dangerous aspects of the job is just
getting to the emergency safely.
CVC 21806 says: "Upon the immediate approach of an authorized emergency vehicle which is
sounding a siren and which has at least one lighted lamp exhibiting red light that is visible,
under normal atmospheric conditions, from a distance of 1,000 feet to the front of the vehicle,
the surrounding traﬃc shall, except as otherwise directed by a traﬃc oﬃcer, do the following:
(a) (1) Except as required under paragraph (2), the driver of every other vehicle shall yield the
right-of-way and shall immediately drive to the right-hand edge or curb of the highway, clear of
any intersection, and thereupon shall stop and remain stopped until the authorized emergency
vehicle has passed.

(2) A person driving a vehicle in an exclusive or preferential use lane shall exit that lane
immediately upon determining that the exit can be accomplished with reasonable safety.
(b) The operator of every street car shall immediately stop the street car, clear of any
intersection, and remain stopped until the authorized emergency vehicle has passed.
(c) All pedestrians upon the highway shall proceed to the nearest curb or place of safety and
remain there until the authorized emergency vehicle has passed."
When an emergency vehicle is approaching with its sirens blaring and at least one red light
flashing, you must pull over to the right and stop. However, never stop in an intersection. If you
are in an intersection when you see an emergency vehicle, continue through the intersection
and then drive to the right as soon as it is safe and stop. If the road is so full that you can not
pull to the right, you should just stop where you are. The emergency vehicle will go around you.
If the emergency vehicle is going down the opposite side of the street, you must still pull to the
right and stop. This rule applies even if the emergency vehicle is on the opposite side of a
multi-lane or divided highway. The only exception is if a traﬃc oﬃcer instructs otherwise. Once
the vehicle has passed, keep in mind that it is against the law to follow within 300 feet of any
emergency vehicle which is driving in response to an emergency situation. Also, you do not
have to pull to the right and stop if the emergency vehicle is not sounding a siren with at least
one red light flashing as it is not responding to an emergency response.
If an emergency vehicle is approaching you, just pretend that the firetruck is going to your
house which is burning down, or that the person in the back of the ambulance is someone you
care about. Pulling over for emergency vehicles is the last bastion of courtesy out there. Please
give them the respect they deserve.
Three Feet for Safety Act (CVC 21760)
The Three Feet for Safety Act requires motor vehicle drivers passing a bicyclist that is traveling
in the same direction to pass with no less than 3 feet between the motor vehicle and any part
of the bicycle or rider. If a three foot space is not possible for passing, the motor vehicle driver
must slow down to a reasonable and prudent speed and may not pass until it is safe to do so
considering all surrounding circumstances such as traﬃc conditions, width of roadway,
weather and visibility. According to the National Highway Traﬃc Safety Administration, nearly a
third of all bicyclist injuries in the U.S. are caused when bicycles are struck by cars.
OTHER DANGEROUS PASSING SITUATIONS
Never attempt to pass if you encounter any of the following situations:
Long line of cars ahead
- Attempting to pass when there is a long line of cars in front of you is extremely dangerous,
since there is not enough time or distance necessary to pass safely. The best thing to do is to
wait until the vehicles ahead pass the slowest vehicle in front of you, pass one car at a time (if
there is a suﬃcient gap between each vehicle), or to simply pull over and wait for five or ten
minutes for the line of cars to get suﬃciently ahead of you.
Intention to stop or turn
- Never try to pass a vehicle that has stopped in the center of the lane—they may be
attempting a left turn without signaling. It is best to never assume anything, especially when
you are attempting a driving maneuver as risky as passing another vehicle. You should also
avoid passing a vehicle that is making a turn. If you intend to pass, indicate that by signaling,
so that drivers behind don’t attempt to pass you and cause a collision.
Vehicle ahead is at or near the posted speed limit
- If the car ahead of you is at or near the speed limit, you should not attempt to pass it. Passing
is usually reserved for instances where the car ahead of you is traveling extremely slowly. If you
try to pass a car in front of you that is traveling at the posted speed limit, you will be speeding,
and that is unlawful (and unsafe!)
Sight/distance ahead is limited
- If your vision ahead is restricted so that you can’t see clearly, do not pass.
Maneuver cannot be completed before reaching a no-passing zone
- No-passing zones are identified and created by the transportation departments to keep
drivers informed of roadways that have limited visibility or space, or to alert drivers to cross-

streets ahead. If you determine that you won’t be able to finish passing another vehicle before
reaching a no-passing zone, do not attempt to pass it.
==============================================
RULES OF THE ROAD
Good driving skills and driving behavior make a significant diﬀerence in reducing the number of
road casualties. Driving is an important, acquired skill, and a challenging one that only gets
better with time. In addition to good driving skills, a driver must know and understand all the
rules of the road. In this section, we will focus on understanding the rules of the road related to
use of lanes and right-of-way situations.
LANE MARKINGS
The lines painted on the road will most definitely dictate what you can do on that roadway,
such as making a safe lane change, passing or a U-turn. Road markings that are white in color
divide one-way traﬃc, while markings that are yellow divide two-way traﬃc. The road markings
we are discussing below are yellow in color, dividing two-way traﬃc.

BROKEN LINES
!

Here you may pass, turn left
or make a U-turn (provided
that the particular district
allows it).

!

SOLID ON ONE
SIDE / BROKEN ON
THE OTHER
Here you may pass on the
broken side only, but you may
turn left or make a U-turn
from either direction
(provided that the particular
district allows it).

SOLID DOUBLE
YELLOW LINES
!

Here you may turn left or
make a U-turn (again,
provided that the particular
district allows it). You
may not pass over this
marking from either direction.

LEFT-TURN CENTER

!

LANE
Here you may turn left or
make a U-turn so long as you
enter it first (you may not
travel more than 200 feet in
this lane, and the district must
be OK), but you may not pass
in it. You may not park your
vehicle in this lane.

SOLID DOUBLE
DOUBLE YELLOW
!

LINES (ISLAND)
Here you may never pass, turn
left or make a U-turn. You
should think of this marking
as the same as a wall or
barrier. Again, never enter or
turn across a "double-double"
road marking.

WHITE LINES & OTHER MARKINGS
White lines that are parallel to the roadway mark the lanes for traﬃc moving in the same
direction. If the white line is broken, you may make a lane change from lane to lane. If the white
line is solid, it usually signifies the outer edges of the roadway or pavement, or a shoulder.
White lines with arrows direct you into lanes from which you can drive straight or make turns.
Other pavement markings may include symbols and lettering used to guide drivers and
pedestrians. Additional pavement markings may have the purpose of warning drivers or
approaching vehicles of obstructions, road closures, or construction zones up ahead. Certain
words or symbols may be used to designate a crosswalk, railroad crossing, school zone or
carpool lane. For example, a diamond is often used to show that you are in a carpool lane.
Words may also be used on pavement, such as "School X-ing Ahead" to show that a school
crossing area is soon approaching.
==============================================
USE OF LANES
Bicycle Lanes
Bicycle lanes have a solid white line along either side of them and are placed four or more feet
from the curb. The white line is open near the corner and the words "BIKE LANE" are painted in
block letters in the lane.
Never drive in a bike lane unless you are making a right turn and are within 200 feet of the
corner or other driveway entrance, as long as it is safe to do so. CVC 21717 –Turning Across
Bicycle Lane states that whenever it is necessary for the driver of a motor vehicle to cross a
bicycle lane that is adjacent to his lane of travel to make a turn, the driver shall drive the motor
vehicle into the bicycle lane prior to making the turn and then make the turn.
Note: Parking is permitted in a bike lane, unless a ‘No Parking’ sign is posted. Pedestrians are
not allowed in bike lanes when sidewalks are available.
When driving near bicycle lanes, always remember to:
• Pass a bicyclist as you would a slow moving vehicle. Allow suﬃcient clearance, and
ample room for movement and unexpected road conditions. Change lanes and pass with
caution only when it is safe.
• Allow bicyclists enough room to avoid colliding with vehicle doors that are opened into
traﬃc.

•
•
•

Merge toward the curb or into the bike lane only when it is safe.
Do not try to pass a bicyclist just before making a turn. Merge safely where it is allowed,
then turn.
Make a visual check for bicyclists when changing lanes or entering traﬃc. Bicycles are
small and may be hidden in a vehicle’s blind spot.

Shared Roadway Bicycle Markings (Sharrows)
Sharrows are used to remind motorists that bicyclists are allowed to lawfully use this portion of
a lane. Sharrows are used to assist bicyclists with positioning on a shared roadway. It also
alerts motorists of the location a bicyclist may occupy within the traveled roadway. Treat a
bicycle lane the same as other traﬃc lanes. Do not turn into the lane if there is a bicyclist in the
bike lane. Yield to oncoming traﬃc. Do not obstruct bicycle traﬃc by reducing the width
required for safe bicycle passage, typically three to four feet.
Bicyclists Use of Bike Lanes
As a bicyclist, you also have responsibilities when riding in a designated "BIKE LANE."
CVC 21208 –Permitted Movements from Bicycle Lanes states: "...any person operating a
bicycle upon the roadway at a speed less than the normal speed of traﬃc moving in the same
direction at that time shall ride within the bicycle lane, except that the person may move out of
the lane under any of the following situations:
• When overtaking and passing another bicycle, vehicle, or pedestrian within the lane or
about to enter the lane if the overtaking and passing cannot be done safely within the
lane.
• When preparing for a left turn at an intersection or into a private road or driveway.
• When reasonably necessary to leave the bicycle lane to avoid debris or other hazardous
conditions.
• When approaching a place where a right turn is authorized."
Bicycle Safety Issues
If you use a bicycle as a means of transportation, here are some basic tips to follow:
1. Bicyclists should always stop and look for traﬃc when entering the road; especially from
a driveway, alley or curb. Always stop at a stop sign or red light.
2. Go with the flow of traﬃc. Ride on the right, the same way as a car.
3. Avoid riding at night. Avoid dark conditions, narrow roads, and roads with cars traveling
faster than 35 mph. If you have to ride at night, use reflectors, lights and retro-reflective
clothing.
4. Be predictable. Ride in a straight line. Look behind you before changing lanes or turning,
use your hand signal and proceed carefully.
5. Obey all traﬃc signs and signals. Walk your bicycle across busy intersections.
Some things in the street are more dangerous than you think! Watch out for: wet leaves,
puddles of water, patches of ice, loose gravel, rocks, broken glass, and cracks in the road.

==============================================
ENDING TURNS
There are many types of turns that your car can make. One of the key components of making a
safe and legal turn is completing the turn in the proper lane. Remember, you
must always signal at least 100 feet before you turn.
RIGHT TURNS
Make sure to begin the turn in the right-most lane, as close as possible to the right-hand curb
or edge of the road and do not turn out too wide. Remain as close as practical to the right,
and stay in the right lane until you have finished your turn. If vehicles are turning left from
opposing traﬃc, those turning right have the right-of-way; but remember never to insist on it.
Watch out for wide-turning trucks in front of you; never try to make the cut in between.
Here are a few examples of unique right-turn situations:
• You may execute a right turn from a lane other than the right-most lane if the road
markings or traﬃc signs designate that a right turn is permitted in a particular lane.
• When turning right from a one-way street onto another one-way street, you may complete
your turn into any lane open to traﬃc as long as it is safe to do so.
• At a "T" intersection with three lanes of traﬃc moving in one direction, the driver of the
vehicle in the center lane may turn right into their corresponding lane.
• At an intersection with a steady circular red traﬃc signal, you may turn right against the
red light if there are no signs prohibiting otherwise. Be sure that you come to a complete
stop prior to the limit line, being careful not to interfere with the traﬃc approaching the
intersection or in the intersection on their green light as they have the right-of-way. Only
make a right on red if it is safe to do so. Never make a right turn against a red arrow.
LEFT TURNS
Make sure to begin the left turn in the left-most lane, as close as possible to the center divider
line or the left turn lane if available. Do not turn too soon, cutting the corner of the lane
belonging to cars coming toward you. Yield the right-of-way to all pedestrians in the crosswalk.
When completing your left turn, you may turn into any available lane of the cross-street if it
is safe to do so. If vehicles are turning right from opposing traﬃc, those turning right have the
right-of-way into their corresponding lanes. Before completing your turn make sure that
your lane is free of traﬃc. Remember that the driver turning left with a green arrow has the
right-of-way.
Here is an example of a unique left-turn situation:
• At a "T" intersection with three lanes of traﬃc moving in one direction, the driver of the
vehicle in the center lane may turn left into the corresponding lane. The driver in the leftmost lane must turn into the corresponding lane as well.
• At an intersection where two one-way streets meet, you may turn left against the red light
if there are no signs prohibiting otherwise. Be sure that you come to a complete stop
prior to the limit line, being careful not to interfere with the traﬃc approaching the
intersection or in the intersection on their green light as they have the right-of-way. Only
make a left on red if it is safe to do so. Never make a left turn against a red arrow.
U-TURNS
U-turns are the most unsafe turns you can possibly make. They should be made as
infrequently as possible. If you must make a U-turn, there are a few guidelines you should
follow. First, it must be safe! There are many potential dangers you must look out for, such as
pedestrians and turning cars. If the vehicle that is approaching you is less than 200 feet away,
it is not considered safe. Also, a motorist must have an unobstructed view of over 200 feet for
a U-turn to be legal. You may complete a U-turn in any available lane if it is safe to do so.
CENTER LEFT TURN LANES
If you are beginning or ending a left turn into or out of a driveway, use the center left-turn lane if
available. Signal your intent and drive completely inside the center left-turn lane when either

beginning or completing your turn. Make sure the back of your vehicle does not block
oncoming traﬃc. Verify that the lane is clear in both directions and turn when it is safe. Watch
out for oncoming vehicles that enter the lane to execute their left turn. Although the law states
that it's legal to drive for 200 feet in a center left turn lane, it's safer to enter and stop just
before beginning a left hand turn. In addition, if you are completing your left hand turn in the
center left turn lane, then you should stop until it is safe to merge out into traﬃc.
SPLITTING LANE RULES
Splitting lanes is when a motorcyclist drives between vehicles in adjacent lanes. Motorcycles
may travel faster than traﬃc during congested road conditions and can legally travel in the
unused space between two lines of moving or stationary vehicles. According to the CHP
(California Highway Patrol), lane splitting by motorcyclists is legal provided when it is done in a
safe and prudent manner. Use caution around motorcyclists. Be aware that they may attempt
to split the lane, and if you correctly predict that this will happen, increase the space between
your vehicle and theirs by slowing down or moving over, if you can do so safely.
==============================================
RIGHT-OF-WAY SITUATIONS

CONTROLLED INTERSECTIONS
An intersection is any place where one line of roadway meets another roadway. Intersections
include cross streets, side streets, alleys, freeway entrances, and any other location where
vehicles traveling on diﬀerent highways or roads join each other. Driving through an intersection
is one of the most complex traﬃc situations motorists encounter.
Here are the basic right-of-way rules when dealing with an intersection:
• At intersections without "STOP" or "YIELD" signs, slow down and be ready to stop. Yield
to traﬃc and pedestrians already in the intersection or just entering the intersection. Also,
yield to the vehicle or bicycle which arrives first or to the vehicle or bicycle on your right if
it reaches the intersection at the same time as you.
• At "T" intersections without "STOP" or "YIELD" signs, yield to traﬃc and pedestrians on
the through road. They have the right-of-way.
• When you turn left, give the right-of-way to all vehicles approaching that are close enough
to be dangerous. While waiting to turn left, keep your wheels pointed straight ahead until
it is safe to start your turn. If your wheels are pointed to the left, and a vehicle hits you
from behind, you could be pushed into oncoming traﬃc. Also, look for motorcyclists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. When you turn right, be sure to check for pedestrians
crossing the street and bicyclists coming up behind you on the right. On divided
highways or highways with several lanes, watch for vehicles coming in any lane you
cross. Turn either left or right only when it is safe.
Uncontrolled Intersections

When two vehicles arrive simultaneously at an intersection where there is no stop sign,
yield sign, or signal, the vehicle on the right has the right-of-way.
• If two vehicles arrive at the same time from opposite sides, and one wants to go straight,
while the other wants to go left, the vehicle traveling straight has the right-of-way.
• If two vehicles arrive at the same time from the opposite sides and one wants to go left,
and the other wants to go right on the same street, the one going right has the right-ofway.
• At uncontrolled "T" intersections, the driver on the terminating street must yield the rightof-way to traﬃc on the cross street.
Traﬃc Signal Blackout
If a power failure occurs and all signals are not working properly, treat the intersection the same
as you would if a stop sign were controlling the intersection.
Vehicles Stopped At Crosswalk
Whenever any vehicle is stopped at a marked crosswalk or at any unmarked crosswalk at an
intersection to permit a pedestrian to cross the roadway the driver of any other vehicle
approaching from the rear shall not overtake it and pass the stopped vehicle
Respecting the Pedestrian Right-Of-Way
Remember, at crosswalks, on sidewalks and near driveways, the driver shall always yield the
right-of-way to the pedestrian. However, a pedestrian cannot stop a driver unnecessarily in a
manner that causes his vehicle to block a crosswalk or sidewalk. If you have the right-of-way
and a pedestrian jaywalks in front of you, or blocks your vehicle, let them pass and complete
your traﬃc maneuver. Even if the pedestrian is in the wrong, as a driver you should always yield
the right-of-way to them.
Respecting the Bicyclist's Right-Of-Way
Bicyclists have the same rights to share the road with other drivers and are also entitled to use
turn lanes. Also, bicyclists should ride in the same direction as traﬃc and as far to the right as
is safely possible, but not so far that they may hit the curb.
==============================================
Anti-Gridlock Law
CVC 22526a says, "A driver of a vehicle shall not enter an intersection or marked crosswalk,
notwithstanding any oﬃcial traﬃc control signal indication to proceed, unless there is suﬃcient
space on the other side of the intersection or marked crosswalk to accommodate the vehicle
driven without obstructing the through passage of vehicles from either side."
In other words, even if the light is green, do not enter the intersection unless you have enough
space to completely cross before the light turns red. If you block the cross traﬃc, you may
receive a traﬃc citation.
•

School Buses
When you come across a school bus that is stopped with red flashing lights, you must come to
a stop--regardless of which direction you are traveling. These flashing red lights are signaling
you that children are about to enter or exit the bus. However, the driver need not stop if they
are on the other side of the roadway (moving in the opposite direction) on a divided or multilane highway. A multi-lane highway is defined as having two or more lanes of travel in each
direction.
Prepare to remain stopped for as long as the red lights are flashing. Failure to stop is a violation
of California vehicle code, and you may be fined up to $1000 and have your license suspended
if you fail to do so. You are not required to stop if the bus is on the other side of a divided
highway. Also, be cautious when entering school crossings, especially if school buses are
parked, as children may be entering or exiting at any time.
Where Road or Lane Narrows on a Hill
When driving upon a narrow hill or grade with insuﬃcient space to pass, the driver of the
vehicle ascending the hill has the right-of-way. If necessary, the driver descending the hill must
back up to permit the vehicle going up to pass safely.
Entering Freeways
On a freeway on-ramp, the vehicle already driving on the freeway has right-of-way over the
vehicle entering the freeway.

Railroad Crossings
Railroad crossings signify the area where the railroad tracks cross the roadway. Most railroad
crossings consist of flashing lights, signal bells, a crossing gate and flashing red lights or a
stop sign. When approaching these crossings, listen and look in both directions for trains. If
traﬃc is heavy, never stop on the tracks; wait until you have enough space to successfully
clear the tracks. Be cautious of vehicles that must stop at railroad tracks, such as school
buses, buses, and trucks transporting hazardous materials. Stop at least fifteen feet from the
tracks when the red lights are flashing, a person or signal warns you that a train is coming, you
see a train coming or you hear the horn or bell of a train close by. Pedestrians and vehicles are
prohibited from going around or under closed crossing gates, and may only cross when and if
it is safe to do so.
Also, you may not park on or within 7 ½ feet of a railroad track.
Traﬃc Breaks
Traﬃc breaks are used by law enforcement to slow or stop traﬃc to remove hazards from the
roadway, conduct emergency operations or prevent traﬃc collisions in heavy fog or unusually
heavy traﬃc. During a traﬃc break, the oﬃcer turns on the rear emergency lights, slows the
vehicles, and drives across the lanes of traﬃc in a serpentine manner. To assist an oﬃcer in
conducting a traﬃc break it's a good idea to:
• Activate your emergency flashers to warn other drivers there is a hazard ahead.
• Slowly begin to decrease your speed. Do not slow abruptly unless it is necessary to avoid
a collision. Slow to the same speed as the oﬃcer, while keeping a safe distance from the
patrol vehicle ahead of you.
• Not attempt to drive past the patrol vehicle. Do not accelerate until the patrol vehicle has
turned oﬀ its emergency lights and traﬃc conditions ahead allow the return to normal
speeds.
==============================================
HYDROPLANING AND HOW TO RECOVER

Hydroplaning is the condition where your car is literally floating on a layer of water. When you
travel too fast on a wet road, the water on the road will pile up in front of your tires faster than
the tires can pump it away. When this happens, the car rides up onto the water and the tires
lose contact with the road. This is very dangerous, as you can imagine, because your car will
not react well to the driver's inputs on the steering wheel or the brakes.
If you start to hydroplane, you need to slow down. Do this by simply taking your foot oﬀ the
accelerator. Don't use the brakes! Slowing down will allow the tires to regain contact with the
road and restore control to the driver. Sudden movements, such as braking or jerking the
steering wheel, can compound the problem, and usually will put the vehicle into a spin. Again,
this is why it is imperative to leave extra space in front of you when driving on a wet road.
Another factor you should consider to help avoid hydroplaning is proper tire maintenance.
Tread depth and tire pressure will definitely have an eﬀect on your tires ability to hold traction
and avoid hydroplaning.

Tire tread depth
CVC 27465b states that the minimum allowable tread depth of your tires is 1/32 of an inch.
This is the absolute minimum. You should consider replacing your tires before you reach the
minimum allowable tread depth. Tire tread is important because the grooves in between the
tread act as a canal for the water on the road to pass through, therefore allowing the actual
tread to come in contact with more of the road surface.

Tire pressure
Underinflated tires will wear more on the outside edges of the tire. Overinflated tires will wear
more on the inside center of the tire. Therefore, no matter whether your tires are over- or
underinflated they will lose their maximum traction capabilities.
At 55 mph, your tires can begin to lose contact with the road surface even if the water is as
shallow as 1/12 of an inch. At 65 mph, your tires can lose total contact with the road. Of
course, your car can begin to hydroplane at slower speeds if your tire tread and pressure are
not at the proper levels.
==============================================
RECOVERING FROM FISHTAILING

Unless you are a stunt driver, fishtailing can be a very terrifying experience. A fishtailing skid
occurs when the rear end of your vehicle begins to slide back and forth due to your back
wheels losing traction with the ground. Fishtailing can happen in any type of vehicle, but is
more common in rear wheel drive vehicles. Though usually due to driver error, fishtailing can
also happen unexpectedly under certain circumstances, such as when encountering hidden
black ice at high speeds. The most common trigger for a fishtail skid is driving too fast for safe
conditions and/or:
• Driving on roadways with poor traction (ice, water, snow, and loose gravel)
• Braking suddenly when driving at high speeds
• Approaching a curve or turn too quickly, or turning too sharply
• Experiencing a tire blowout
• Using excessive acceleration
If you do fishtail, the first thing to remember is NOT to slam on the brakes. Instead, take your
foot oﬀ the gas and stop accelerating. In addition, keep a steady firm grip on the steering
wheel and never yank the wheel or swerve in a panic. To recover from the fishtail skid, the
traditional rule is to "turn into the skid" or to turn your wheel the direction that you feel your
rear wheels sliding. However, this can often be confusing to drivers, especially when reacting in
the heat of the moment of a skid.
To achieve the same result as "turning into the skid," drivers are now being coached to turn the
steering wheel in the direction you want the car to go. When you do this, your vehicle will begin
to turn back in the correct direction. Often times, after recovering from the initial fishtail skid,

you will need to counter-steer again to keep the car steady and from fishtailing in the other
direction. It may take several counter-steer maneuvers to regain total control of your vehicle.
To recap, drivers should handle a rear wheel fishtail skid by:
1. Easing oﬀ the gas pedal
2. Controlling the steering wheel without panicking
3. Turning the steering wheel in the direction they want the car to travel down the road
4. Counter-steering (repeating step 3) over and over until the car is back in control
If you are driving a car with manual transmission, you should disengage the clutch as well.
==============================================
RETURNING TO THE ROAD FROM AN UNEVEN SURFACE
Part of being a driver requires being prepared for unexpected obstacles like uneven road
surfaces. Common irregular surfaces include speed bumps, road dips, potholes, debris on the
highway, or uneven pavement during road construction. Each unique obstacle will require you
to evaluate the situation individually and take the best course of action to handle the obstacle
safely. For all uneven surfaces, it is a good idea to approach with caution, without slowing
down abruptly or coming to a complete stop. Stopping suddenly can put you in extreme
danger of being rear ended by other motorists, or even skidding out of control. Some other
helpful tips for handling uneven surfaces include:
Speed bumps
Slow down to the appropriate speed before the bump, being sure to check for traﬃc that may
be approaching from behind you. Gently accelerate oﬀ of the speed bump once your front tires
have cleared the crest of the bump.
Dips
Dips are basically "upside down bumps." Before encountering a dip, slow down enough to
avoid "bottoming-out" (scraping the bottom of your car on the pavement). Driving too quickly
over a dip is not only tough on your car's suspension, it can cause you to lose control of your
car.

Potholes
Most potholes (openings or holes in the pavement) are formed due to wear and weathering of
the road surface. Driving over a pothole can cause damage to a car's tires, suspension, and
can even cause collisions when crossed over at great speeds. If you see a pothole and it is
small enough, you can slow down and try to drive over it or around it without ruining your tires.
If the pothole is large and unavoidable, safely decrease your speed and drive over it cautiously.
During rain and flooding, beware of potholes that may be especially hard to spot.
Highway debris
From time to time you may be faced with unexpected debris on the roadway. Bits and pieces
of garbage, sand, dirt, broken glass, dead animals, and car wreckage are examples of debris

that may be scattered on the road. When you recognize such hazards, try to slow down safely
and maneuver around the scattered obstacles, being careful not to drive into other lanes of
traﬃc. If you notice a piece of debris that you feel will be an extreme hazard to other drivers,
pull over to a safe place and call police or highway patrol and alert them of the danger.
Uneven Pavement
A familiar roadway work zone hazard is uneven pavement surfaces: adjacent sections of the
road that are diﬀerent heights. This road irregularity is usually caused by road repaving
procedures or from large metal traﬃc plates used to bridge open excavations and trenches dug
for drainage, cables, gas mains or water mains. Uneven surfaces can also be found where a
pavement edge drops oﬀ to a sunken shoulder.
Sometimes the disproportion of the road surface is minor and does not significantly alter
driving behavior. However, a disparity of just a few inches in road elevation could cause you to
lose control of your vehicle and drift into another lane, or even leave the road completely.
If you find yourself caught with your left wheels and right wheels on severely uneven levels of
pavement, don't panic! If you try to steer too sharply or quickly, you may damage your tires, or
worse yet, you may inadvertently jump the uneven pavement edge and drive out of control into
other lanes of traﬃc.
Instead, relax and do the following when you find yourself straddling an uneven edge of
pavement:
1. Hold the steering wheel firmly and confidently (do not swerve)
2. Ease oﬀ the gas pedal (but don't brake abruptly)
3. Gently turn your tires (no more than a quarter-turn) in the proper direction so you can
begin to drive over the uneven edge
4. Accelerate forward very gently until all four tires are on the same segment of road
When crossing smaller non-level edges, it should be relatively easy to recover. However, if the
pavement diﬀerence is too steep, you may feel your tire rubbing or scraping against the edge
of the road. In this case, don't force your tires over the edge by steering harder into it. Rather,
straighten out your wheels and continue to straddle the rough edge until it is safe to make
another attempt to go across.
Click the button below to begin the Section 3 review test.
=====================================================================
SECTION FOUR
Defensive Driving
Good driving techniques are essential if you wish to avoid traﬃc collisions. Most collisions can
be avoided if you (the driver) look for the subtle hints that present themselves before an
imminent collision. A little "common sense" goes a long way in driving. The general idea is to
predict what other drivers on the road are going to do and compensate for their actions before
it becomes a problem. Doing so many tasks at once while driving--such as keeping control of
your car, observing the numerous traﬃc signs, watching the roadway and its surrounding
areas, and being alert to the actions of other drivers and pedestrians, can be very challenging.
We will be discussing many helpful defensive driving techniques throughout this section that, if
applied, will substantially reduce your chances of being involved in a traﬃc collision.

PLANNING TRIPS AND PREPARING FOR THE ROAD
Getting ready for a nice little weekend road trip? Maybe you're planning an ambitious monthlong family vacation driving across the country? Either way, you can help guarantee your
journey results in maximum success without all the stress. Before you load up the car with
food, family, and fun; brush up on the following travel tips.
Packing
Hopefully you won’t run into any driving snafus on your trip (knock on wood), but if you do,
who knows when and where your car will choose to break down. Don’t get caught ill-equipped
for this unfortunate occasion; instead be prepared by having an auto safety travel kit packed
and ready to go:
• Navigation system and/or maps
• Cell phone and car charger to call for help
• First-aid kit
• Extra clothes and blankets
• A flashlight
• Emergency flares
• Jumper cables
• Extra washer fluid
• Jug of water
• Basic tools (screw driver, wrench, pocket knife, etc.)
Also, loading your car wisely can provide both safety and economic benefits. When you load
your vehicle, don't pack things so high that you block your windows and lose important
visibility. Make sure everything is packed securely and won't go flying into the back of your
head if you have to brake abruptly. For maximum handling, try to distribute the weight of your
load evenly. And to save a few bucks on gas, get all that junk out of the trunk - that is, only
bring what is necessary: the heavier your vehicle, the more it costs to drive it.
Check Road Conditions
Before you hit the road, don't forget to hit your favorite source for checking road conditions.
There are a variety of web sites, both local and national, that can provide invaluable traﬃc
resources designed to aid you on your excursion. You can easily look up information like:

• Weather reports
• Traﬃc congestion reports
• Road construction zones
• Accident reports
• Road closures
• Safety warnings
Besides the internet, tuning into your favorite television news outlet or news radio station can
provide beneficial road condition information.
Vehicle Inspection
Before you leave town, especially on longer trips, make sure you give your vehicle a thorough
safety assessment. If you're not comfortable maintaining your car yourself, hit the local garage
or your dealership to get your ride ready for the long haul. Many dealers will actually give you a
basic safety inspection free of charge! Make sure your tires are in tip-top shape and don't
forget to check your tire pressure: properly inflated tires go a long way in improving fuel
economy and preventing dangerous tire blow outs. Also, have your fluids checked and toppedoﬀ, including your radiator fluid, wiper fluid, and oil - which may need to be adjusted
depending on your season of travel. Then have the rest of your car given a nice once over,
making sure all the belts are in good working order, the wipers are ready to clean bugs oﬀ your
windshield, and that your battery won't die on you while you're in Timbuktu.
Allowing Extra Time
When you travel, don't cause yourself extra stress or sacrifice safety by being in a rush. When
taking a trip, particularly a lengthy one, you will inevitably encounter some challenges that you
did not expect. Allowing yourself extra time to reach your destination is a great way to reduce
road anxiety, and allows you to actually enjoy the hundreds or thousands of miles you are
driving. Not to mention that you won't feel compelled to speed, drive recklessly, and make
several unneeded lane changes to pass slower moving vehicles. Other benefits of not being in
a rush include having time to stop for rest, sit down for a nice meal, take a bathroom break, or
maybe do some unexpected sightseeing along the way.
Finally, for safety's sake, let a friend or other family member know where you’re going, where
you plan to stay, and when you’ll be back home. Keep these helpful travel tips in mind, and
you'll be well on your way to a safe and rewarding journey of driving enlightenment.
==============================================
CHOOSE A SAFE ROUTE
When we think of defensive driving, we often don't think of choosing a safe route as a type of
defensive driving technique. Choosing a route which presents the least amount of potential
problems is a great way to avoid collisions. If the route that you usually drive requires that you
drive by a school or a park, it would be wise to choose a diﬀerent route. Does your daily route
require that you make a U-turn, or drive through an area with a lot of cross-traﬃc, or an area
with a lot of blind intersections? All of these are areas which, if possible, should be avoided.

AVOIDING PROBLEMS ON THE ROAD
Maintaining a safe following distance
An important key in avoiding collisions is leaving the proper amount of following distance
behind the vehicle in front of you. It is critical for you to be able to stop in time to avoid a
collision. As stated earlier, one of the leading causes of collisions on the freeway is following
too closely (tailgating).
When determining the amount of space you should leave, you must take into consideration the
following elements:
The road conditions:
• A wet road has a friction coeﬃcient that is half that of a dry road (it actually takes twice as
long to stop a car on a wet road than on a dry one).
• Loose gravel or sand on the road will also increase the distance it takes for the car to
stop.
The condition of the brakes and/or type of brakes you have:
• Maintenance of your brakes is critical to reducing your stopping distance.
• Anti-lock brakes, used properly, can help the average driver reduce stopping distance.
The incline of the road you are on:
• A downhill grade will make the braking distance increase.
• An uphill grade will make gravity work with you and help your car stop sooner.
STOPPING DISTANCES
When considering the proper amount of following distance you should leave, you must realize
the amount of distance your car will travel when you make the decision that you need to come
to a complete stop. The equation for figuring out this distance is as follows:
Thinking Distance + Braking Distance = Total Stopping Distance.
Thinking distance, or reaction time, is simply the distance your car will travel during the
amount of time it takes for your eyes to send a signal to your brain that there is a problem, then
allowing your brain to process this problem and send a signal to your foot to hit the brakes.
The thinking distance that you will travel is just about proportional to the speed that you are
traveling. In other words, when a car is traveling at 55 miles per hour it is traveling at
approximately 80 feet per second, which means that if you take 1.5 seconds to react to a
situation, your car will travel about 120 feet from the time you see the obstacle to the time you
actually apply the brakes!
Braking Distance is simply the distance your car will travel once you apply the brakes. In
accordance with the California Drivers Handbook, if you are traveling at 55 mph in an average
passenger vehicle and need to come to a complete stop, your car will travel approximately 400
feet. So if you can't see 400 feet ahead of you, you can't drive safely at 55 mph. If you take into

consideration your total stopping distance, you will realize the importance of keeping an
adequate amount of following distance.
==============================================
THREE-SECOND RULE
A commonly used method for allowing yourself proper following distance is the "ThreeSecond Rule." Since it is diﬃcult to visually estimate the distance in between your car and the
car ahead of you, the idea is to use time instead to leave a "cushion" or space. It takes about
2-3 seconds to completely stop when traveling at speeds between 35 mph to 65 mph, so if
you have a three-second space cushion, you're leaving yourself enough time to react and
brake when something happens up ahead. This is how to apply the "Three-Second Rule":
when the car or truck in front of you crosses a certain fixed object on the side of the road, (like
a sign or tree) you should not cross that same point for three seconds. Just count "one
thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three." If you reach that fixed spot before
you get to three, you are not leaving enough of a "cushion."

Three-Second PLUS Rule
Under many driving conditions, the "Three-Second Rule" works great and should give you
plenty of time and space to avoid a collision, but sometimes you may need to add additional
space to the following distance equation, and this is called the "Three-Second PLUS Rule."
Here are some instances when you need to leave extra space and increase your following
distance to four or more seconds:
• When Adverse Roadway Or Weather Conditions Exist:Remember, braking distance
doubles on a wet road. Therefore, to compensate for the loss of traction, the California
DMV Handbook recommends that you drive a minimum of 5-10 mph slower and increase
your following distance.
•

When Being Tailgated:If a driver is following too closely you should slow down and
increase your following distance so that you will have more time to react if the car in front
of you is forced to suddenly stop. As a result, you give the driver behind you more time to
react since they will be traveling at a slower speed.

•

When Towing a Trailer:The added weight of the trailer being towed will increase the
vehicle’s stopping distance. Therefore, in order to compensate, you should increase your
following distance.

•

When Following a Motorcycle:Since a motorcycle can stop quicker than a car, it is
imperative to keep extra space in front of your vehicle.

•

When Vision Is Blocked Or Visibility Poor:When your view ahead is blocked, such as
when you drive behind an 18-wheeler or large van, you need to leave more space for
better reaction time. You could also change lanes to open up your field of vision.

•

When You See a Bus, School Bus, Or a Placarded Vehicle At Railroad
Crossings:These vehicles must stop at railroad crossings, so slow down early and allow
plenty of room.

•

The Driver Behind You Wants To Pass:When the driver behind is signaling with an
intention to pass, allow room in front of your vehicle so the driver will have space to move
in front of you.

You may find that slower speed situations, such as driving 25 mph in a residential district, may
call for lowering your following distance to two seconds; but it is obvious that the more space
you keep, the less chance you have of getting into a collision.

WIDE-TURNING TRUCKS
Trucks have a turning radius which is much larger than a passenger car. Even though the law
requires that you execute a right hand turn from the right-most part of the right lane, trucks
often have to start the turn from the middle or left-hand side of the right lane to get enough
clearance to execute the right-hand turn. Allow enough room for the truck to make the turn.
Here are some more tips to help you share the road with large trucks:
• Don't Cut Them Oﬀ:Fully loaded trucks can weigh up to 27 times more than the average
automobile. That means a much longer stopping distance— up to twice the time and
room compared to a car. Forcing them to stop quickly may cause a serious collision.
•

Beware of Blind Spots:Often called "no-zones," they're around the front, back and sides
of trucks. Move out of these areas because truck drivers may lose sight of you. As a
general rule—if you can't see the truck driver in the truck's mirror, he/she can't see you.

•

Leave a "Cushion":When following a truck, stay about 20-25 car lengths behind. This will
better allow you to see the road ahead. This also leaves more room for braking. A safe
driving distance in front of a truck is at least four car lengths. Make sure you can see the
truck's headlights in your inside rear-view mirror.

•

Pass Quickly and On the Left:Avoid passing on the right, where the truck driver's blind
spot encompasses the entire trailer and expands to multiple lanes. Proceed in the left

lane. Do so quickly, moving through the blind spot and avoid being "trapped" next to the
truck. Merge to the right once you see the front of the truck in your rear-view mirror.
•

Watch for Wide Turns:Don't get stuck between the truck and the curb—which may result
in a serious collision. In order to safely make a right turn, the truck driver is likely to swing
wide left first. This is especially true in the city. With left turns, trucks need plenty of room
to clear your vehicle. Help them out by stopping before the white line.

•

Signals are Key:Pay close attention to a truck's signals—allowing adequate room for it to
maneuver. And make sure to use your signals. Truck drivers need to know your intended
actions.

(Source: Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration)
==============================================
DEALING WITH ANOTHER DRIVER'S BLIND SPOTS
A blind spot is the area around a vehicle that cannot be directly observed by the driver or that
cannot be seen in the driver's mirrors. It is critical that you do not drive in the blind spots of
other vehicles. You must be mindful of another's blind spots so that you don't get lost in them.
Remember that even if your side-view and rear-view mirrors are correctly adjusted, they can
not eliminate all blind spots. There are many people that drive using only their mirrors for
guidance when making turns or lane changes. If you are driving in one of these driver's blind
spots, there is a collision waiting to happen. Keep in mind that 18-wheelers have a blind spot
that is large enough for another 18-wheeler to fit in it!
Make Yourself Visible
Keep your vehicle where it can be seen at all times. Drive through another driver’s blind spot as
quickly as you can or drop back.
Avoid Side-By-Side Driving
You should adjust your speed so that you do not drive directly beside another vehicle. Side-byside driving blocks the roadway for drivers behind you, and leaves no outlet for you or the
driver beside you in the event of an emergency.
Avoid Driving in Bunches or Packs
Driving in bunches or packs leaves you no means of escape if you encounter a road hazard or
traﬃc emergency. Drive in front of or behind traﬃc bunches to leave yourself a space cushion
and avoid becoming blocked in.
When Passing Larger Vehicles
If it becomes necessary to pass a truck, allow yourself much more time than when passing a
normal car. You need to contend with the longer truck body when passing and therefore will
need a bigger gap from oncoming traﬃc. Keep in mind that trucks limit the visibility of other
drivers on cross streets, making them much more diﬃcult to pass. Also, you will be in the truck
drivers "blind spot" or "No Zone" if you can’t see the truck driver’s eyes in his/her driver’s sideview mirror. When completing your passing maneuver, it’s important not to begin transitioning
into the right lane until the front cabin of the truck is visible in your center rear-view mirror. This
extra space between your car and the truck will provide an adequate rear buﬀer because the
heavier trucks take a lot longer to stop than a car. Finally, because big trucks' rear-wheels track
inside when turning, they have a tendency to swing wide—Therefore, when making a right turn,
be careful not to pass the truck on the outside.

DEALING WITH YOUR OWN BLIND SPOTS
Every car is built diﬀerently, thus they all have diﬀerent areas and sizes of blind spots.
Familiarize yourself with these areas in whichever vehicle you are driving.
Use Mirrors and Passengers to Help Navigate
Adjust your mirrors so that you have the best view behind your vehicle and lean into your
mirrors to catch more possible angles. You can also get convex mirrors to see more of the rear
blind spot. If you have a passenger in your car, ask them to help you navigate, and to warn you
of any obstacles or pedestrians. In addition, you can have a passenger physically get out of the
car and spot you.
Motorcycles
Because of their small size and low profile, motorcycles can be easily hidden from view,
especially in your vehicle’s blind spot. Remember to check your blind spot frequently to make
sure you can see a motorcycle that may be in the adjacent lane, especially if you are planning
to maneuver into that lane.
Passing or Making a Lane Change
If passing or a lane change is necessary, scan for hazards and check for blind spots every time
- remember SMOG: Signal, Mirror, Over-the-shoulder (checking for blind spots), Go. If you have
done a check and still feel you cannot pass or make a lane change safely, then don’t. You must
be 100% sure that you can see everything clearly on the roadway.
==============================================
How you see and understand your driving environment is an important key to becoming a
defensive driver. At all times when driving, you must be aware of what is happening all around
your vehicle, continuously scanning and searching for potential problems that may lead to a
collision.

VISUAL LEAD TIME (LOOKING AHEAD)
In order to get to any location you must first choose your path. When we think of choosing a
path we often think of checking a map (which isn't a bad idea when you are not sure of where
you are going--this gives you an idea of what to expect so that you can pay more attention to
the traﬃc and pedestrians, not to the street signs). As related to defensive driving, though,
choosing a safe path means where your vehicle is positioned and where you should be in
accordance with the existing traﬃc and other obstacles ahead of you.
The path you choose will depend on what you see ahead. This method of looking farther down
the road is called visual lead time. To establish proper visual lead time on a city street, you
should be looking at least 15 seconds ahead, which will work out to be at least a block ahead
(about 600 feet). On the highway, you should also be looking at least fifteen seconds ahead as
well, which works out to be at least one-quarter of a mile ahead. Remember, the problems that
happen on the road ahead will eventually aﬀect you, so you should try to see them in plenty of
time so you will have enough time to react to them.
Driving can often be monotonous, especially when traveling long distances, causing drivers to
form the bad habit of staring at one particular thing up ahead, like the road or the bumper of
the car immediately in front of them. Try not to develop a fixed stare; instead, look beyond the
car or cars ahead of you. If something happens up ahead, you want to see the event happen.
The brake lights of the car immediately ahead of you alone do not make a good enough early
warning system.
Sudden Stops and Lane Changes Ahead
A roadway with parked vehicles can limit your visibility, be diﬃcult to maneuver in and turn, and
pose potential problems for pedestrians and others. You must always be prepared to make a
sudden stop when driving on a roadway with parked vehicles. Also, when entering the freeway,
watch out for cars suddenly stopping or making lane changes, and adjust your speed or
maneuver your vehicle to avoid colliding with them. Finally, whether you are on a surface street
or the open highway, be cognizant of vehicles making quick lane changes in front of you.
Another benefit of visual lead time is that you will stay in the center of your lane. Have you ever
tried to gauge where you are in your lane by looking side-to-side? It's hard. By aiming for the
"optical vanishing point" of the road ahead, it is easier to guide your vehicle in the center of the
lane.

PLANNING AN EVASIVE ACTION (LEAVING YOURSELF AN OUT)
Sometimes you do everything right, and something still happens right in front of you. This is
why it is so important for you to be constantly looking for an "escape route" or somewhere to
go if there is a problem. When you are driving and there is someone in front, behind, and to
both sides of you, if something were to happen in front of you, where would you go? You are
literally "boxed in!"
Leaving yourself an escape route means precisely that. When you are driving, you should be
mindful of all of the "space cushions" around you to make collision avoidance possible.
Another aspect of this leaving yourself an out is in vehicle positioning. If you are driving in a
lane on the freeway with the center divider on one side (the number one lane--some call it the
"fast lane"), then you have cut your "chances for escape" to the side by one-half! Always
position your vehicle in a way which is advantageous to "escape."
In Front Of Your Vehicle
Leaving the proper amount of following distance behind the vehicle in front of you is critical for
you to be able to stop in time to avoid a collision. One of the leading causes of collisions on the
freeway is following too closely (tailgating).
To the Left and Right Sides of Your Vehicle
Remember to leave yourself an ‘escape route’ in the lanes beside yours. Continue to adjust
your speed so that you do not drive directly beside another vehicle (side-by-side driving). This
blocks the roadway for drivers behind you, and leaves no outlet for you or drivers next to you in
the event of an emergency.
To the Rear of Your Vehicle
You also need to be aware of distance of vehicles behind yours. If the driver behind you is
following too closely, slightly tapping your brakes may alert the other driver to increase their
following distance. Also, change lanes if possible.
If someone starts to tailgate you (takes up your "space cushion" to the rear), allow more space
in front of you so that you will have more time to slow down if there is a problem in front of you.
Keeping "space cushions" around your vehicle at all times is a diﬃcult process. When there is
space on the freeway, it usually gets filled. Therefore, you may not have the necessary space
you need at all times. You must be mindful of this. "Space cushion" driving is a constant
accelerating and decelerating technique, attempting to maintain the proper gaps around your
car. Don't get discouraged when your space gets filled; just find yourself more space. Before
you know it, this process will eventually become a habit in your daily task of driving.
==============================================
MAKING YOURSELF VISIBLE
This concept is very basic, yet few people follow it. Your safety, the safety of your passengers,
and the safety of other roadway users all depend to a large extent on how well you are able to
be seen by other drivers and pedestrians as well as how you communicate with them. If other
people can't see you or don't know your intentions, how do you expect them to predict your

actions? A very important key to safe driving is making sure that you communicate with others
sharing the roads. How well you are seen by these people is therefore crucial. There are a few
things that you can do to help others see you. Some of these are:

1. Use your headlightsIn inclement weather, in darkness, and on highways where there is a
lot of passing going on, headlights can make a tremendous diﬀerence in the time it takes
for other drivers to see you. If people can see you from farther away, they are less likely to
be passing right in front of you.
2. Use your signalsIt is necessary to indicate your intentions to other drivers well
in advance. Let other drivers know that you plan to turn or change lanes by signaling
early. The flashing signal light will warn those around you that you plan to make
a maneuver. Use your signals at least 100 feet prior to making a turn to allow other drivers
to adjust their actions accordingly. When you are turning right or left at an intersection, be
very careful not to signal too early if there are other places to turn before the intersection.
A driver in another roadway who believes you intend to turn somewhere else could pull
out in front of you.
3. Don't drive in another driver's blind spotsAlways be mindful of another's blind spots so
that you don't get lost in them. You are just a bad lane change away from getting into a
collision when you travel in someone else's blind spot. The other driver may fail to look
over their shoulder before attempting a lane change and careen right into you.
4. Use your hornUse your car's horn to alert drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists to your
presence or to warn them of danger. If somebody is backing out of a driveway and
possibly doesn't see you, the warning tone of your horn will let them know that you are
there. Be sure to just tap your horn, as blasting your horn may frighten other drivers into
doing something dangerous.

5. Make eye contactThere is no better way to make sure that others see you than
by establishing eye contact. When you make eye contact with others on the road, each of
you should now know that the other is there, thus preventing a mistake that may possibly
happen. Never assume, though, that if someone looks at you they won't suddenly cut out
in front of you.
6. Wear bright clothesMotorcyclists or bicyclists should wear white clothes and/or
reflective clothing to increase their visibility to other drivers.
Daylight Use of Headlights
During daylight hours, under normal driving conditions, you can see the low beams of an
oncoming car from about a mile away. Without headlights on during the day, an oncoming
vehicle can be observed from only about 1/2 a mile away. Using your headlights during the day
can actually double the distance for being able to observe an oncoming vehicle. This is also
the reason that some two-lane highways have signs regulating the use of headlights even
during the day, because it decreases the chance of a collision while cars are passing each
other by increasing the visibility of the road ahead.
Avoid Lane Changes Near Intersections
Intersections are one of the most dangerous places you can drive. There are many reasons for
this, including: cross-traﬃc, pedestrians, complex traﬃc control signals, and turning vehicles. It
is inherently dangerous to make a lane change near or in any intersection, simply because this
type of maneuver is something that most drivers don't expect to happen. A lane change in the
intersection is particularly dangerous for drivers making a right-turn on a red light as they are
assuming the lane they are about to turn into is clear. Be cautious, and just wait until you pass
safely through an intersection if a lane change is necessary.
==============================================
CONTINUOUSLY SCAN THE ROAD
It is very important to continuously be moving your eyes to scan the road for potential hazards.
Your attention span and concentration level is almost directly proportional to the amount that
your eyes are moving. Constant eye movement will keep your attention level high.
Have you ever seen someone speaking behind a podium? It may be easy to fall asleep during
the speech. On the other hand, a motivational speaker will pace and jump around during their
speech. This keeps your attention. It is the dynamic movement of your eyes following the
speaker which keeps you alert. The same is true when you drive. By keeping your eyes moving
while you drive, checking the diﬀerent areas of the road and your mirrors, you not only see
what is going on around you, but it will help you pay better attention.
Take Short Looks
It’s important to always make your traﬃc checks quick glances. This is part of an eﬀective
"scanning" process. When scanning, your eyes are continuously moving from side to side,
ahead and in your rear-view mirrors. In fact, you should be glancing in your rear-view mirrors
every two to five seconds. Scanning enables your eyes to take in the whole scene, enabling

you to identify a hazard before it becomes a last-second crisis. If you focus on only one thing,
you may be ignoring other potential hazards in the roadway or your path of travel.
Have a Passenger Help with Navigation
Instead of holding long, in-depth conversations with your passengers, a helpful tip may be to
utilize them as aids in collision avoidance. Since it may be theoretically impossible to observe
everything that is happening around your vehicle, ask your passenger to help in recognizing
momentary distractions. In this way, the passenger acts as a co-pilot.
Look Over and Around the Car Ahead
Looking over the car in front of you can help you anticipate problems with traﬃc or road
hazards. You might see a long line of cars and decide to proceed to the next exit, giving
yourself ample time to change lanes and exit the roadway. You might also need to adjust your
position within your lane, or back oﬀ to see potential hazards around the car ahead of you. In
certain situations, you might be behind a big truck, in which case you might have to change
lanes to see the road ahead. Or you might notice a vehicle beside the car in front of you
weaving or driving erratically, which can alert you to keep your distance.

Check Ahead for Speed On Hilltops and Curves
Usually, there are recommended speed signs prior to entering a curve or hilltop. If not, then use
your judgment to determine a safe speed. Remember, if you are in a van or truck, you should
drive 5mph slower than is recommended or safe for smaller vehicles. You should also reduce
your speed prior to getting to the curve or hilltop, or you might lose control of your vehicle.
Depressing your brakes causes a forward weight transfer in your vehicle, which will divide the
available traction you need when turning or reaching a hilltop.
Watch Brake Lights in Adjacent Lanes
Other vehicles’ brake lights coming on can alert you to road hazards, collisions, or pedestrians
ahead, so that you can stop in time to avoid a collision. In certain situations, such as when a
vehicle is braking at a crosswalk, you could reasonably conclude that a pedestrian is crossing
the street and prepare to stop. Quite often, bigger vehicles braking ahead might prevent you
from seeing what’s down the road. In this case, you should slow down and prepare to stop
until you can assess what road hazards are ahead.
==============================================

ANTICIPATE OTHERS ACTIONS
The things around you on the roadway, sidewalk, driveways, parks, and the like will definitely
aﬀect the safe path of your vehicle. Staying alert and focused in your driving environment will
allow you to properly anticipate the actions of others. This last key is critical for determining
what conflicts are in your driving environment, how they may aﬀect you, and what you can do
to avoid the potential problems they may create.

An important defensive driving method that helps in anticipating the actions of others has been
termed the "IPDE" technique.
This means:
IDENTIFY, PREDICT, DECIDE, EXECUTE
1. Identify the potential problem.
2. Predict how the potential problem will aﬀect you.
3. Decide what things you can do to avoid the potential problem.
4. Execute the maneuver that best avoids the potential problem.
Let's use a couple examples of what we might encounter on an everyday drive using the IPDE
technique.
1) You are driving down a narrow city street, and you see children playing ball on the left side of
the street.

1. Identify - The children playing on the left.
2. Predict - The potential problem is that the children may kick out the ball and run after it
into the middle of the street.
3. Decide - The best thing that you can do is to slow down and "cover the brake pedal."
4. Execute - Go for it! Slow down and cover the brake.
2) You are driving in the right-most lane on a multi-lane city street, and you see a person sitting
in the driver's seat of a parallel-parked car on your side of the street.
1. Identify - The driver is in the parallel-parked car.
2. Predict - The driver may either try to exit the car by opening the door into your lane, or
the driver may drive out of the parking space right in front of you.
3. Decide - The best thing that you can do is to slow down and safely change lanes to the
left.
4. Execute - Go for it! Slow down and change lanes.
Don't spend too much time looking at any one thing in the driving environment. If you stare too
long at one thing you may lose your concentration. Keep your eyes moving.
==============================================
LOCATIONS TO WATCH FOR TROUBLE
Lanes Next To Parked Cars
This is a very common problem on city streets. Drivers are either coming or going; you don’t
want to hit them. Pay special attention to the vehicles parked on the side of the road,
especially the parked trucks, because you can't see around them very well.

Traﬃc Controlled Intersections
Keep in mind that most collisions occur in intersections. One reason why so many collisions
occur in controlled intersections is that people have a tendency to get lulled into a false sense
of security and think that since they have the right–of-way they can proceed. For example, at a
signalized intersection, drivers think that a green light means that it’s always safe to proceed.
However, a green light doesn’t necessarily mean "Go," but rather, "go when safe." Before you
enter an intersection, always look for traﬃc and pedestrians. A car on the cross street might
have run the red light. In addition, when making a left turn at a controlled intersection, do not
begin turning until you are 100% confident that there are no oncoming vehicles or pedestrians.
Often, the car behind will honk their horn to get you to hurry. It’s important that you ignore
them. Also, unless you are being tailgated, you should stop on all yellow lights so that an
oncoming car turning left doesn’t decide to turn in front of you when the light changes.
Additionally, a driver on the cross street may suddenly proceed on their ‘fresh green light’.
Finally, at a stop sign, never assume the right of way. The other driver may go when it’s your
turn.
Before Making Lane Changes
Always apply the SMOG technique when making a lane change, making sure to look ahead,
check your mirrors and do a quick glance over-your-shoulder to check your blind spot to make
sure the lane is clear and the maneuver is safe.
Start Braking Early and/or Cover the Brake
Begin applying your brakes earlier than normal to compensate for the loss of traction
experienced during hazardous road conditions, such as when driving on a downhill grade or a
wet road. Start braking early if you are approaching a construction or school zone, in order to
ensure that your vehicle is moving at a safe speed to safely deal with any potential hazards in
these high-risk situations.

Parking Lot Entrances
When you are driving in areas where there are driveways entering onto the street, such as a
parking lot into a busy shopping mall, be very careful. There may be people turning left in front
of you to enter the driveway. There are also vehicles exiting the driveways, sometimes right in
front of you!
Interchanges Where Cars Enter and Leave
When you are driving in interchanges with many cars slowing down, speeding up or attempting
to merge, you must use extreme caution. Adjust your speed to the flow of traﬃc, and be
prepared to slow down to avoid a car that is stopped at the end of a long line of cars, or be
prepared to speed up to get out of the way of a vehicle trying to merge.
Slippery or Ice-Covered Streets
Icy roads are even more slippery than wet roads, thus traction is poorest at or about freezing.
Use chains (where allowed) or snow tires, and drive at a slow speed. Give yourself four times
the normal amount of following distance when you are driving on the ice.
Where Children Are At Play
Children pose a special traﬃc problem because of their unpredictability. You need to exercise
extreme caution when driving by schools, parks, and through residential streets. Keep your
speed down, scan the sides of the roads, and be prepared to stop at any time.
Inattentive Driver or Erratic Driving
If you encounter other drivers who are inattentive or who are driving erratically, respond with
extreme caution. If another motorist appears to be inattentive and they start drifting into your
lane, increase your space cushion and tap on your horn to get their attention and warn them
that they are drifting.
==============================================
ENHANCING DRIVING WITH AIDS
Most defensive driving discussions aim to reduce the risks of driving by helping you anticipate
dangerous situations and teaching you specialized driving techniques. Often overlooked, the
use of defensive driving aids can also serve to greatly enhance safe driving practices. The
following driving aids can play an important part in your quest to be a collision-free driver:
Use of sunglasses

All drivers should keep a pair of good quality sunglasses in their car at all times. Seeing that
driving is a highly visual activity, it is vital to be able to see when the sunlight is blinding. This is
especially true during sunrise and sunset hours when the sun shines directly into your field of
vision or glares oﬀ of your rearview mirror. Of course, don't forget to take oﬀ your sunglasses
after dusk has passed.
Use of auto designed water repellant on windshield
Rain, snow, and other precipitation pose a variety of problems for motorists, one of those
issues being decreased visibility. Using a water repellant designed for automobiles on your
windshield can improve the clarity of vision by resisting water drops when it rains. Water
repellant solvents adhere to a glass windshield, leaving a layer of repellant that not only fends
oﬀ water, but also helps more easily remove other windshield pests like ice, bugs, and road
salt.

Using convex and/or panoramic mirrors
Using additional car mirrors is another great defensive driving tool. By using convex or
panoramic mirrors, drivers can improve driving safety by helping to reduce blind spots and
increasing overall vision of the traﬃc behind them. These mirrors usually are installed easily
over existing mirrors and are great assets for those who find it diﬃcult to turn their head and
look over their shoulder. Convex "fisheye mirrors" or "bubble mirrors" usually adhere to the
side-view mirror and can bring blind spots into view. It should be noted that a convex mirror's
optical properties can cause distortion that makes it more diﬃcult to judge distances.
Panoramic rear-view mirrors broaden the rear view range and also provide coverage of rearquarter blind spots.
Using an audible back-up warning device
According to the child safety advocacy group Kids and Cars, at least two children are killed
and another 50 are hurt in back-over collisions each week. An audible back-up warning system
could help eliminate such tragedies by alerting a reversing driver if a concealed object is in
their path. Audible warning devices either beep or provide voice warnings when an object,
moving or stationary, is within a certain distance of the vehicle's rear bumper. When used in
conjunction with back-up cameras, audible warning systems can be even more eﬀective.
KNOWING WHEN TO GIVE UP YOUR RIGHT-OF-WAY
Never insist on your path or force your way into traﬃc or pass other drivers or pedestrians,
even if you have the right-of-way. Also, you should never assume that other drivers will
complete any maneuver they start, even if they have their turn signal on. Sometimes by yielding
the right-of-way, you can easily avoid a crash. Remember if you insist on your right-of-way, you
may end up dead right!

Click the button below to begin the Section 4 review test.
=====================================================================
SECTION FIVE
Collision Avoidance
A traﬃc collision, loosely defined, involves two vehicles crashing into each other, or a single
vehicle smashing into a stationary object. Explained more eﬀectively, a collision occurs when
the space between two objects becomes zero, which explains why a traﬃc judge chuckled
when a not-so-bright courtroom lawyer once asked a witness "How far apart were the vehicles
at the time of the collision?" While defining collisions is simple, avoiding them seems to be a
major problem for thousands of drivers each year.
STATISTICS FOR TYPES OF FATAL COLLISIONS
Types of Violations and Times of Day That Factor into Fatal Collisions
Nationally, "Driving Too Fast" is the top violation that factors into a collision, at 19.9%, followed
by "Under the Influence" (13.5%) and "Failure to Keep in Proper Lane" (8.3%). Similarly
California has the same three leading factors with "Driving Too Fast" at 21.5%, followed by
"Under the Influence" (15.6%) and "Failure to Keep in Proper Lane" (6.4%). Also, both
nationally and in California, the majority of fatal collisions occur between the hours of midnight
and 3:00am on Sunday morning.
Age Groups and Gender Statistics That Factor into Fatal Collisions
In 2015, traﬃc collision fatalities were highest for the 25-34 age range, accounting for 629
people killed in California and 6,281 traﬃc deaths nationally. Crash fatalities were second
highest for the age range of 45-54, with 465 deaths in California and 5,256 people killed
nationally. Also, both nationally and in California, over 70% of people fatally wounded by traﬃc
collisions are male.
(Source: NHTSA - Fatality Analysis Reporting System)
COMMON CAUSES OF COLLISIONS
Unsafe Speed
The speed at which you drive, if you're involved in a collision, will make the diﬀerence between
walking away from the collision unscathed or sustaining serious injury or death. The chance of
death or serious injury doubles for every 10 mph over 50 mph that a vehicle travels. This is
important to remember, because everyone who drives has about a 50% chance of getting into
at least one severe collision at least once in his or her lifetime. Speed, in fact, is one of the
most prevalent contributing factors in most traﬃc collisions.

Speeding, when you really think about it, doesn't make a whole lot of sense. Most of the time,
we are speeding to save time. The truth is we don't save as much time as we would like to
think. If you drove 20 miles to work, and there was nobody else on the highway, and you could
legally travel at 75 mph instead of 55 mph, how much time do you think you would save? 15
minutes? 20 minutes? Actually you will save only about six minutes! Usually you don't even
save that much time (because the road may be full of traﬃc, or, because most of us don't drive
that far to work).
If you were traveling at 65 mph over 20 miles instead of 55 mph you would save only about
three and a half minutes! When a car is traveling at 55 mph it is going .916 miles in a minute. It
takes about 22 minutes to cover 20 miles. At 65 mph, 1.08 miles in a minute, it takes about 18
1/2 minutes to cover 20 miles. At 75 mph, 1.25 miles in a minute, it takes about 16 minutes to
cover 20 miles. Do the math. You'll see that there is no real savings in time by speeding -certainly not enough to justify the increased danger.
==============================================
KNOWING THE SPEED LAWS
In the universe in which we live, there are two types of laws: the laws made by people
(legislative) and the laws of nature (physics). It goes without saying that the weather can aﬀect
the conditions of the road. These conditions must be considered when you are trying to
determine the safe speed that you can travel on a given road or around a curve. Traﬃc
conditions will also aﬀect the safe speed on a particular road. The legislative law is also a very
important consideration in determining the speed you can travel.
There are four major speed laws that you should be aware of: the Basic Speed Law, the
Maximum Speed Law, the Prima Facie Speed Law, and the Minimum Speed Law. As you will
see, they are all very diﬀerent in both definition and execution.

THE BASIC SPEED LAW
California law (CVC 22350) states: "No person shall drive a vehicle upon a highway at a speed
greater than is reasonable or prudent having due regard for weather, visibility, the traﬃc on, and
the surface and width of, the highway, and in no event at a speed which endangers the safety
of persons or property."
What this law means is: at no time should you drive faster than the conditions of the weather
and road permit, regardless of what the posted speed limit or maximum speed sign may say.
You have to decide, then, what the safest speed would be under the prevailing conditions.
When determining what a safe speed should be, the following factors should be taken into
account:
• What is the weather like? For example, is it raining, foggy, or a clear day?
• What time of day is it? Daytime has better visibility than night.

• How many other cars are there on the road and how fast are they traveling?
• Are there pedestrians or children in the area?
• Are you sharing the road with bicycles or horses?
• What is the road condition like? Is the road wet or dry? Steep or flat? Narrow or wide?
According to the wording of this law, a police oﬃcer could cite you for traveling 45 mph in a
posted 45 mph zone if the weather conditions did not permit this speed, (if it were foggy or
raining heavily, for example). Furthermore, an oﬃcer could cite you for traveling at a rate of
speed that was less than the posted speed limit if the surrounding conditions made it unsafe to
do so.

THE MAXIMUM SPEED LAW
According to CVC 22349: ".... no person shall drive a vehicle upon a highway at a speed
greater than 65 miles per hour."
This means you may not drive on any road in the state of California at a speed greater than 65
mph unless it is posted higher (for example, if it is posted 70 mph). Furthermore, if you are
driving on a two-lane undivided highway, then the maximum speed is 55 mph, unless posted
for a higher speed. It should be noted that even if it is posted as 65 mph or higher, the
following must never drive in excess of 55 mph:
• A motor truck or truck tractor with three or more axles
• Any vehicle towing a trailer or another vehicle
• A school bus carrying any student(s)
This type of speed law is called an "absolute" law. This means that there is no "leeway" to drive
faster. A Highway Patrol oﬃcer could issue you a citation for violating CVC 22349 if you were
traveling 66 mph on a highway posted 65 mph maximum.
Studies in the U.S. and other countries show that a common factor in the traﬃc deaths of new
drivers is a deadly combination of their inexperience, their lack of familiarity with their car, and
their need to push themselves and their vehicle to the limit. (Source: California

Department of Motor Vehicles)

==============================================
THE PRIMA FACIE SPEED LAW
The third type of speed law we have in California is called the Prima Facie Speed Law (CVC
22352). The words "prima facie" are in Latin - the direct translation is "first face." In practical
use it has been translated as (among other things) "on the face of it." The Prima Facie Speed
Law says in essence, that unless posted otherwise, all places have a "speed limit" even when
one is not posted. Even though an area does not have a sign posted, it does not mean that you
can drive "as fast as you want to."
Some examples of Prima Facie speeds include:

15 Miles per Hour

• Through an uncontrolled blind railroad
crossing

A blind railroad crossing is where a driver's view is obstructed for 400 feet in either
direction during the last 100 feet approaching a railroad crossing which is not controlled
by a crossing gate, a warning signal, or a flag person.

Through an uncontrolled blind intersection

A blind intersection is where a driver's view is obstructed for 100 feet in either direction
during the last 100 feet approaching an intersection which is not controlled by stop signs,
traﬃc control signals, or a yield sign.

In any alley

An alley is defined as a street which is no more than 25 feet in width which is used
primarily for rear or side access by the owners of the property aligning the alley.
25 Miles per Hour

• In any business or residential district
Unless it is posted otherwise.

When passing a school building or
grounds...

...next to a highway, where it is posted "SCHOOL" when children are present (coming or
going) either before, after or during the recess hour. This also applies if the school is not
separated from the street by a fence, gate or other similar barrier while in use by children.
The 25 MPH speed limit with respect to school grounds is also applicable when
approaching or passing within 500 feet of the school grounds.

When passing a senior center or facility...
...next to a highway when it is posted "SENIOR."

According to the Prima Facie Speed Law, if you were traveling down a residential street and
there was no posted speed limit, the police oﬃcer could ticket you for traveling 35 miles per
hour on a street which has a Prima Facie speed of 25 miles per hour.
In 2016, speeding was a contributing factor in 27% of traﬃc fatalities, and 10,111 lives were
lost in speeding-related crashes. (NHTSA)
MINIMUM SPEED LAW
The fourth and final type of speed law is called the Minimum Speed Law.
CVC 22400 states:
"(a) No person shall drive upon a highway at such a slow speed as to impede or block the
normal and reasonable movement of traﬃc, unless the reduced speed is necessary for safe
operation, because of grade, or in compliance with law. No person shall bring to a complete
stop upon a highway so as to impede or block the normal and reasonable movement of traﬃc
unless the stop is necessary for safe operation or in compliance with law."
This can be interpreted as meaning that you should travel at a rate of speed that is consistent
with the normal flow of traﬃc. It also means that you should not stop your car in a lane of
traﬃc. If you were on the freeway, under normal traﬃc and weather conditions, and the flow of
traﬃc was at 55 mph, and you were traveling at 45 mph, you could be cited for violating the
minimum speed law. If you were traveling down a street and you stopped your car in the traﬃc
lane to look for an address, pick up a passenger, or to drop a letter in the mail box, you could
also be ticketed.
==============================================
DRIVING ON THE WRONG SIDE OF THE ROAD
Wrong-way driving is the act of driving a vehicle against the direction of opposing traﬃc. It can
occur on either one-way or two-way streets and this incorrect maneuver is also common in
parking structures and parking lots.
Often times, drivers drive on the wrong side of the road because of driver inattention or
impairment, or because of poor road markings or signage. It can also occur when people from
right-hand traﬃc countries, such as the United States, are unaccustomed to driving in a lefthand traﬃc country, such as England, and vice versa.
Drivers may also drive in the wrong direction intentionally because they missed an exit, wanted
to avoid traﬃc or thought it was a shortcut. When driving on the wrong side of the road on a
divided highway, the problem becomes more serious because of the higher speeds usually
involved. Remember that driving on the wrong side of a roadway with a concrete divider is a
two-point violation.
In the United States, about 350 people are killed each year in collisions caused by drivers
headed in the wrong direction on the highway. (Source: NHTSA)

Look For Signs!
The DO NOT ENTER sign tells you vehicles will be coming toward you, usually on a freeway oﬀ
ramp. The WRONG WAY sign may be posted with the DO NOT ENTER sign. If you see one or
both of these signs, drive to the side and stop. You are going against traﬃc. When safe, back
out or turn around and go back to the road you were on. (At night, road reflectors will shine red
in your headlights when you are going the wrong way.)
Dealing With Wrong-Way Drivers
If you encounter a wrong-way driver, pull to the side of the road if safe and give the other driver
the accessibility to correct his/her mistake.

Emergency vehicles often use the wrong side of the street to continue on their way. They
sometimes use a loud speaker to talk to drivers blocking their path.
Driving on the wrong side of the road is illegal if done for a long period of time. When a
motorist passes another driver on a two-lane road, he or she will need to drive on the wrong
side of the road. If the other motorist is passed in a legal passing zone, this will not be illegal. If
passing occurs in a no-passing zone then this is an illegal action. Driving on the wrong side of
the road can occur when a motorist is impaired by drugs or alcohol, is distracted by a
passenger or another item in the car with them, falls asleep at the wheel and many other
reasons.
One-Way Streets vs. Two-Way Streets
Most one-way streets are found in downtown areas, although some are found in other areas of
the city. Pay close attention to all signs on the roadway, and if you find yourself on a one-way
street, you must keep moving forward until you can exit the one-way street, even if you are
going in the wrong direction. Since there are no cars coming from the opposite direction, traﬃc
usually flows more smoothly on one-way streets than on two-way streets. Additionally, on twoway streets, other vehicles will be crossing in front of yours.
==============================================
AVOIDING IMPROPER TURNS
Judging Time to Make a Maneuver

Judging time to make a maneuver requires you to estimate the distance and speed of other
vehicles, and then proceed when you believe you have enough time to execute the maneuver
safely. You should execute your turn only after you have determined that you can do so safely.
Whenever you drive in city traﬃc, you should always look a block ahead. It takes approximately
10 to 15 seconds to travel one block. When approaching an intersection, always look for cars
in or entering the intersection, and give yourself time to change lanes or stop if necessary. If
you are traveling on a highway with several lanes, or on a divided highway, check for vehicles
in all lanes that you have to cross.
Choosing a Traﬃc Gap or Space to Enter or Cross Traﬃc
Before crossing an intersection, make sure you can see clearly, by looking both ways. Look to
the left first, since cars coming from the left are closer to you than cars coming from the right.
Look right, and then take another quick glance to the left before pulling out. Always yield to
vehicles already in the intersection, or just entering the intersection.

LEFT TURNS–PROTECTED AND UNPROTECTED
Scan for Hazards–Other Vehicles, Pedestrians, Bicycles
Look for any bicyclists or motorcyclists, or for pedestrians who may be in the crosswalk. Yield
the right-of-way to vehicles coming from the opposite direction if they are encroaching upon
your vehicle, or to all pedestrians in the crosswalk. The driver turning left with a green arrow
always has the right-of-way.
Note: If you are making a left turn against a red light from a one-way onto a one-way street,
you may turn left against the red light if there are no signs prohibiting otherwise. Be sure that
you come to a complete stop prior to the limit line, being careful not to interfere with the traﬃc
approaching the intersection or in the intersection on their green light as they have the right-ofway. Only make a left on red if it is safe to do so. Never make a left turn against a red arrow.
Vehicle Position–Before and After Turn
Make sure to begin the left turn in the left-most lane, as close as possible to the center divider
line or the left turn lane if available. Begin signaling 100 feet prior to your turn, alerting others of
your planned maneuver. Never turn your steering wheel to the left in advance of turning. If you
turn your wheel to the left and are rear-ended, your car may enter the oncoming traﬃc lanes.
Also, do not turn too soon, cutting the corner of the lane belonging to cars coming toward you.
When completing your left turn, you may turn into any available lane of the cross street if it is
safe to do so. If vehicles are turning right from opposing traﬃc, those turning right have the

right-of-way into their corresponding lanes. Before completing your turn, make sure that your
lane is free of traﬃc.
When View Is Blocked
Never make a left turn if your view is blocked or restricted. Wait until you have as clear a view
as possible, then proceed slowly, only after you have determined that the roadway is clear of
pedestrians, vehicles, bicyclists or animals. Also, quite often the car behind you will sound its
horn or flash its headlights to rush you into making a left hand turn. The best advice is to ignore
the car behind you. Never begin turning until you are 100% confident that a left-hand turn can
be performed safely.

RIGHT TURNS–PROTECTED AND UNPROTECTED
Scan for Hazards–Other Vehicles, Pedestrians, Bicycles
Keep an eye out for any bicyclists and motorcyclists as well as pedestrians who may be in the
crosswalk. Begin signaling 100 feet before the corner to alert others of your planned maneuver.
If vehicles are turning left from opposing traﬃc, those turning right have the right-of-way; but
remember never to insist on it. Watch out for wide-turning trucks in front of you; never try to
make the cut in between.
Check for Controlled Lanes and Signals
At an intersection with a steady circular red traﬃc signal, you may turn right against the red
light if there are no signs prohibiting otherwise. Be sure that you come to a complete stop prior
to the limit line, being careful not to interfere with the traﬃc approaching the intersection or in
the intersection on their green light as they have the right-of-way. Only make a right on red if it
is safe to do so. Never make a right turn against a red arrow.
Vehicle Position–Before and After Turn
Make sure to begin the turn in the right-most lane, as close as possible to the right-hand curb
or edge of the road. Do not turn out too wide. Remain as close as practical to the right, and
stay in the right lane until you have finished your turn.
When View Is Blocked

If your view is blocked or restricted, proceed slowly and cautiously, until you have as clear a
view as possible. When you have determined that there are no pedestrians, vehicles, bicyclists
or animals in the roadway, execute your turn.
Use of Bike Lane for Turns
When making right turns at any intersection or into a driveway entrance, an automobile driver
may enter the bicycle lane prior to making the right turn no more than 200 feet from their
desired turn (as long as it is safe to do so).
==============================================
AVOIDING IMPROPER TURNS - CHANGING DIRECTION

Let's say you are driving down a city street and you missed your destination - What would you
do? Since backing up your car could be illegal and dangerous, you'd have to find another way
to turn around. Driving around the block and backtracking to your destination would probably
be the safest way to go, but some urban areas may have one-way streets or you may have
reached a dead end. Thus, you may have to make a U-turn or a three point turn (turnabout). As
is true with all maneuvers you make with your vehicle, you must first determine if the maneuver
is legal and if it can be accomplished safely. U-turns are generally made on wide streets with
little traﬃc or at an intersection.
You must begin your U-turn from the left-most lane. Therefore, it’s both illegal and unsafe to
begin a U-turn from the parking lane. Below is a refresher of the proper techniques, from
beginning to end, for changing direction to help avoid collisions.
Making a U-Turn on a Residential Street:
• Check your rearview mirrors and slow down to a crawl or stop if necessary.
• Switch your signal to indicate a left turn, looking ahead for oncoming traﬃc.
• Look behind you for traﬃc that is approaching. Look ahead one more time making sure
it's safe in all directions. (Make sure no approaching traﬃc is closer than 200 feet.)
• Ease onto the gas pedal gently while rapidly turning the steering wheel towards the left,
using the hand-over-hand method.
• Upon the completion of this maneuver, straighten out the steering wheel and check
behind you for approaching traﬃc.

Making a U-Turn at an Intersection:
• Proceed to the left-hand lane while approaching the intersection. Make sure to turn your
signal on to indicate a left turn, check your rearview mirrors, look over your left shoulder
and check your blind spot.
• Make sure that the intersection does not have signs indicating that a U-turn is illegal.
Also, the traﬃc light must be green.
• Look ahead for oncoming traﬃc and make sure you have suﬃcient distance to safely
make the maneuver (at least 200 feet).
• Look to your left and make sure that vehicles are not turning right into the lane you intend
to complete your U-turn into.
• Step onto the gas pedal gently while rapidly turning the steering wheel towards the left,
using the hand-over-hand method.
• Upon the completion of this maneuver, straighten out the steering wheel and check
behind you for approaching traﬃc.
Making a Three Point Turn on a Residential Street:

•
•
•

Proceed to the right-hand side of the street. Make sure to turn your signal on to indicate
you are pulling up to the curb. Check your rearview mirrors and look over your right
shoulder and check your blind spot.
Switch your signal to indicate a left turn, looking ahead for oncoming traﬃc.
Look behind you for traﬃc that is approaching. Look ahead one more time making sure
it's safe in all directions. CVC 22103 states "No person in a residence district shall make
a U-turn when any other vehicle is approaching from either direction within 200 feet,
except at an intersection when the approaching vehicle is controlled by an oﬃcial traﬃc
control device."

Ease onto the gas pedal gently while rapidly turning the steering wheel towards the left,
using the hand-over-hand method.
• When the car is nearing the curb in front, brake gently and quickly. Straighten the steering
wheel by turning it to the right. Stop before the front wheel or bumper touches the curb.
• Check traﬃc all around and back up slowly toward the opposite curb, while turning the
steering wheel rapidly to the right. Look over right shoulder when backing.
• When the car is nearing the curb behind you, brake gently and straighten the steering
wheel rapidly. Come to a stop near the curb and with your foot on the brake then shift to
drive.
• Check for traﬃc again and then move forward into your proper lane.
A U-turn, according to CVC 665.5 is defined as: "...the turning of a vehicle upon a highway so
as to proceed in the opposite direction whether accomplished by one continuous movement or
not." Therefore, a three point turn is a U-turn, but can only be legally performed in a residential
district and is accomplished without one continuous movement typically because of
inadequate space on a street in a residential district.
Always make sure that you have a clear view of traﬃc traveling in all directions and that you are
aware of any pedestrians on or near the roadways. It is advisable not to make a U-turn or three
point turn on a street with heavy traﬃc. If your view is obstructed by hills, curves, or large
vehicles wait until you come across a safe area to perform the maneuver.
Where U-turns are Illegal
You may not make a U-turn in front of a fire station. Also, you may not make a U-turn in a
business district, unless through an opening at a divided highway or at any intersection. If you
are in doubt about whether the U-turn is legal, just proceed to an intersection. The law says
that you can make a U-turn at any intersection as long as it is not posted otherwise.
==============================================
VIOLATING RIGHT-OF-WAY RULES
Right-of-way rules, together with courtesy and common sense, help to promote traﬃc safety. It
is important to respect the right-of-way of others, especially pedestrians, motorcycle riders,
and bicycle riders. Never assume other drivers will give you the right-of-way.
Respecting the right-of-way of others is not limited to situations such as yielding to pedestrians
in crosswalks, or watching carefully to ensure the right-of-way of bicyclists and motorcyclists.
Motorists must respect the right-of-way of others by not violating traﬃc laws, such as failing to
stop at a stop sign or traﬃc light, speeding, making unsafe lane changes, or illegal turns.
Statistics show that right-of-way violations cause a high percentage of injury collisions in
California.
CVC 525 states:
"'Right-of-way' is the privilege of the immediate use of the highway."
You must always yield right-of-way to emergency vehicles, pedestrians, people with white
canes, and anywhere a yield sign is posted to direct you.
•

YIELD
CVC 21803(a) states:
"The driver of any vehicle approaching any intersection which is controlled by a yield right-ofway sign shall, upon arriving at the sign, yield the right-of-way to any vehicles which have
entered the intersection, or which are approaching on the intersecting highway close enough to
constitute an immediate hazard, and shall continue to yield the right-of-way to those vehicles
until he or she can proceed with reasonable safety."
As you are approaching an intersection where a yield sign appears, slow down and check the
oncoming traﬃc and the traﬃc behind you. If a vehicle is coming toward you, judge its
distance and speed to decide whether you can safely enter or cross the road. It may be
necessary for you to stop and wait until the road is clear before you may safely enter. Always
be prepared to yield to another car, even if you have the right-of-way. If you feel that you may
not be able to proceed with reasonable safety, yield to other cars.
VIOLATING STOP SIGNALS AND SIGNS

STOP OR STOPPING
CVC 587 says:
"Stop or stopping when prohibited shall mean any cessation of movement of a vehicle,
whether occupied or not, except when necessary to avoid conflict with any other traﬃc or in
compliance with the direction of a police oﬃcer or oﬃcial traﬃc control device or signal."
CVC 21802 (Stop Signs / Intersections) states:
"The driver of any vehicle approaching a stop sign at the entrance to, or within, an intersection
shall stop as required. The driver shall then yield the right of way to any vehicles which have
approached from another highway, or which are approaching so closely as to constitute an
immediate hazard, and shall continue to yield the right of way to those vehicles until he or she
can proceed with reasonable safety."
Stop signs are usually placed at the intersection of two roadways. Sometimes they may also be
placed in the middle of the block to indicate a crosswalk. You must stop completely when at a
stop sign. If there is a white painted line on the roadway, you must stop at the first white
painted line. If there are no painted lines, stop just before the stop sign. The main reason for
stopping completely at stop signs is to allow you the opportunity to ensure your safe entry into
traﬃc.
==============================================
DRIVER DISTRACTIONS
Distracted driving is a major problem on today's roads. This course will go into more detail
about this issue in the next section, but according to the California Highway Patrol, the
following is a list of the top five types of distractions that result in collisions on California's
highways:
• Cell Phones
• Using the radio or CD player
• Children
• Eating
• Reading
Remember that whenever you are driving, you must always stay focused, pay attention and
always expect the unexpected.

WHAT TO DO IN A COLLISION
Involvement in a collision is a very traumatic experience. It is very diﬃcult to think clearly when
you are tense. That is why it is important for you to fully understand what is expected of you
before you are involved in a collision:
Stop

If you leave the scene of a collision where you were involved without stopping to identify
yourself, then you are breaking the law (hit and run). If you can still drive your car and if no one
is seriously injured or killed, move your car oﬀ the roadway and out of traﬃc.
Warn others
As soon as possible, warn other drivers that there has been a collision. This can be done by
turning on your hazard lights, using flares or reflecting triangles if available, or having a
bystander wave a flashlight or brightly colored cloth to alert oncoming traﬃc. The last thing you
want to happen is to have an unsuspecting driver collide into your collision scene.
Help the injured
Try to make them comfortable and don't let bystanders smother them. Do not move anyone
who is injured unless you are properly trained and certified. Moving someone who is
injured could worsen their injuries. CPR courses are available through the American Heart
Association and the American Red Cross. Use a cellular phone or a CB to call an ambulance if
necessary.
Contact the police
Any collision that involves injury or death must be reported to the police or CHP within 24
hours.
Exchange information
Show your driver's license, registration, evidence of financial responsibility (company name,
address and policy number of insurance company) to the other driver(s) involved as well as to
the police. Failure to do so may result in a $250 fine.
Gather witness information
Only after the major issues have been dealt with first, begin writing down names, addresses
and phone numbers if any are available. Have witnesses write a brief description of their
version of the collision, including diagrams if possible.
Reporting the collision to the DMV
If there is more than $1000 in property damage or injury (no matter the severity) or death
resulting from the collision, you must report the collision to the DMV within 10 days. This is
done by filling out the SR-1 Traﬃc Accident Report form. This form can be obtained from any
DMV, police station or from most insurance companies. Failure to report a collision to the DMV
could result in a monetary fine and/or the loss of your driving privilege.
See your doctor
Some injuries are not noticeable right away, so even if you've been treated at the scene of the
collision, it's still a good idea to get yourself checked out thoroughly.

Every collision situation is diﬀerent, so you must take the proper steps to deal with each
particular scenario. The key to doing this is remaining calm. Don't let your emotions take over

and start yelling at the driver who hit you, attempting to determine who was at fault. That's the
last thing you want to do if you are involved in a collision.
In 2015, there were 6,296,000 traﬃc crashes in the United States. (Source: NHTSA)
While you're at it, consider buying a First Aid kit and maybe even an earthquake survival kit for
your car. I know that it seems hard to believe, but the statistics say that three out of every five
people will be involved in an auto collision in their driving career. Be prepared. We usually don't
like to think about it, but just remember: whatever you don't put in your trunk today will be
exactly what you don't have in an emergency when you need it.
OTHER COLLISION SITUATIONS
Hitting a parked car
If you can't find the owner of the car, you are required to leave a note either in the damaged
vehicle or securely attached to it. On this note write your name, phone number, and address.
Hitting an animal
Attempt to find the owner of the injured or killed animal. If the owner is nowhere to be found,
contact the Humane Society or call the local police department. Do not attempt to move or
transport an injured animal, and never leave an injured animal to die.
==============================================
Section 6: Road Rage and Driver Distractions
SECTION SIX
Road Rage and Driver Distractions

ROAD RAGE
What is the diﬀerence between road rage and aggressive driving? The National Highway
Traﬃc Safety Administration (NHTSA) states that aggressive driving occurs when "an individual
commits a combination of moving traﬃc oﬀenses so as to endanger other persons or
property." Examples include speeding or driving too fast for conditions, improper lane
changing, tailgating and improper passing. Road rage, on the other hand, is defined by NHTSA
as "an assault with a motor vehicle or other dangerous weapon by the operator or passenger(s)
of another motor vehicle or an assault precipitated by an incident that occurred on a roadway."
It is important to distinguish the diﬀerence when discussing aggressive driving and road rage.
In basic terms, aggressive driving is the breaking of traﬃc laws WITHOUT the intent to cause
harm to another, while road rage is a criminal oﬀense WITH the intent of causing injury or
death. Keep in mind that aggressive driving can easily escalate into an incident of road rage.
Motorists in all 50 states have killed or injured other motorists for seemingly trivial reasons.

Basically, road rage happens when one driver lets another driver know that he or she is upset
and angry because of some action the other driver committed. When people express this anger
through means of tailgating, weaving through lanes, honking, screaming, or exchanging insults
this is not road rage, but examples of aggressive driving. As soon as the driver or passengers
of a motor vehicle start making these traﬃc maneuvers with the intent of causing harm or even
begin brandishing or using a weapon is when this behavior rises to the level of road rage.
Those people that succumb to road rage usually do so because of a feeling of anonymity and
power. Driving behind the wheel of a 3,000-pound vehicle often makes people feel invincible.
Experts suggest that aggressive driving and road rage is on the rise for several simple reasons:
more people, more cars, more traﬃc and more delays result in more frustration.
If you exhibit the following habits while driving you may be an aggressive driver:
• Express Frustration. Taking out your frustrations on your fellow motorists can lead to
violence or a crash.
• Fail to Pay Attention when Driving. Reading, eating, drinking or talking on the phone,
can be a major cause of roadway crashes.
• Tailgate. This is a major cause of crashes that can result in serious deaths or injuries.
• Make Frequent Lane Changes. If you whip in and out of lanes to advance ahead, you
can be a danger to other motorists.
• Run Red Lights. Do not enter an intersection on a yellow light. Remember flashing red
lights should be treated as a stop sign.
• Speed. Going faster than the posted speed limit, being a "road racer" and going too fast
for conditions are some examples of speeding.
(Source: National Highway Traﬃc Safety Administration)
Are there laws that deal with road rage?
While the definitions for committing an oﬀense involving road rage may vary from state to state,
the need for regulations is evident with a growing number of states enacting new laws that
specifically deal with "road rage" or "aggressive driving." California is one of these states that
have recently passed legislation to deal with this growing problem.
According to CVC 13210: "In addition to the penalties set forth in subdivision (a) of Section 245
of the Penal Code, the court may order the suspension of the driving privilege of any operator
of a motor vehicle who commits an assault as described in subdivision (a) of Section 245 of the
Penal Code on an operator or passenger of another motor vehicle, an operator of a bicycle, or
a pedestrian and the oﬀense occurs on a highway. The suspension period authorized under
this section for an assault commonly known as "road rage," shall be six months for a first
oﬀense and one year for a second or subsequent oﬀense to commence, at the discretion of the
court, either on the date of the person's conviction, or upon the person's release from
confinement or imprisonment. The court may, in lieu of or in addition to the suspension of the
driving privilege, order a person convicted under this section to complete a court-approved
anger management or "road rage" course, subsequent to the date of the current violation."
Furthermore, subdivision (a) of Section 245 of the Penal Code states the following: "Any person
who commits an assault upon the person of another with a deadly weapon or instrument other
than a firearm or by any means of force likely to produce great bodily injury shall be punished
by imprisonment in the state prison for two, three, or four years, or in a county jail for not
exceeding one year, or by a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or by both the
fine and imprisonment."
In other words, if convicted of "road rage," be assured that you will have your driver's license
suspended, receive a hefty monetary fine, and spend some time in jail. Taking the penalties one
step further, a court may require the attendance of court-approved anger management courses
to help them deal with their driving problems.
==============================================
ANGER, DISCOURTESY & FRUSTRATION CAN POSSIBLY LEAD TO ROAD RAGE

Imagine yourself sitting on a stretch of the freeway, stuck for more than two hours in a massive
traﬃc jam. Finally, the host on the radio station you're tuned into gives the traﬃc report,
informing you of the major collision that occurred up ahead. Your frustration intensifies as you
know your family is at home waiting for dinner. Your patience wears thin, as you inch along on
the once four-lane freeway that's now channeling into one lane. In the near distance, you notice
car after car, trying to merge into the standstill traﬃc from the on-ramp. You angrily
ponder...."These cars are forcing themselves in, rather than merging properly! We've all been
sitting in traﬃc for hours and now the flow is slowed even more because of their
discourteousness!" This is the final straw, and you've had enough. You decide to purposely not
allow other cars to squeeze in, especially that big van. After eventually clearing the collision
scene, you notice the driver of the same van that you wouldn't let in pulling up beside you as
you get a quick glimpse of his not-so-pleasant hand gesture.
Such a scenario, in terms of aggressiveness, impatience, lack of courtesy and blatant
disregard for traﬃc laws and public safety, has seem to become commonplace throughout
many metropolitan areas of California. A year does not go by when one doesn't hear reports of
shootings and violence on California's streets and freeways. In this story, an unpleasant hand
gesture is not life-threatening; however, there are many people who are emotionally unstable
enough to pull a gun, or willing to create violence. Many people have been injured and even
killed because they didn't exercise courtesy when necessary.
STRATEGIES TO HELP CONTROL ANGER & FRUSTRATION
A low tolerance for frustration can cause people to become easily angered. Some people
simply feel that they should not have to be subjected to frustration, annoyance, or
inconvenience. They can't take things in stride, and they're especially infuriated if the situation
seems somehow unfair. The following are some basic tips to help curb anger and frustration:
• Relax: Simple tools, such as meditation, deep breathing or listening to a calming CD, can
help calm down angry feelings. There are many publications and courses (such as yoga)
that can help you learn relaxation techniques, and once you learn the techniques, you can
call upon them in any situation.
• Dealing with problems: Anger can often be caused by very serious issues in our lives,
either at home, on the job or both. The key here is to not necessarily focus on finding a
solution to the specific issue, but rather on how you deal with and face the problem. Get
a strategy together (writing it down may help) and solve the issue to the best of your
ability. If you give it your best shot, that's half the battle and you'll probably not be as
frustrated if it happens again.
• Make an environment change: Since our immediate surroundings can often be the
cause for irritation, try and give yourself a break. Make sure you have some scheduled
time to yourself for times of the day that you know are particularly stressful. Here's an
example: when you come home from work, for the first 15 minutes, institute a "nobody
talks to you unless the house is on fire" rule. After this brief quiet time, you'll feel better
and you'll be able to handle demands from your kids without blowing up at them.
• Communicate better: Frustrated people often tend to jump to conclusions during tense
conversations or circumstances without thinking through the impact of their words or
actions. Slow down. Think through what you are doing or saying and don't let a negative
situation or conversation get the best of you.
==============================================
How does one prevent themselves from becoming a road rage driver or a victim of road rage?
Many of the tips from the previous topics discussed in the section related to stress, courtesy,
deep breathing or meditation, adjustment of attitude and planning ahead will help reduce your
chances of escalating to this angry state of mind. Also, obey the traﬃc laws, don't speed and
don't tailgate; in other words, do not instigate a situation. Furthermore, you have to realize that
everyone makes mistakes; give your fellow drivers a break--they're just as stressed out as you
are.

Here are some additional tips to help you handle those daily frustrations that may cause you to
drive aggressively and may even lead to road rage:
• Concentrate. Don’t allow yourself to become distracted by talking on your cellular
phone, eating, drinking or putting on makeup.
• Relax. Tune the radio to your favorite relaxing music. Music can calm your nerves and
help you to enjoy your time in the car.
• Drive the Posted Speed Limit. Fewer crashes occur when vehicles are traveling at or
about the same speed.
• Identify Alternate Routes. Try mapping out an alternate route. Even if it looks longer on
paper, you may find it is less congested.
• Use Public Transportation. Public transportation can give you some much-needed relief
from life behind the wheel.
• Just be Late. If all else fails, just be late.
What should you do when confronted with an aggressive driver?
Give plenty of space to anyone who appears to be driving aggressively.
First and foremost make every attempt to get out of their way. Secondly, never cut anyone oﬀ.
Undoubtedly, this type of action will further infuriate someone who may already be angry or
initiate an aggressive act in retaliation. If you make an error while driving, even if you didn't
mean to, it is possible the other driver may try and pick a fight with you thus escalating the
situation to one of road rage, so be especially attentive when driving near someone who may
be in an angry state of mind. If you suspect that someone may be driving while angered, just
back-oﬀ and put as much distance between your vehicle and the aggressive driver's as
possible.
Avoid direct eye contact with a driver who appears to be agitated.
Many people associate eye contact with a challenge or threat. Even a friendly smile can be
misinterpreted as a sarcastic threat.
Put Your Pride Aside.
Do not challenge them by speeding up or attempting to hold-your-own in your travel lane.
Gestures.
Ignore gestures and refuse to return them.
Report Serious Aggressive Driving.
You or a passenger may call the police. But, if you use a cell phone, pull over to a safe location.
(Source: National Highway Traﬃc Safety Administration)
According to the Citizens for Roadside Safety, a highway safety lobbying group, 90 percent of
motorists have witnessed an act of aggressive driving in the past year.
==============================================
MORE AGGRESSIVE DRIVING INFO AND STATISTICS

Negative Response to Inattentive or Slow Drivers
If you encounter other drivers who are going too slowly, or who are inattentive, responding
negatively by honking your horn, flashing your lights or tailgating them could startle them and
cause a collision. If someone is driving too slowly, pass them if you can safely and legally do
so. If another motorist appears to be inattentive and they start drifting into your lane, increase
your space cushion and tap on your horn to get their attention and warn them that they are
drifting.
Lane Changes and Cutting-Oﬀ Other Motorists
If you need to change lanes, always signal your intent well ahead of time so that you can
communicate your intent to other drivers. Furthermore, make sure that when making a lane
change that you don’t cut oﬀ another motorist. This can aggravate the other motorist and your
aggressive driving may create a road rage situation. Remember, you do not have the right of
way when changing lanes.
Keeping Away from Speeders
The best thing to do if you spot someone in a hurry is to keep away from them. Even if they
race up to your vehicle and begin tailgating you, or attempt to pass you without a safe gap in
the oncoming lane, or cut in front of you, you should reduce your speed and give them their
space. Scanning the road and using your mirrors will help you anticipate speeders and take
precautions to avoid them.
More Vehicles Sharing the Roads
The environment contributes to aggressive driving. The nation’s roads are more crowded. The
number of miles driven each year is up 35% in the past ten years, and there are more vehicles
on the roads. Yet the number of miles of roadway has increased by only 1%. Also, people are
busier. Time is at a premium, and road congestion causes frustration.
Driving is a Reflection on You
How you drive can be considered a reflection on who you are as a person. If you drive
aggressively and discourteously, are prone to reckless or rude behavior behind the wheel, does
that mean you are careless, reckless and rude when you are not behind the wheel? And if you
drive defensively, respecting traﬃc laws and drive with courtesy, does that mean that you are a
considerate, respectful person away from traﬃc? How you act behind the wheel gives those

around you, including your passengers, a perception of who you are as an individual.
Developing and practicing courteous, defensive driving skills at the start will ensure you a long
and safe driving career.
Don’t Let Other Drivers Control Your Emotions
Our emotions are powerful and have the capability to destroy or improve our lives in dramatic
ways. The emotions we exhibit are the direct result of the thoughts we have. They can be
strong or weak; positive or negative, and can govern our behavior to a large extent. Therefore,
if another driver cuts you oﬀ it is important not to take it personally and become emotional
yourself. Aggressive drivers are so consumed by their own emotions and will probably lash out
in anger or frustration towards anyone on the road.
Allowing another person, especially behind the wheel, to influence your emotions can cause
you to become involved in a collision, traﬃc altercation, or ruin your mood for the entire day.
Remember that you will likely never see that person after today, so just let go whatever caused
you to feel frustrated and angry. If another motorist wants to drive angrily or aggressively, let
them - you will arrive at your destination safely and in a better mood.

Road Rage Statistics
More People Carrying Weapons
It is legal in about 28 states to carry a concealed handgun, provided you are licensed to do so.
Obviously, road rage combined with a loaded weapon is serious and deadly. The most popular
weapons used in traﬃc altercations are firearms and motor vehicles. In approximately 44
percent of the violent traﬃc altercations, the drivers involved used a weapon such as a firearm,
knife, club, or tire iron. In 23 percent the road rage driver used the vehicle as a weapon, and in
12 percent a vehicle and a standard weapon. More unusual cases include pepper spray, eggs,
golf clubs, and in one instance, a crossbow.
Men and Women Equal Road Rage Oﬀenders
There is no specific profile for the road rage driver. The majority of these drivers are young (18
to 26 years of age), poorly educated males with criminal records, histories of violence and drug
or alcohol problems -- many of whom had recently suﬀered an emotional or professional
setback. But many of these drivers are successful men and women with no history of crime,
violence or substance abuse. There have been numerous instances where the driver was
between the ages of 26 and 50, and 86 reported incidents where the driver was between 50
and 75 years old. Oftentimes, a relatively minor traﬃc event which turns into an aggressive
driving incident may be the result of a series of stressful events in an individual's life
culminating in violence and the awful consequence of road rage.
==============================================
DRIVING DISTRACTIONS

Throughout this text we have discussed numerous outside distractions that may arise
throughout the driving experience. Equally important are the distractions that may occur inside
your vehicle. A study issued by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in 2014 found that
drivers spent 42% of the time engaging in at least one secondary activity. Drivers were talking
on a cell phone 7% of the time and interacting in some other way with a cell phone 5% of the
time. Other than cell phone use, the most common secondary activities were interacting with a
passenger (12% of driving time), holding but not otherwise interacting with an object (6%), and
talking/singing/dancing to oneself (5%). The study also found that 10% of time the drivers'
eyes were oﬀ the task of driving.
When you are behind the wheel of your car, the most important responsibility is safe driving.
Distractions such as using a cell phone, reading a map, drinking coﬀee or combing your hair
will increase the time it takes you to react, which will in turn increase your chances of getting
into a collision. According to NHTSA, 10% of fatal crashes, 15% of injury crashes, and 14% of
all police-reported motor vehicle traﬃc crashes in 2015 were reported as distraction-aﬀected
crashes.
Driving is a skill that requires your complete attention to not only control your vehicle but also
respond in case something happens up ahead or around your vehicle. It involves continuous
and complex coordination between your body and mind. Anything that prevents you from
operating your car safely is considered a distraction.
There are three categories of distractions and they are anything that takes your:
Eyes oﬀ the road (visual).
•
Mind oﬀ the road (cognitive).
•
Hands oﬀ the steering wheel (manual).
•
Think about something as simple as changing the radio stations and you realize that this basic
task encompasses many types of distractions. For example, you think about what you want to
listen to (cognitive), you take your hand oﬀ the steering wheel to press a button (manual), and
you take your eyes oﬀ the road when you look at the button you need to press (visual).
The question is... at what point does the amount of outside information that we take in
overwhelm us so that our brains can no longer process the information necessary for us to
focus on the road?

EATING AND DRINKING
The concerns of eating while driving are obvious. Unless you are very talented, you will need to
use at least one of your hands to hold your burger or soda. That leaves only one hand available
for steering your car. If you are driving a manual transmission, the situation gets even trickier
because you also need to control the stick shift, in addition to your food and the steering
wheel. With one hand occupied with food or drink, you will have a tough time handling your car
should an unforeseen obstacle arise, like a dog running across the road or if you need to make
a sudden lane change. Messy and hard-to-eat foods can be even more problematic because

they may drip or spill, distracting you further by causing you to look down at your lap and away
from the road. And when you're eating, you are also dealing with non-food distractions like
opening wrappers and wiping your hands and face with napkins. Spilt drinks can also be
disastrous, especially when the drinks are burning hot. There's nothing like a fresh cup of
coﬀee in your lap to sidetrack your attention and driving ability.
HYGIENE AND GROOMING
It's amazing the amount of people that seem to think that driving time is a great time to catch
up on some personal chores. In NHTSA's National Survey on Distracted Driving Attitudes and
Behaviors -- 2012, 2% of drivers admitted to always or almost always performing tasks like
shaving and applying makeup while operating a motor vehicle. Another 7% reported
sometimes doing personal grooming while driving. Besides the fact that these activities require
both the driver's attention and hands, usually these tasks are performed using a mirror. There's
nothing more disconcerting than seeing someone positioning their rearview mirror so that it can
be used as a cosmetic mirror, rather than to see surrounding traﬃc.
Though obvious, it is worth stating that you should get up a few minutes earlier and do your
grooming before you get in your car. Or, if you don't have time, wait until you get to your
destination and are safely parked to shave your beard, brush your hair, and apply that eyeliner.
Of course, if your vanity doesn't get in the way, you could just allow yourself a day of not
sprucing up - after all, wouldn't you rather look a little unsightly than look a lot dead?
==============================================
ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Although vehicle technology has helped lower our collision and fatality rate, information age
technology has provided us with more opportunities to become distracted while behind the
wheel. If we participate in the use of the many electronic gadgets available today while driving,
we are increasing our chances of being involved in a collision.

CELL PHONES/TEXTING DEVICES
Cell Phone Usage Laws
California has placed restrictions or prohibitions on hand-held wireless telephone usage while
driving a motor vehicle.
These prohibitions/restrictions vary slightly for adults versus minors. Specifically, CVC 23123
states: "A person shall not drive a motor vehicle while using a wireless telephone unless that
telephone is specifically designed and configured to allow hands-free listening and talking, and
is used in that manner while driving."
While adults may use hands-free devices, all drivers who are under the age of 18 years of age
cannot use a wireless telephone or an electronic wireless communication device to write, send,
or read a text–based communication while operating a motor vehicle, even if it is equipped with
a hands-free device.
Exceptions to this law for both adults & minors are they may use a hand-held cell phone while
driving under the following circumstances:

1. If making an emergency call to a law enforcement agency, the fire department, a health
care provider or other emergency service agency.
2. While driving an emergency service vehicle and the use of the cell phone is in the course
and scope of your duties.
An important thing to remember when driving is that your brain processes information, not the
eyes. If your brain is focused on another activity, such as a cell phone conversation, then you
will be unable to process the information required to drive safely. In other words, you are
assuming the same level of risk whether or not you are talking on a hand held phone or hands
free phone. Studies show that your chances of being involved in a collision while driving are
four times greater when talking on any cell phone, hand held or hands free, as compared to not
using a cell phone at all.
If you absolutely must use a cell phone, here are some helpful safety tips:
• Always assess traﬃc conditions before calling.
• Know your phone's keypad - use speed dial when possible.
• Place calls when stopped if possible.
• Have a passenger place the call for you.
• Ensure that the phone is within easy reach.
• Avoid intense, emotional, lengthy or complex conversations.
• Avoid talking on a cell phone in congested traﬃc or during bad weather.
• Keep your mind on driving. After all, talking on a cell phone while driving never helped
anyone reach their destination any faster.

Wireless Communication Device Usage Laws
CVC 23123.5 states: "A person shall not drive a motor vehicle while holding and operating a
handheld wireless telephone or an electronic wireless communications device unless the
wireless telephone or electronic wireless communications device is specifically designed and
configured to allow voice-operated and hands-free operation, and it is used in that manner
while driving."
This law prohibits drivers from "holding and operating" their devices for any reason, including
texting, making calls, browsing the internet, using navigation, playing music, etc. The only way
drivers can use an electronic device legally while driving is if:
1. The handheld wireless telephone or electronic wireless communications device is
mounted on a vehicle's windshield in a seven-inch square in the lower corner of the

windshield farthest removed from the driver or in a five-inch square in the lower corner of
the windshield nearest to the driver and outside of an airbag deployment zone, or is
mounted on or aﬃxed to a vehicle's dashboard or center console in a manner that does
not hinder the driver's view of the road.
2. The driver only uses a single swipe or finger tap when activating or deactivating a feature
on the mounted device.
This law does not apply to manufacturer-installed systems that are embedded in the vehicle,
nor does it apply to emergency professionals who use these devices while operating an
emergency vehicle in the course and scope of his or her duties.

The reasoning behind why texting and driving can be so distracting, even more distracting than
talking on a cell phone, is two-fold. First and foremost, drivers need to look away from the road
and use their hands when typing a message. Secondly, drivers often get so wrapped up in the
text message conversation they are having that their ability to fully concentrate on driving
dwindles.
Consider that reaction times of drivers who text deteriorate by 35%, compared to a 12%
deterioration of reaction time for drivers drinking alcohol at the legal limit, and 21% for those
using marijuana. (Source: NHTSA)
A violation of this law will carry a base fine of $20 for the first oﬀense and $50 for each
subsequent oﬀense. Furthermore, no points would go on a person's driving record for a
violation of this law.
Mobile Service Device Usage Laws
Additionally, persons under the age of 18 cannot use a "mobile service device" while operating
a motor vehicle. CVC 23124 defines a "mobile service device" as "...including, but not limited
to, a broadband personal communication device, specialized mobile radio device, handheld
device or laptop computer with mobile data access, pager, and two-way messaging device."
As with a cell phone, a person under the age of 18 years of age may use one of these devices,
but only if there is an emergency situation.
==============================================
NAVIGATION/DASHBOARD SCREENS
With more and more cars being outfitted with navigation systems and onboard computer
screens, a new breed of distraction has arrived. Though some GPS systems don't allow full
user interaction while the car is moving, many 3rd party navigation systems do, as well as the
ever-popular navigation systems found on smart phones. Even the safest navigation systems
allow some amount of user action at all times. Though voice command control is starting to
catch on, the majority of systems still require the driver to touch the screen, press buttons, or
turn dials. Further visual distraction is caused when the driver needs to reference the

navigational maps to get directions or other traﬃc information. A driver taking his eyes oﬀ the
road for just a few seconds is at a highly increased danger of crashing.
To decrease your chance of being distracted by your navigation system or other dashboard
screens, try to do all of the interactive tasks, like entering addresses, before you begin to drive.
Also, if you have someone in the car with you, ask them to be in charge of handling all of the
onboard gadgets. If you do have to operate the controls yourself, pulling over and parking is
always the best option. At the very least, only fiddle with the controls when your vehicle is at
rest, such as at a red light or stop sign.
DISTRACTED BY YOUR SURROUNDINGS
All drivers should save their sightseeing adventures for when in the passenger seat. Trying to
look out your window in order to get a good view of what you are passing can be a distraction
of disastrous proportions. Common roadside distractions to avoid staring at include:
Collision scenes.
"Rubbernecking" to try and see a collision or a pulled over motorist is foolish. Not only does
this congest traﬃc, it will often lead to your very own collision.
Construction zones.
Besides driving more cautiously, avoid the temptation to try and see what the workers are
doing. With so much confusion going on in a work zone, taking your eyes oﬀ the road for a
second can lead to an untimely fender-bender.
Billboards.
It's happened to all of us. We see a billboard and naturally are inclined to stare at it or want to
read what it says. As a driver, it's your responsibility to keep your billboard glances to a
minimum and focus on the road ahead of you.
Scenic Views.
One 'problem' with driving in the U.S. is that the landscapes are often glorious and filled with
beauty. Driving alongside a breathtaking ocean view, through majestic mountains, or in exciting
cities with famous landmarks can be a major distraction. If you find yourself inspired by the
scenery around you, find a safe place to pull over and enjoy it from a standstill. Trying to fully
enjoy such scenic beauty while driving is not only diﬃcult, it is dangerous.
Street names and addresses.
Trying to find a new destination can often be tricky, especially when you are driving in an
unfamiliar area. A common lapse in judgment by motorists is to try and read street names and
building numbers while they operate their car. Oftentimes, street signs and address numbers
are so small that in order to be viewed, drivers have to take their eyes oﬀ the road to lean
forward and squint their eyes. Also precarious, many drivers tend to slow down while hunting
for addresses, which can put them at risk of being rear-ended and/or cause traﬃc congestion.
If you are looking for an address or specific street, take a minute to pull over when you are near
your destination. Consult your navigation system or a map to get a better idea of where exactly
you are going. Then, when trying to locate the exact driveway to pull into or street to turn on,
use brief glances to read street signs and address numbers.
==============================================
RADIO/MUSIC/HEADPHONES
Playing loud music while driving is a common driving distraction among drivers. Not only can it
distract your attention from the road, loud stereos can impair your ability to hear approaching
emergency vehicles, and may encourage you to speed without realizing it. Adjusting the
volume, changing stations or CDs should only be done when your vehicle is parked.
Headphones or Ear Buds
On many occasions an emergency vehicle may not be entirely visible to the traﬃc on the
highway, thus it is imperative that drivers have the ability to hear them as well.
CVC 27400 states: "A person operating a motor vehicle or bicycle may not wear a headset
covering, earplugs in, or earphones covering, resting on, or inserted in, both ears."

Some exceptions to the above prohibition include any person operating an authorized
emergency vehicle, a person operating special construction equipment for use in the
maintenance of a highway, or any person using a device which aids the hard of hearing.
The message derived from this vehicle code is the fact that your hearing, in general, is a key
component to safe driving. Along with emergency vehicle recognition, your ability to hear
another car's horn and/or pedestrians' voices will have an eﬀect on collision avoidance.
DVD PLAYERS/SATELLITE TELEVISIONS
It is not uncommon to see a DVD player or satellite T.V. in someone's visor. Remember, the law
states that any television screen cannot be in the view of the driver when the car is in motion.
Therefore, it can’t be anywhere in the front of the vehicle.
CVC 27602 states: "A person may not drive a motor vehicle if a television receiver, a video
monitor, or a television or video screen, or any other, similar means of visually displaying a
television broadcast or video signal that produces entertainment or business applications, is
operating and is located in the motor vehicle at any point forward of the back of the driver's
seat, or is operating and visible to the driver while driving the motor vehicle."
A couple exceptions to this law include a global positioning display, a mapping display or if the
TV/Video display installed has an interlock device which disables it when the vehicle is in
motion.
SMOKING
In addition to being a health risk, smoking can be dangerous when you are behind the wheel.
The physical act of lighting a cigarette and smoking presents a significant distraction when you
drive. Burning materials in your vehicle also reduces your attentiveness behind the wheel.
When you smoke, you are also exposing your passengers to the dangers of secondhand
smoke.
Smoking with a Minor in the Vehicle
It is unlawful for any person to smoke a cigarette, pipe or cigar in a motor vehicle, whether the
vehicle is in motion or stopped, if there is a minor in the car. A violation of this law is punishable
by a fine not to exceed $100.
==============================================
READING/WORKING
Reading and working while driving are also major causes of collisions.
If you are reading directions or a map, you should pull over to the side of the road and stop
your vehicle to find the information you need. Better yet, it's always wise to plan ahead and
map out your route in advance. Never read while your car is in motion.
Also, trying to make notes for work or analyzing an important report before you arrive at the
oﬃce is a bad idea. In this age of multi-tasking, it is common to do more than one thing at the
same time in many walks of life. The problem is, when you are driving, you are already multitasking with your mind and body as they are working simultaneously to drive your vehicle. You
should not add another chore on top of what you already need to do to drive safely.

PASSENGERS
Passengers in your vehicle can also become distractions that can pose a threat. Scenarios are
as simple as conversations with a front-seat passenger, or may become more severe, such as
a reprimand to kids in the back seat. Solutions to such problems may be quite complex,
depending on your interpersonal skills, but it must be known to all the vehicle's occupants that
you, the driver, need to focus on getting to your destination safely.
You may also be in violation of the California Vehicle Code if you are transporting too many
passengers. CVC 21700 states: "No person shall drive a vehicle when it is so loaded, or when
there are in the front seat such number of persons as to obstruct the view of the driver to the
front or sides of the vehicle or as to interfere with the driver's control over the driving
mechanisms of the vehicle."
Instead of holding long, in-depth conversations with your passengers, a helpful tip may be to
utilize them as aids in collision avoidance. Since it may be theoretically impossible to observe
everything that is happening around your vehicle, ask the passenger(s) to help in recognizing
momentary distractions. As the saying goes, two heads are better than one.
Teach your young children that you must concentrate when you are behind the wheel because
driving is an important job. Make sure to buckle the kids up properly and give them distractions
—books to read, any type of quiet game, or other toys to occupy their minds . If you must
attend to your children, make sure to find a safe place and pull over. Never try to deal with
children while you are in motion!
An unsecured pet in a moving vehicle or a pet that is sitting in your lap while driving can be
extremely dangerous. Always bring a pet carrier, portable kennel or a pet harness to properly
secure your pet when you are driving.
OTHER VEHICLES
Finally, make sure not to be distracted by other drivers on the road. Though being aware of
other vehicles is important, paying them too much attention is never a wise idea. For some
drivers, seeing an expensive car or a unique vehicle might draw their attention, to a fault.
Maybe you like to read other cars' vanity license plates and try to figure out what they mean.
Sometimes the behavior of other drivers can be distracting. Have you ever caught yourself
checking out another driver who was dancing in their car, driving erratically, or picking their
nose (ew)? All of these road diversions can lead to a serious crash because they can distract
you on two levels by ruining both your visual and cognitive focus.
No matter what potential distractions await you on the road, it is up to you, the licensed
motorist, to always focus on your driving. Remaining alert and responsive to the road around
you is not only crucial, it is lifesaving.
==============================================
STATISTICS

Finally, here are some very troubling numbers from studies recently conducted. Research on
distracted driving reveals some surprising facts:
In 2015, there were 3,477 people killed and an estimated additional 391,000 injured in motor
vehicle crashes involving distracted drivers.
In 2015, 3,196 fatal crashes occurred on U.S. roadways that involved distraction (10% of all
fatal crashes). These crashes involved 3,263 distracted drivers, as some crashes involved more
than one distracted driver.
Distraction was reported for 7% (3,263 of 48,613) of the drivers involved in fatal crashes. In
these distraction-aﬀected crashes, 3,477 fatalities (10% of overall fatalities) occurred.
In 2015, 442 fatal crashes were reported to have involved cell phone use as a distraction,
accounting for 14% of all fatal distraction-aﬀected crashes. A total of 476 people died in
distraction-aﬀected crashes that involved the use of cell phones or other cell-phone-related
activities.
Nine percent of all drivers 15 to 19 years old involved in fatal crashes were reported as
distracted at the time of the crashes. This age group has the largest proportion of drivers who
were distracted at the time of the crashes.
Drivers ages 20 to 29 account for 24% of all drivers in all fatal crashes, but account for 27% of
all distracted drivers and 33% of all distracted drivers using cell phones in fatal crashes.
Distracted drivers were involved in the deaths of 551 non-vehicle occupants during 2015.
In 2015, 68% of the distracted drivers in fatal crashes were male, as compared to males
accounting for 73% of the drivers in all fatal crashes.
Fifty-eight percent of distracted drivers involved in fatal crashes were driving in the daytime
(between 6 a.m. and 5:59 p.m.) as compared to 53% of drivers in all fatal crashes.
The number of people injured in a distraction-aﬀected crash in 2015 was estimated at 391,000
(16% of all the injured people). An estimated 30,000 people were injured in 2015 in crashes
involving cell phone use or other cell phone-related activities (8% of all people injured in
distraction-aﬀected crashes).
(Source: NHTSA's National Center for Statistics and Analysis Research Notes Distracted
Driving 2015)
Engaging in visual-manual subtasks (such as reaching for a phone, dialing and texting)
associated with the use of hand-held phones and other portable devices increased the risk of
getting into a crash by three times.
Even portable hands-free and vehicle-integrated hands-free cell phone use involved visualmanual tasks at least half of the time, which is associated with a greater crash risk.
(Source: Virginia Tech Transportation Institute)
Using a cell phone while driving, whether it's hand-held or hands-free, delays a driver's
reactions as much as having a blood alcohol concentration at the legal limit of .08 percent.
(Source: University of Utah)
====================================================================
SECTION SEVEN
The Vehicle and the Road
VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
There are many diﬀerent types of safety equipment found on today's automobiles. Some of
these require the operation by the driver while others are automatic, working without the aid of
the driver. This section will discuss many of the vital components that your vehicle is equipped
with, how they work, and the laws governing them.

LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS
There are many diﬀerent lights that your car must have. Headlights, taillights, turn signals,
corner lights, parking lights and back-up lights. By themselves or in combination with each
other, all of your vehicle's lights are important to your visibility: they determine how well you
see the environment around you and how others in your environment see you. Good visibility is
a key to collision avoidance and defensive driving. The following are a couple of general
provisions regarding your car's lighting equipment:
• Your vehicle must have lighting equipment on during times of darkness. (CVC 280defines
darkness as "any time from one-half hour after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise and
any other time when visibility is not suﬃcient to render clearly discernible any person or
vehicle on the highway at a distance of 1000 feet.")
CVC 24252(a) states "All lighting equipment of a required type installed on a vehicle shall
at all times be maintained in good working order."
HEADLIGHTS
CVC 24400 states: "During darkness and inclement weather, every motor vehicle other than a
motorcycle, shall be equipped with at least two lighted headlamps, with at least one on each
side of the front of the vehicle, and…they shall be located directly above or in advance of the
front axle of the vehicle. The headlamps and every light source in any headlamp unit shall be
located at a height of not more than 54 inches nor less than 22 inches."
The vehicle code defines "inclement weather" as a condition that prevents a driver from clearly
discerning a person or another vehicle from a distance of 1,000 feet or a condition in which
your windshield wipers need to be in continuous motion because of rain, mist, snow, fog or any
other type of precipitation. So make sure to turn your headlights on whenever your windshield
wipers are in continuous use.
UPPER AND LOWER BEAMS
According to CVC 24407, multiple-beam road lighting equipment must meet certain
requirements. The uppermost distribution of light must be of such an intensity so as to reveal
persons and vehicles at a distance of at least 350 feet. The lowermost distribution of light must
be of such intensity as to reveal a person or vehicle at a distance of at least 100 feet ahead. At
no time on a straight level road is the high-intensity portion of the beam allowed to be directed
to strike the eyes of approaching drivers.
If you do have your high beams in use, for example, while driving on a poorly lit country road,
you must turn your high-beams oﬀ when another vehicle is approaching you within 500 feet,
and when you are less than 300 feet behind another vehicle.
TAILLIGHTS
•

Taillights better enable drivers and other highway users to see your car. Taillights will maximize
your ability to be seen, day or night. Taillights also help you communicate your intentions to
others. When you turn on your headlights, your taillights also come on. According to CVC
24600, motor vehicles during times of darkness should be equipped with two lighted red
taillamps mounted on the rear that are visible from all distances within 1,000 feet to the rear.
STOPLAMPS
CVC 24603 states that any motor vehicle, whether by itself or in combination with another
vehicle, shall be equipped with stoplamps mounted on the rear, and the stoplamps must be
plainly visible and understandable from a distance of 300 feet to the rear both during normal
sunlight and at nighttime.
Make sure that all of your lighting equipment is always kept clean, since dirt and grime on your
headlights and taillights can reduce visibility.
GAUGES AND INSTRUMENTS
Your vehicle’s instrument panel has many gauges and indicator lights that will alert you to
problems. Part of your vehicle’s routine checks when you wash or detail it should include
checking the following instruments to ensure that they work the way they are supposed to, and
to alert you to potential problems:
• Speedometer
• High beam Indicator
• Turn Signal Indicator
• Gear Shift Position Indicator
• Oil Pressure Gauge
• Amp meter (on older cars –‘idiot lights’ on modern vehicles)
• Fuel Gauge
• Engine Temperature Indicator
===============================================
UNDERNEATH THE HOOD - BELTS/HOSES/FLUID LEVELS
BELTS AND HOSES
In many cases a mechanic will check your belts and hoses when your car is brought in for an
oil change. However, it's a good idea to periodically check these yourself for wear and tear.
Again, all of these checks should be done while the vehicle is cold and hasn't been running for
a while.
The function of belts is to drive various components on an engine, which include: an emission
control pump, water pump, air conditioner, power steering pump, and alternator. Simply double
check each belt for cracks, deterioration and tightness. If you see any problems, look into
having them replaced.
Hoses should be checked visually and by feel. You are checking for dry or cracked rubber,
especially where they are attached at the ends.
FLUID LEVELS
The following fluid levels should be checked periodically as well:
• Engine oil level
• Transmission fluid
• Brake fluid
• Power steering fluid
• Coolant (Antifreeze) level
• Windshield washer solvent
Remember that your owner's manual will visually show you where each of these fluids is
located through pictures/graphics and how to check them.
HORN
Many drivers on today's roads use their horns to express their anger and frustration at other
drivers as discussed in section one. However, according to CVC 27001(a): "The driver of a

motor vehicle when reasonably necessary to ensure safe operation shall give audible warning
with his horn." In other words, you may be cited for improper use of the horn, if you angrily
honk at another driver because they cut you oﬀ.
All motor vehicles on the road must come equipped with a horn and operating in good working
condition so that when used, other drivers may hear the audible sounds at a distance of no
less than 200 feet. CVC 27000(a) also states that no horn may emit an unreasonably loud or
harsh sound.
===============================================

WINDOWS / MIRRORS
WINDSHIELDS
Your modern automobile comes equipped with safety glass. This means that there is a thin
clear plastic film on or in the glass which stops it from splintering into pieces. This means that
shards of broken glass will not come flying into the passenger compartment during a collision.
(CVC 26710) says, "It is unlawful to operate any motor vehicle upon a highway when the
windshield or rear window is in such defective condition as to impair the driver's vision either to
the front or rear..."
Tailgating will increase the likelihood of getting cracks in your windshield. Keeping enough
following distance, for example, will greatly reduce your chances of getting a rock kicked up
into your windshield by the car in front of you.
Before you start to drive, make sure that all of your windows and mirrors are clean, both inside
and out. Bright sunlight or headlights hitting a dirty window can make it very diﬃcult to see out.
While driving in rain or snow, be prepared to stop if necessary to wipe oﬀ snow or mud from
your windshield.
Your windows and mirrors also act as important safety features of your car. In particular, they
reduce driving risk by helping the driver to see the roadway as well as increasing the range of
visibility around the entire car.
Windshield wipers
The importance of windshield wipers is obvious. The law (CVC 26707) says that your car must
have them at all times in good working order. When they start to crack or fail to work properly,
the law says they must be replaced. Driving in hazardous conditions such as fog, rain, snow,
etc. can be extremely diﬃcult, but without good working windshield wipers it can be
impossible.
WINDOW TINTING
A lot of people like the look of a car with window tinting, although it reduces the ability of the
driver to see out of the car. CVC 26708 states that "No person shall drive any motor vehicle

with any object or material placed, displayed, installed, aﬃxed, or applied upon the windshield
or side or rear windows" except if your car is equipped with an outside mirror on the right-hand
side then you may "place, display, install, aﬃx, or apply" objects in the rear window.

MIRRORS
The greater your ability to see to the rear of your car, the safer it will be for you to drive. Your
automobile must have at least two rearview mirrors at all times. One must always be on the
outside driver's side. The second can either be on the outside passenger side or on the inside.
If something that you are carrying or towing is blocking your view through the back window,
then you must have the second mirror on the outside passenger side. It is suggested that you
have all three mirrors if possible. Additionally, CVC 26709 requires that your mirrors must
reflect a minimum distance of at least 200 feet to the rear of your vehicle.
You should make sure that your seat and mirrors are adjusted properly before you drive your
car. Chances of a collision increase if you try to do this while you are already driving.
===============================================
TIRES
Bald and worn tires are dangerous, since they can't grip the road properly, especially wet or icy
roads. This could cause you to lose control of your vehicle, or to suﬀer a 'blowout', which is
when a worn tire gets punctured and blows up.

Properly maintained tires not only keep you safe, they help your car perform better.
Check your vehicle's tires tread regularly:
• Check for 'wear bars':Wear bars appear when the tread is worn down to 1/16th of an
inch. If you see wear bars, your tire is worn and needs to be replaced.
• The Penny Test: Here's an easy way to check your tire's tread depth: Place a penny into
a tread groove on your tires with Lincoln's head pointed down—If you can see all of
Lincoln's head, it's time to replace the tire.
According to the Vehicle Code, the minimum allowable tread depth of your tires is 1/32nd of an
inch. Most tire manufacturers recommend replacing your tires when the tread is worn down to
1/16th of an inch.
Check your tire pressure about once a week to be safe.

If you only check your tire pressure monthly or longer, the tire may be so badly damaged by the
time you notice it, that it might not be repairable. You can find out the manufacturer's
recommended psi (pounds per square inch) level in your owner's manual or on the tire itself.
By the way, you can also save money by keeping your tires properly inflated. The average car
will get three to four miles more per gallon when the tires are properly inflated than when they
are under-inflated. By checking the pressure of your tires regularly, you are not only reducing
the chances of a blowout, but you are also saving money at the gas pump.
CHANGING A SPARE TIRE

If you have never done it, you should learn how to properly replace a flat tire with the spare. It
is recommended to learn how to replace a tire before the emergency occurs. Changing a tire is
not a hard procedure; however, it can be very diﬃcult to learn in times of crisis, especially at
night. You'll find complete instructions for changing a tire in your owner's manual or inside the
trunk of your car.
A good suggestion to learn how to properly change a tire would be to have a friend show you
on a nice quiet day in an empty parking lot. After you have watched the procedure, you should
attempt the same process a couple of times until it becomes easy.

===============================================
SEATS/CAR SEATS/CHILD SAFETY LOCKS

DRIVER'S SEAT
To help improve the control of your vehicle it is critical for you to position yourself correctly in
the driver's seat. A good seat position can not only aid in preventing collisions, but it can also
improve your chances of not getting injured should a collision occur. Additionally, correct seat
position will help improve your driving comfort which will make those long road trips a lot
easier. Here are a few tips for proper seat positioning when driving:
Sit straight.
Make sure your back and buttocks fit squarely into the seat. This will not only help with
awareness on longer drives but can also help avoid the possibility of a back injury.
Don't sit too far or too close.
The key here is that you have a comfortable grip on the steering wheel and you can easily
reach and be able to depress the brake and accelerator.
Don't sit too low.
Seeing what is happening ahead of you is a key to defensive driving, so you should always be
able to clearly see forward.
Adjust mirrors.
You want to make sure you have as broad a field of vision as possible to the rear of your
vehicle when looking into the rearview and side-mirrors.
Check the headrest.
The headrest should be as close to the back of your head as possible to help avoid whiplash.
Also, adjust the headrest to a height that is just above your eyelids for maximum eﬀectiveness.
Fasten that seatbelt.
Your lap belt should fit snugly over your waist and be physically tightened, placed as low as
possible covering your pelvic bones. Adjust the shoulder strap to a height so that the strap
itself is resting in the middle of your shoulder. Never place a shoulder belt under your arm, too
close to your neck or on your collar bone.
CHILD PASSENGER RESTRAINTS
CVC 27360 requires that every child who is transported in a motor vehicle must be in a DOTapproved child restraint system and properly secured in the rear seat until they are at least
eight (8) years old. If the child is under 8 years of age but is four feet nine inches in height or
taller, they may be restrained by a normal safety belt. Further, any child who is under two (2)
years of age must be secured in a rear-facing child passenger restraint system unless the child
is 40 pounds or more, or is 40 or more inches tall.
CVC 27363 lists various exceptions to the use of a child restraint system, such as in the case
of a life-threatening emergency, physical unfitness, medical condition or size of the child. Also,

a child under 8 years old and who is less than 4 feet 9 inches tall may ride in the front seat of a
vehicle, properly restrained in a child safety seat, under the following circumstances:
• There is no rear seat in the vehicle
• The rear seats are side-facing or rear-facing
• The child passenger restraint system cannot be properly installed in the rear seat
• All rear seats are occupied by children seven years of age or under
• Medical necessity

In general, the safest way to transport young children is always in the rear seat of your car.
A seatbelt, by design, will spread the force of a collision across the strong parts of your body. A
child's body is not just a sized-down version of an adult's body. Their bones and connective
tissue are not fully developed and are particularly susceptible to injury. Their bones are not
"calcified from years of drinking milk" and will splinter and shatter if subjected to the same type
of force as an adult's bones. What a child safety seat does is to spread the force of a collision
over a greater area of the child's body. Fewer pounds of pressure per square inch equal fewer
injuries.
Despite the fact that the law requires you to protect your children (or the children for which you
are responsible), there is a moral obligation to protect children. Remember, household infant
carriers are not designed to act as a safety seat. Most importantly, never travel with your
children in your arms. During a crash, even going as slow as 20 mph, a belted adult will not be
able to hold onto a child.
If your front seat safety belts are motorized or attached directly to the door, then do not use a
child safety seat in that seating position. Read the seat's instructions carefully. Some safety
belts have specific means to attach safety seats to these types of systems. Instead, use the
child seat in the vehicle's rear seat if at all possible.
Child safety seats can reduce the risk of death in a collision by 70%, but only when installed
and used properly. (Source: National Transportation Safety Board)
CHILD SAFETY LOCKS
Child safety locks are built into the rear doors of most cars to help prevent a rear seat
passenger, such as a child, from opening the doors both while the vehicle is in motion and
when it is stationary. This child lock is usually engaged by a small switch or button on the
inside of the door that can only be accessed when the vehicle door is open. Additionally, some
cars now implement the locking mechanism as a rotary device which must be turned with the
vehicle key. Whichever type of mechanism is used, the lock is not accessible to the passenger
when the door is closed. The benefit of this safety feature is the interior handle is rendered
useless, thus protecting the curious or bored child from making a totally innocent, but big
mistake, while traveling in the back seat.

===============================================
SAFETY BELTS
The Mandatory Seat Belt Law (CVC 27315) states that everyone in an automobile must be
restrained by a seatbelt or child safety seat. If the driver is not wearing a seatbelt, the driver will
be cited. If a passenger is not wearing a seatbelt (and they are 16 or older), both the driver and
the passenger will be cited. If the passenger is under 16, only the driver will receive the citation.
According to the NHTSA, California's 2016 seat belt usage rate stands at 96.5%, well above
the national average of 90.1%.
A seatbelt is not an option. It is the single most important safety equipment feature of your
vehicle. In order for safety belts to be eﬀective, they must be worn properly and at all times
while driving. Most crashes occur within 25 miles of home, usually at speeds less than 40 mph.
Some deaths have resulted from collisions at speeds as low as 12 mph.
Here is an example of the force involved in a car crash: in a 30 mph crash, a 20-pound child
will be thrown toward the collision point with the force of 600 pounds. This is the equivalent of
a fall from a third story window.
Lap belts will stop you from being thrown from the car. Most people think that when a person is
thrown from the car in a collision, that they will be "thrown clear." The statistical evidence
shows otherwise. Cornell University did a major study comparing the degree of injury of
occupants who remained in the car during a collision versus those who were thrown out. The
study showed that the ejected persons were five times more likely to be injured as the ones
who remained in the car.

Some people are afraid to wear seatbelts because they think the car they are driving will catch
on fire or go underwater and that they will be trapped by their seatbelt. The odds of this type of
collision (fire or submersion) actually happening, according to the National Highway Traﬃc
Safety Institute, are 1 in 200 (only 1/2 of one percent). If this type of collision was to occur, and
you were not wearing your belt, would you, after the impact, be alive or alert enough to get out
of the car? A seatbelt can prevent you from being knocked unconscious, enabling you to get
out of the car quickly in the unlikely event of a fire or a water-submersed vehicle.
Despite the fantastic stories in the news, the factual evidence favors wearing a seatbelt. In the
time of a crash with a lap & shoulder safety belt combination, your risk of being killed is
reduced by about 50 percent. If you are going to make a life-and-death decision, go with the
odds!
In 2016, NHTSA estimates that 74 of the 583 known unrestrained vehicle occupant fatalities in
California would have been avoided had the vehicle occupants simply buckled up.
Although airbags have been mandated to be included in all new passenger vehicles, the seat
belt is still an incredibly important safety component of your vehicle. Seat belts will only work

eﬀectively if they are worn properly. Lap belts alone will lessen the severity of crashes by
distributing the impact of a crash over the strongest parts of your body. A lap belt should fit
snug and ride as low on the hips as possible. Whereas lap belts allow the passengers' top half
of the body to sometimes come in contact with the dashboard or the seat in front of them (not
with the same amount of force as the whole body's weight, as is the case with no seatbelt at
all), the shoulder belt stops this. If worn properly, lap-shoulder harness combinations are
superior to lap belt-only systems. The shoulder belt should be stretched diagonally across the
body starting just above the shoulder. The shoulder belt will not be eﬀective if placed under the
armpit or behind the neck, this may only cause more serious injuries. In addition, seat belts will
help keep you behind the wheel and in control of your car if it becomes necessary to swerve or
brake suddenly. By holding you in your seat, a safety belt allows you to stop as the car is
stopping, thereby enabling you to ride down the crash. Without a seat belt in a collision, you
will become a movable object.
===============================================
BRAKES
Most vehicles' braking systems consists of either disc or drum brakes, and each of these
systems slows or stops your vehicle by applying hydraulic pressure. More specifically, the force
of a liquid creates hydraulic pressure, brake fluid, against the four wheels. Many cars are
equipped with disc brakes on the front wheels and drum brakes on the rear wheels. You may
have heard the term "power brakes" when purchasing a new car. This term simply means that
the brakes will engage with less pressure to the brake pedal as opposed to non-power brakes.
It should be noted that power brakes do not decrease your vehicle's stopping distance.
CVC 26450 states:
"Every motor vehicle shall be equipped with a service brake system and every motor vehicle,
other than a motorcycle, shall be equipped with a parking brake system. Both the service
brake and parking brake shall be separately applied. If the two systems are connected in any
way, they shall be so constructed that failure of any one part, except failure in the drums,
brakeshoes, or other mechanical parts of the wheel brake assemblies, shall not leave the motor
vehicle without operative brakes."
Furthermore, to minimize the risk of brake failure, front and rear brake systems are designed
independently from each other. If the rear brakes fail, the front brakes should still work to stop
the vehicle.
PARKING BRAKE
When parking on a steep incline or hill, you must take the necessary steps to ensure that your
car doesn't roll into the flow of traﬃc. First of all, for safety and legal reasons, you are always
required to set your parking brake. Separate from your regular braking system, your parking
brake works on a diﬀerent mechanism; so both systems don't fail at the same time. Also, leave
your car in gear if you have a standard transmission (stick-shift), or in parking position if your
car is an automatic.
If you are parking next to a curb heading downhill, turn your front tires into the curb. When
parking headed uphill, position your tires away from the curb, then gently let your car roll back
so your front tire is touching the curb. Again, the key when parking on a steep hill is to make
sure your car doesn't roll into other traﬃc, potentially causing a collision.
ANTI-LOCK BRAKES (ABS)
Anti-lock brakes are one of the most important active safety features you can have on your car.
They cost about as much as a premium stereo system but pay for themselves if you avoid even
one minor collision. The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration reported a
dramatic reduction in the number of multi-vehicle collisions on wet roads, and remarkable
overall decreases in multi-vehicle, pedestrian, and bicyclist fatalities.

HANDLING MECHANICAL FAILURES ON THE ROAD
What should you do if your car breaks down? Well, that really depends on where your car
breaks down. For most situations, especially if your car is safely out of traﬃc, it is best to stay
put in your car with your seatbelt fastened and your doors locked. It is not recommended to
walk on a busy interstate, especially during bad weather. However, if you can reach a nearby
source of help by walking, without endangering your life or personal safety, walking for help is
okay, as long as you keep as far away from traﬃc as possible and walk on the right side of the
road.
No matter where you are, freeway or highway, if you're broke down or stalled in the middle of a
busy road, DO NOT leave your vehicle and try to walk across the road unless you're absolutely
positive you can make it without being struck. Chances are, on large busy freeways, you will
have very little chance of not being hit by a vehicle. Instead, fasten your seatbelt and lock your
doors. If you're on a busy road, someone will inevitably call the police, highway patrol, or 911
for you, as you will probably be causing a traﬃc jam.
Strangers Oﬀering Help
If your car breaks down and you are stranded, be wary of strangers oﬀering to assist you.
Though most strangers may turn out to be good Samaritans, there is always the chance that
an unfamiliar person may have ulterior motives for approaching you. If a stranger comes up to
your vehicle, remain buckled in and keep your doors locked. Roll down your window just an
inch and communicate through the crack in the window. If the stranger truly has good
intentions, they will be understanding and have no problem corresponding with you in this way.
If they refuse to help, remain secure in your car until more people or law enforcement oﬃcers
arrive.
===============================================
THE ROAD
ADJUSTING YOUR DRIVING FOR CONDITIONS
There is always a certain amount of danger we face while driving. Inclement weather or
adverse road conditions only increase the level of peril. Even the time of day will become a
factor. You must be able to change your driving techniques to meet the challenges of the
environment in which you are driving.

DIFFERENT ROAD CONDITIONS
Whether driving in urban or rural areas, you should learn and practice basic defensive driving
maneuvers that can benefit you in any driving circumstance. Drivers in rural areas don’t have to
worry about busy intersections and traﬃc congestion, but may face unimproved roadways,
animals or other hazards not found in the city.
City Driving
The hustle and bustle of a city can pose numerous distractions to the driver. Cars, buses and
other vehicles crowd the streets while pedestrians fill the crosswalks and sidewalk. In
particular, dense city traﬃc causes more potential for collisions, and maintaining a safe
following distance and space cushions seems at times impossible.
The first step in dealing with city driving is to reduce your speed and allow yourself ample time
and space to deal with dangerous situations. Be prepared to cover the brake pedal when
approaching parked or stopped cars that may be hiding cross-traﬃc. Avoid side-by-side
driving and driving in clusters with other cars.
Allow yourself suﬃcient visual lead-time by scanning one to two blocks ahead. Watch out for
parked cars, double-parked cars and buses, as they may limit your visibility. In the city, smog
and pollution also have the potential to reduce your ability to see. Be mindful of controlled
intersections and anticipate signal changes. Also, be aware of entrances and exits for
apartment buildings, parking lots and gas stations. Crossing a solid center-line when passing
another vehicle or making a lane change near or in an intersection are unsafe maneuvers.
You must also be prepared for heavier traﬃc at certain times of the day. Give yourself extra
time to deal with rush-hour traﬃc and plan an alternate route if possible. If your normal route is
on a one-way street, pay close attention to the signs regulating speed, direction, lane choice
and turning. You may come across a wrong-way driver; if so, pull to the side of the road if safe
and give the other driver the accessibility to correct his/her mistake.
Country Driving
Some people may consider driving on rural roads or open highways easier than driving in the
city or on freeways; but never underestimate the risks and dangers involved with this type of
driving. Although traﬃc is generally lighter, there are fewer pedestrians, and fewer distractions
to contend with, rural driving still poses its own particular challenges.

There are several areas of potential hazards that drivers must be aware of while driving on an
open highway. For example, you will encounter fewer traﬃc lights and stop signs on rural roads
than on city streets. Drivers must be cautious of unmarked entrances and driveways onto the
roadway from farms or fields. It is important to always be cautious of roadside stands or gas
stations that may come particularly close to the edge of the roadway. Many railroad crossings
on open highways do not have signs, signals or gates to warn drivers of an oncoming train.
Also, be aware of livestock and animal crossing areas. Reduce your speed and keep a lookout
for all animals. Drivers should remain alert at all times for any type of traﬃc that may cross the
roadway.
Drivers on open highways should be watchful for rough road conditions--such as roads with
gravel or dirt surfaces, and roads with or without a shoulder. Drivers must exercise special
caution when driving on these loose, low-traction road surfaces. Some rural roads even have
deep unmarked drainage ditches alongside that pose a risk.
As you are driving on open highways, you will notice many diﬀerent users of the roadway.
Some of these include trucks, slow-moving vehicles, and animals. Trucks can be as long as
120 feet, weighing as much as 60 tons when fully loaded. Handling a truck is much more
diﬃcult than handling a car. A truck accelerates slowly and tends to lose speed when climbing
up an uphill grade. Of course, due to the larger mass and heavier weight, going downhill, a
truck's momentum causes it to accelerate rapidly. If it becomes necessary to pass a truck,
allow yourself much more time than when passing a normal car. You not only need to contend
with the longer truck body when passing, but also with the wind factor that is created by these
huge vehicles.
Slow-moving vehicles such as tractors and farm vehicles travel at much slower speeds than do
cars. Sometimes it becomes necessary to pass these vehicles when sharing the roads. Many
farm vehicles are very wide, limiting the visibility of other drivers, and making it much more
diﬃcult to pass.
One should not take the dangers posed by animals on the roadway lightly. A collision with
many animals at highway speeds will not only most likely kill the animal, but may also damage
your car and injure or kill the vehicle's occupants. Usually, you will not see animals until it is too
late and they have jumped into the roadway, not leaving much room for avoidance.
Many open highway roads have curves that may be sharper and hills that are steeper than
those on city streets. As mentioned in the text, it is important to identify objects 10-15 seconds
ahead that may pose a danger. If the curve or hill that you are on prevents you from seeing this
far, slow down and be ready to cover the brake. You should drive a speed that will allow you to
respond safely and quickly enough to threatening hazards that may be just around the bend or
over the hill. On very dark roads at night when no other cars are around, drive with your high
beam headlights on to make it easier to see.

Driving on hills requires special eﬀort, whether going uphill or downhill. Your car needs more
power in order to continue at the same speed while driving uphill. Before your car begins to
lose power and speed, downshift to a lower gear, which will increase the engine's pulling
power. As you are going downhill, your car will gain speed; thus it becomes necessary to
decrease the engine's power. Shift to a lower gear to control speed when driving down a long,
steep hill. It may also become necessary to decrease your speed when meeting a line of cars
on a hilltop or open road. Do not attempt to pass multiple cars on curvy roads, especially
when visibility is limited. Due to the smaller width of some mountain roads, your field of vision
and ability to see ahead--or line of sight--may be sharply reduced.
===============================================
Maintenance and Construction Areas
Usually orange colored signs will be posted and bright orange cones will be placed before and
at a construction zone. Warning and guidance signs may say "ROAD CONSTRUCTION 500
FEET" or "LEFT LANE CLOSED 1 MILE," or anything pertaining to the condition or activity in a
construction or road maintenance zone. Given the dangers involved with people working right
next to traﬃc (sometimes traveling at high speeds), it is imperative to obey the posted
construction zone speed limit signs, and, if none are posted, to slow down to a safe speed. If
you receive a moving violation in a construction zone, be prepared to pay double the fines.

Freeway Driving and Congestion
Freeway driving requires special concentration and alertness. The multiple lane changing and
constant passing, usually at speeds in excess of 55 mph, make the freeway a particularly
dangerous place to operate a motor vehicle.
Most freeways provide an acceleration lane for access. The acceleration lane, sometimes
called a merging lane, is the extra lane just beyond the freeway onramp that provides your
vehicle with enough space to reach freeway speeds. Entering a freeway can become
dangerous at times and requires the driver's complete attention. Also, be on the lookout for
double merging lanes (where two lanes come together at the onramp and/or acceleration lane)
and diamond lanes merging together.
The following steps should help when entering a freeway:
• Be aware of warning signs and onramp speed limits
• Carefully check the speed of the flow of traﬃc
• Watch vehicle ahead for sudden stops
• Position your car near a gap in the traﬃc
• Constantly adjust speed to meet that of the flow
• Signal during the duration of the merging process
• Finally, ease into the gap of traﬃc safely

Always be aware of cars suddenly slowing or stopping when entering the freeway and make
sure that your speed is consistent with the flow of traﬃc. Merging too fast or slow can cause a
collision. The lane where most collisions occur on the freeway is the merging lane.

If there isn't an acceleration lane and you are entering directly onto a freeway, watch for yield
signs, stop signs and timed entrance lights at the onramp. Make sure that you leave a longer
gap for yourself to successfully accelerate and blend into traﬃc. Also, be aware of timed
entranced lights, double merge lanes and diamond lanes on the freeway onramp.
Most freeways also provide a deceleration lane for easier access oﬀ the freeway. A common
mistake that people make when exiting the freeway is improper planning for the deceleration
maneuver. Know your oﬀramp in advance and be on the lookout for signs indicating your
desired exit. Last-minute freeway exiting can be dangerous, so utilize the deceleration lane to
reduce your speed without endangering the traﬃc to the rear. If you miss your desired oﬀramp,
proceed to the next available exit. Do not swerve over, back up or make any other illegal
maneuvers to reach the missed oﬀramp. Always make sure to carefully adjust your speed in
accordance with traﬃc near you and yield to other drivers that are trying to exit the freeway at
the same time. Some freeways combine the deceleration and acceleration lanes into one lane.
This situation can pose a particularly risky scenario, since you have to yield and merge into the
gaps of traﬃc both exiting and entering the freeway. Upon entering the oﬀramp, be aware of
posted exit lane speed limits and/or curved ramps, and adjust your speed accordingly.

Congestion

Planning your route in advance will help ease the burden of dealing with congestion and other
traﬃc problems on the freeway. Be familiar with alternative exits to reach your destination in
case your usual oﬀramp is blocked due to construction or a collision. Use the freeway Guide
Signs to help you choose the proper lane of travel you should be in when determining distance
to an oﬀramp or specific route direction. Another helpful tip for freeway driving is to make time
allowances for unfamiliar or congested traﬃc situations that may arise.

Choose your lane of travel wisely. If you are traveling on a three-lane highway, you'll have more
potential escape routes (or space cushions) with a lane on either side of you. If you are
traveling slower than the normal flow of traﬃc, make sure to drive in the right-most lane. Plan
ahead and position your car in the proper lane so you have ample time to merge at a freeway
interchange.
High-Occupancy Vehicle (Carpool) Lanes (CVC 21655.5)
The state of California allows qualifying clean alternative fuel vehicles to drive in the carpool
lane with only the driver. Only qualifying Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs), such as 100% battery
electric, hydrogen fuel cell or compressed natural gas vehicles will be allowed in a carpool lane
with only the driver. These vehicle owners must apply for a special decal that will be required to
identify them as ZEVs. Consequently, electric-hybrid vehicles are not allowed in carpool lanes
unless you have a passenger(s) in the vehicle.
===============================================
DIFFERENT WEATHER CONDITIONS
In adverse weather conditions (such as rain, fog or snow) you should always use your low
beams, since your high beams can blind other drivers ahead of you. More importantly, the
intense light emitted from your high beams will reflect oﬀ the precipitation in the air, and can
blind both you and the other driver as well.
Rain
The first general rule for driving in the rain (or on a wet road) is to slow down. You should also
use the low-beams, so that other cars can see you. It would be a good idea for you to check
the condition of your wipers at the beginning of the rainy season in your area. Again, clean your
windshield often, so the wipers will work at the most eﬃcient level possible.

Here are some more tips for driving in wet weather:
• Drive in the tracks left by the vehicle ahead of you. This area of the road should have
better traction than the surrounding areas because of the displacement of water caused
by the car ahead of you.
• Be as smooth as possible. Don't make quick stops or abrupt turns. These types of
maneuvers could cause your tires to lose traction, causing skids.
• Leave extra space to brake. Remember that it takes twice as long to stop on a wet road
as opposed to a dry one. Start to brake earlier before attempting to turn or stop, and
increase your following distance between the vehicles ahead. Even driving through
shallow puddles can lead to reduced braking ability.
• Slow down through deep water. As tempting as it may be, purposely driving fast
through deep water to experience roof-high splashes, or "rooster tails" is extremely
dangerous. The chances of hydroplaning and losing total control of your vehicle are
increased substantially. Do not overload your car to the rear, as this may reduce traction
and your car's handling capabilities through deep water. Shifting to a lower gear is also
recommended. In other words, it is best to have a balance of weight such as passengers
and/or cargo in the front and rear of your vehicle.

Snow
The best advice when dealing with snow is to not drive at all. Don't venture out until the snow
plows and sanding trucks have had a chance to do their job, and allow yourself plenty of extra
time to reach your destination. During winter months, always carry chains in your vehicle and
make sure to put them on the tires before entering snow or mud. Use chains whenever road
signs indicate that chains are required.
Note: Never drive on the road edge or the shoulder. Heavy snow can cover lane markings, so
make sure you remain in your lane. Try to position your vehicle in the tracks of other vehicles
ahead of yours. Snow can build up most heavily on the edge or shoulder of the road, obscuring
it from view. The shoulder of the road is reserved for emergency situations—Steer clear of the
shoulder to avoid hitting a parked car or breaking the law.

Fog
Fog poses an especially dangerous driving condition. Without warning, patches of fog may
suddenly roll in, hampering your normal field of vision. Drive with your low beams on because
your high beams can easily reflect in foggy conditions and impair your visibility further. Make
sure to slow down and watch your speedometer since fog can create a visual illusion of slow
motion when you may actually be going much faster. Also, use the right edge of the road or
painted road markings as a guide. Do not gamble your life and the lives of others by trying to
drive in very dense fog.
Each year approximately 600 people die in crashes associated with foggy
conditions. (Source: Federal Highway Administration)
Again, remember to use your car's low-beam lights. It is also a good idea to drive with the
driver-side window rolled down a little. Have you ever gone to the beach in the thick fog? You
may not have seen the lighthouse, but you could hear the foghorn. If there is going to be a
problem, such as a car crash up the road, you might be able to hear it long before you can see
it. Keeping your window rolled down a little will aid you in hearing the outside noise better.
Sand (Dust) Storm
If you can avoid it, the best advice is to not enter a dust storm area. If you can't avoid it, pull
your vehicle oﬀ the roadway as far as safely possible, stop, turn oﬀ all of your lights, set the
parking brake, and remove your foot oﬀ of the brake pedal to make sure your tail lights are not
illuminated. The reason it's important to turn oﬀ your lights is to ensure other cars do not follow
you oﬀ the road and hit your vehicle. Wait until the dust storm has passed before getting back
on the highway.
If you can't pull oﬀ the highway, proceed at a speed suitable for visibility, turn on lights and
sound your horn occasionally. Make sure to never stop on the traveled portion of the highway.
Wind
When driving in gusty wind situations, make sure to slow down and keep a firm grip on the
steering wheel. A powerful enough gust of wind can not only push your car out of its lane, but
wind also has the capability of toppling over high-profile vehicles, such as vans, big-rig trucks
and utility vehicles. Passing can become very dangerous, so make sure to do so carefully,
leaving yourself ample space in case a strong gust of wind comes your way.
Inclement weather conditions can pose numerous problems to any driver. Just keep in mind
that nature can be very unpredictable.
===============================================

